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Abstract  

Introduction If Telemedicine is using Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs) to deliver medical care to patients who are geographically remote [1]. Then capacity 

in Telemedicine is the ability to deliver remote healing. Because the ability to heal remotely 

is dependent up on ICT performance then increased capacity in Telemedicine is reliant 

upon increased ICT performance. Then given that the ability to do more useful work with 

the increasing numbers of processing cores available in modern microprocessors is termed 

parallel scaling. It follows that increased ICT software parallel scaling results in increased ICT 

performance and increased ICT performance results in increased capacity to deliver care 

remotely. Ergo, increasing the parallel scalability of ICTs will increase the capacity of 

Telemedicine to deliver remote healing. However, since Intel’s fundamental turn towards 

parallelism in 2004 there is a mismatch between the current hardware multi-core parallel 

execution model and the prevailing sequential programming software models which, 

because their parallel scaling performance is restricted by the fundamental limits imposed 

by Amdahl’s Law [2], are now no longer fit for purpose—this despite their locking 

semantics [3]. 

Developed in the 1970s at IBM for banking applications Flow Based Programming (FBP) 

[4] is proposed as a solution to overcome the technical barriers to increased performance 

posed by the increasing number of processing cores, unlike imperative programming whose 

idioms focus on how things happen, FBP focuses on how things connect. This alternative 
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dataflow programming approach allows the problem itself to be broken up into small 

computable parts that share information, and these self-contained computing nodes to be 

shared across processing cores.  

Provided that, whilst it is being executed, each FBP Component can be contained within 

the scope (i.e. cache) of a single processing core and the overheads of communicating 

Information Packets between Components can be kept to a minimum then, given an 

unbounded problem size (such ICTs’ communication streams) then a FBP software artifact 

approximates an embarrassingly parallel problem and can approach the ‘perfect’ 

unbounded linear scaling of Gustafson-Barsis’ Law [5].  

Objective To measure the capacity of FBP Telemedicine software to demonstrate 

multicore parallel scalability. 

Design Measuring how mean solution time for 3 FBP synthetic Telemedicine problems 

varied with the number of threads. Data collated from 3 synthetic Telemedicine problems 

derived from 3 motivating real-world Telemedicine articles [6] [7] [8]. 

Main outcome measures The maximum scaled-speedup !!"#(!) and maximum 

strong scaling efficiency !!"!"#. Then the maximum scaled-speedup for thread counts less 

or equal to the number of system cores !(!!!"#$). Similarly for strong scaling efficiency 

!!"(!!!"#$), the rate of scaled-speed scaling !(!(!!!"#$)) and the rate of SSE scaling 

!(!!"(!!!"#$)). Finally the rate of scaled-speedup for thread counts greater than core 

count !(!(!!!"#$)) and, similarly, the rate of SSE scaling !(!!"(!!!"#$)). 
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Results (1) Synthetic embarrassingly parallel Telemedicine problem the FBP software 

demonstrated linear scaling on the multi-core processor with 98% SSE as predicted by 

Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. For thread counts greater than core count this relationship collapsed 

and efficiency fell rapidly !!"!"#$ ≠ !!"!"# (2) Synthetic directed connected pipeline 

Telemedicine problem the FBP software demonstrated supra-linear scaling and again this 

collapsed once the number of threads exceeded the core count (3) Synthetic multiple 

connected pipeline Telemedicine problem !!"# ! = 12.62!(! < 0.01) and ! !!"#$ =

8.29!(! < 0.01) results reveal linear scaling that did not collapse as thread counts exceeded 

the core count but continued to contribute to the !!"# ! . 

Conclusions Although, with fixed component execution durations, the 3 experimental 

scenarios were somewhat idealized, nevertheless, the FBP software produced some 

provocative results by demonstrating linear, and in some cases supra linear, scaling and 

efficiency on a multicore processor. Therefore, FBP can be confidently put forward as a 

superior parallel scaling multicore programming paradigm to increase ICT performance 

and hence increase the capacity of Telemedicine to heal remotely.
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Chapter 1 

Wherein: Telemedicine is introduced and defined, capacity in Telemedicine is defined in 

terms of parallel scalability, current programming paradigms are identified as unfit for 

purpose in a multicore parallel processing world and Flow-Based Programming is 

hypothesised as a solution. The limited realm of related work is explored and found wanting 

and the contributions of this work are listed.  

Introduction 

The concept of Telemedicine is one that has evolved since the early 1970s and with a broad 

literature base has over 104 definitions. [1] The most widely accepted definition is that 

presented by the World Health Organization (WHO): 

“The delivery of health care services, where distance is a critical factor, by all health care professionals using 

information and communication technologies for the exchange of valid information for diagnosis, treatment 

and prevention of disease and injuries, research and evaluation, and for the continuing education of health care 

providers, all in the interests of advancing the health of individuals and their communities” [9]  

Conceptually then, Telemedicine is using Information and Communication Technologies 

(ICTs) to deliver medical care to patients who are geographically remote from some or all 

of the necessary clinical resources required to deliver that care. Practically, Telemedicine 

has the potential to overcome some of the greatest challenges faced by an increasingly 

centralized care giving system to an increasingly decentralized and geographically remote 

patient population. These are challenges that face both developed and developing countries 

in providing accessible, cost- effective, high-quality and increasingly advanced health care 
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services to a remote patient population. [1] 

Consequently the field of Telemedicine is growing in response to burgeoning demand [10] 

[11] from patients, health care workers, economists and politicians.  However, as 

Telemedicine grows so does the complexity [11] [12]of the network of audio-visual and 

data interactions that characterize this modern approach to delivering healthcare. The 

increasing demand for, and the increasing complexity of, Telemedicine can only be met by 

an increase in the capacity of the ICTs to deliver remote care. The barriers to increasing 

capacity in Telemedicine range from the geo-political at the macroscopic level down to 

silicon wafer design at the, literal, microscopic level. 

This research concerns itself with the fast approaching fundamental physical limitations to 

performance at that microscopic silicon wafer level and the consequences for the 

information processing capacity of the ICTs that Telemedicine relies on to deliver remote 

care. In this context then the capacity of the ICTs to deliver remote care is a function of 

their information processing performance and the most important metric for information 

processing performance is speed. Therefore, at the technical level, increasing capacity in 

Telemedicine is dependent on increasing the information processing speed of its ICTs. 

The current advances in the data processing speed of Information and Communication 

Technology is a product of the performance increases in the tightly integrated landscapes of 

the many layers of hardware fabrication (networking, disk storage, memory and processor 

speed) combined with the advances in Computer Science that drive the increased 

performance of the ICT software. But, this landscape is changing and radically so.  
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Modern silicon wafer manufacture is approaching the fundamental physical limitations to 

ever shrinking electronic component size that is imposed by electron quantum tunneling 

effects and increased heat. [13] The microprocessors that drive all of the hardware layers of 

the ICTs that deliver Telemedicine are no longer being manufactured to be faster and 

faster, they are being manufactured to have more and more processor cores. [14] [15] [13] 

[16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Consequently, there is now fundamental mismatch 

between advances in modern microprocessor hardware and the computer science 

assumptions underpinning the software that uses it. [19] [20] [22] Telemedicine is facing 

barriers to increased capacity imposed by this fundamental mismatch between the new era 

of modern multi-core processors in the desktop computers and mobile phones, that 

increasingly form the back-bone of the ICT infrastructure that underpins, it and the weak 

parallel programming feature sets of most modern languages coupled with a parallel 

programming knowledge gap amongst its developers. 

Unfortunately these barriers cannot be easily overcome with modern imperative 

programming approaches to multiprocessor programming [19,2].  

Flow Based Programming [4] is proposed as an alternative approach to overcoming the 

technical challenges and provides software developers with tools that will allow them to 

more easily implement the clinician’s Telemedicine flow based modeling [23]. Thereby, 

meeting the demand for increased capacity in Telemedicine. 

This dissertation will consider the problem of designing a Flow-Based Programming 

software implementation that will fulfill the need of generating experimental data to explore 
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the theoretical potential for increasing capacity in Telemedicine offered by a programming 

approach characterized by its modular processing components sharing data across a web of 

connections. 

1.1 Motivation 

Deconstructing the definition and concept of Telemedicine, as presented above, leaves a 

barebones view: Telemedicine is using ICTs to heal at a distance. [1] It follows, then, that 

capacity in Telemedicine is the ability to heal at a distance and the goal of increasing 

capacity in Telemedicine is, at its elemental level, the effort to increase the ability to heal at 

a distance.  

Since, by definition, the capacity of Telemedicine to heal at a distance is dependent upon 

the ICTs used to deliver care, then a major method of increasing capacity in Telemedicine 

is to increase the performance of its ICTs. However, as has been shown above, one of the 

fundamental barriers to increasing the performance of ICTs is the, ever widening, gap 

between the multicore core architecture of modern micro processors and the inherent 

inability of the prevailing approaches to software development to take full advantage of this 

processing power. The ability of a software artifact to increase its performance as the 

number of processing cores increase is termed parallel scaling and the degree to which 

software displays this property is its parallel scalability. Therefore, in order to increase the 

performance of the ICTs using multicore processors its software must be able to scale up 

with increasing processor cores. It follows, then, that increasing capacity in Telemedicine 

can be achieved by increasing parallel scalability in its supporting ICT infrastructure. 
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Unfortunately using the traditional parallel programming idioms present in most imperative 

programing languages to achieve parallel scaling hits a law of diminishing returns [2] that 

places an upper bound on scalability. Such that the prevailing approaches to Telemedicine 

ICT software development either completely lack the ability to make use of more than one 

processing core or—importantly—lack the ability use them effectively. 

Thus, there is now a disconnection between the stubbornly prevailing single core 

programing models used to develop Telemedicine software and the new multicore 

hardware environment. Therefore, the currently dominant single processor programming 

paradigms are rendered increasingly unfit for purpose in an ever more multicore hardware 

world of parallel programming architectures. However, parallel programming architectures 

are not new, and since the 1970s business software for mini-computers [4] and academic 

research [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] have left both practical programming paradigms 

and a cannon of computer science in the field of parallel programming. Since the age of 

desktop and hand held parallel programming architecture is well now well and truly upon 

us it is time to rediscover this early work and leverage its potential with the power of 

modern programming languages such as C++. 

 Modern imperative programming, and the canon of algorithms that it has spawned [30], 

grew up within an isolated Von-Neumann single processor environment. As a consequence 

many of the idioms for multiprocessor programming and synchronization are considered 

difficult to master and offer poor performance yields. Performance improvements using 

imperative programming languages such as Java with a built in parallel programming 
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model, or languages that can access a variety of parallel programming libraries such C++, 

often produce disappointing performance improvements due to the limitations of Amdahl’s 

Law of diminishing returns. Which places a ceiling on performance dependent upon the 

proportion of time software must spend in a serial execution bottleneck where only one 

processing core is working. 

 Flow Based Programming (FBP) [4] is proposed as a solution to overcome the technical 

barriers to increased performance posed by the increasing number of processing resources, 

unlike imperative programming whose idioms focus on how things happen, FBP focuses on 

how things connect. This alternative dataflow programming approach allows the problem 

itself to be broken up into small computable parts that share information, and these self-

contained computing nodes to be shared across processing resources. This in preference to 

taking a program written in a serial processing imperative style and trying to cut up the 

program itself into parts that can be distributed across processing resources. 

Beyond the potential for improved performance in a multiprocessor environment FBP, 

within its overarching dataflow programming paradigm, has a wide research base 

supporting its use where the underlying models of the problem domain map the flow of 

information between processing nodes. Such data-flow models are widespread within both 

the sciences as scientific workflows [31] and business as business workflows  [32]. 

However, despite the fact that scientific workflows and their dataflow models appear to 

characterize the domain of Telemedicine, analysis of the SciVerse Scopus bibliographic 

database [33], the Association for Computing Machinery Digital Library [34] and the 
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Google Scholar [35] database revealed no evidence of research exploring how an explicit 

Flow-Based Programing approach could benefit Telemedicine software design and increase 

capacity in Telemedicine.  

Therefore, this thesis is motivated by observing that the high level question to be answered 

as being:  

“Is it possible to increase capacity in Telemedicine by using a Flow-Based Programming approach?” 

The nub of this problem lies with analyzing whether or not Flow-Based Programming 

software engineered to map Telemedicine workflows can increase its performance as the 

number of processing cores increase? Further, what constraints are imposed upon this 

increase both to its ceiling and its rate of increase? 

1.2 Related Work 

Flow Based Programming is a course-grained example of the dataflow programming 

paradigm [4] and previous research involving a FBP or dataflow approach to developing 

software has shown that it is best suited to domains where the existing models focus on data 

flowing between connections [27]. Such flow-based models of interactive audio, video and 

data communication between patient and health care provider are observed to characterize 

the field of Telemedicine. Further, research in the dataflow programming field shows that 

well thought out flow-based models tend to reduce the proportion of serialized code and lift 

the scalability ceiling imposed by Amdahl’s law thereby increasing the overall performance 

per processor yield. 
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Previous work related directly to Flow-Based Programming is very limited. For example, 

using the Association of Computing Machinery’s Digital Library [34] advanced search with 

the criteria title with all of this text: Flow-Based Programming generates only one result: 

 (i) Flow-Based Programming. This textbook  [4] written by J. Paul Morrison who is not only 

recognized widely as a pioneer in the field of dataflow programming, but also as the 

originator of the Flow-Based Programming paradigm itself as well as developing the first 

implementations for banking software in the early 1970s. [22] [36] 

As described by Morrison, FBP can be considered as: 

A programming paradigm that defines applications as networks of "black box" processes, which exchange 

data across predefined connections by message passing, where the connections are specified externally to the 

processes. These black box processes can be reconnected endlessly to form different applications without having 

to be changed internally. [36] 

Thus, there are three constituent concepts and software artifacts that define the FBP 

paradigm: 

1. Information Packet (IP) – a discrete piece of data, encoded as a string. 

2. Component – The ‘black-box’ IP processing unit. 

3. Connection – A buffered connection along which IPs pass between components. 

Morrison primarily proposes that ease of overcoming software design challenges and more 

easily implementing business workflows in a modular and reusable fashion as motivation 

for, and benefits arising from, his invention of Flow-Based Programming [4]: 
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“By and large most of today’s programmers painstakingly create their programs by hand like skilled artisans 

hand-crafting individual pieces of cabinetry.” 

As well as the benefits of mapping business workflows to software execution graphs 

Morrison also talks about the potential of FBP to benefit from an increase in speed of 

performance when spread across multiple processing units [4]: 

“Thus it was a very pleasant surprise to find out that FBP allows programmers to write multithreaded code, 

easily and safely – and in fact they don’t even have to think of it as multithreaded code!” 

Broadening the search for related work by using the Google Scholar [37] database, that 

indexes the full text of scholarly literature across an array of publishing formats and 

disciplines, reveals that some 92 other scholarly articles cite Morrison’s book and across a 

wide number of programming fields. However, no direct or cited relationships are identified 

when the associated search term is Telemedicine or the related terms [12] eHealth and 

Telehealth. 

Similarly, searching the SciVerse Scopus [33] database, which primarily accesses references 

and abstracts on life sciences and biomedical topics, produces no results for Flow-Based 

Programming and Telemedicine (and related terms). Interestingly though, searching the 

Scopus [23] database solely for Flow-Based Programming returns the following single paper: 

(ii) A lightweight, flow-based toolkit for parallel and distributed bioinformatics pipelines.  This paper 

[23] is the closest academic paper, in terms of subject matter, to my work. The authors 

describe scientific workflows that characterize the field of bioinformatics and describe how 
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they use the Python programming language to develop a set of Flow-Based Programming 

software tools that are used to develop bioinformatics software. 

The authors describe how bioinformatics workflows can be readily mapped onto the 

dataflow paradigm of a network of message passing components characteristic of FBP. The 

paper also focuses on the inherent potential of a dataflow programming approach to be 

amenable to parallel programming speedup, using a worker-pool approach to job 

distribution in the specific case of their toolkit. Further, the authors highlight and discuss 

the various tradeoffs that exist around granularity and potential speedup recognizing, in 

particular, the very case specific (or rather flow graph specific) nature of those potential 

speedups and software tuning decisions. 

This paper uses the terms workflow and dataflow as semantically interchangeable concepts 

that allow one to be mapped to the other and, in the case of bioinformatics workflows at 

least, successfully so it would seem. However, the paper does not examine the definitions of 

these terms in order to support a generalization of this mapping relationship from workflow 

to dataflow.  To help clarify this point it is helpful to examine the Oxford Dictionaries [38] 

definition of workflow: 

“…the sequence of industrial, administrative, or other processes through which a piece of work passes from 

initiation to completion.” 

Thus, a workflow is about a piece of work that can reasonably be considered as data in a 

dataflow programming model or the information packet (IP) characteristic of FBP. The 

processes can then be considered as side effect free functions or the components of FBP. 
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The passage of the piece of work can be modeled as the connections in FBP. It follows then 

that a workflow is equivalent to a declarative program in as much as it describes what the 

workflow should accomplish. 

Contrast this with the Oxford Dictionaries [39] definition of flow chart: 

“…a graphical representation of a computer program in relation to its sequence of functions (as distinct from 

the data it processes).” 

A flow chart, conversely, is a sequence of all the operations that will act on the problem’s 

variables. It is a description of the steps of an algorithm.  

It is this disambiguation that is central to the difference between the flow chart style of 

imperative programming and the declarative programming style of dataflow, and hence 

flow-based, programing. Importantly then, the former is conducted by a single entity the 

latter is distributive in nature. 

The other key observation on this otherwise excellent and richly descriptive paper, is that 

whilst the authors hint at techniques for tuning the software’s performance they do not 

provide experimental evidence for performance improvements due to parallelization. 

Further, they do not examine the degree by which the toolkit software scales, nor the 

limiting factors to the degree of scaling achievable and the inherent ceiling on performance 

as a consequence of the proportion of code that must execute along a serial pathway. 

In the absence of direct FBP-Telemedicine research then, the key papers in the fields that 

impinge directly on this research are as follows: 
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(iii) Exploring barriers to participation and adoption of telehealth and telecare within the 

Whole System Demonstrator trial: a qualitative study.  This paper [11] explores the results 

of the UK Department of Health’s (DoH) ‘The Whole System Demonstrator’ (WSD) 

programme, which is the largest [11] randomised control trial of telehealth and telecare in 

the world. Notable in its approach this paper goes beyond the DoH’s summary of the WSD 

findings: [10] 

“…that, if delivered properly, telehealth can substantially reduce mortality, reduce the need for admissions to 

hospital, lower the number of bed days spent in hospital and reduce the time spent in A&E” 

Sanders et al. [11]explored the human element and the barriers to the uptake of 

telemedicine that resulted and identified 4 main themes among the WSD participants 

impeding the uptake of telemedicine: 

1. Requirements for technical competence. 

2. Operation of equipment. 

3. Threats to identity, independence and self-care. 

4. Expectations and experiences of disruption to services. 

This paper reflects the general tenor of most modern biomedical papers being upbeat about 

the benefits of telemedicine’s cost-effectiveness; the reduction in use of services; 

improvement to carers' lives and the technology getting better and cheaper. There is a 

growing emphasis on the difficulties of implementation such as whilst clinicians tend not to 

understand what telehealth is all about; nurses see it as extra burden to an overstretched 
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workload; a lack of training provision and associated standards for moving into a 

telemediated world and a surprising lack of interoperability between systems. Interestingly 

though, of all the recognized key stakeholders software engineers and programmers are 

omitted.  

 (v) Understanding workflow in telehealth video visits: Observations from the IDEATel project. In this 

paper [40] the importance of recognizing and fully describing the workflow of human and 

technical interactions involved in telemediated physician-patient interaction is effectively 

demonstrated. Whilst the paper over emphasizes concerns about the lack of generalizability 

of its conclusions the significance of this paper is in recognizing that within the 

heterogeneous pool of telemedicine applications there exists invariant properties that are 

common to all such systems. With regards to the work of this dissertation, primary among 

these commonalities is the telemedicine workflow. It is from this workflow that the flow of 

data can be derived, its components and connections identified and used as the map from 

which to build a Flow-Based Programming software solution to provide the audiovisual-

data telemedicine. 

Within this review of related work it would be disingenuous not to present an opposing view 

and it comes from no less a person than Donald Knuth the author of the Art of Computer 

Programming [30], which The New York Times referred to as “the profession's defining 

treatise” [41]. In an interview by Rupert Goodwins [16] Knuth stated that: 

“To me, it looks more or less like the hardware designers have run out of ideas, and that they’re trying to pass 

the blame for the future demise of Moore’s Law to the software writers by giving us machines that work faster 
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only on a few key benchmarks! I won’t be surprised at all if the whole multithreading idea turns out to be a 

flop…” 

 Knuth’s somewhat contrary opinion can be examined by viewing the continuum of 

multiple processors from the multicore processor to IaaS cloud computing as a 

commoditized abstraction, as processing machinery. Then, in the same way as memory, 

bandwidth and storage, such processing machinery can be recognized as the resource that it 

now is. Thus, where once 640 kilobyte of memory was regarded as more than a user could 

imaginably need when IBM introduced the first personal computer with its subsequently 

infamous memory barrier. A single cored central processing unit bound to the motherboard 

is rapidly becoming the anachronism of modern computing along with Knuth’s standpoint 

on multithreading. 

1.3 Thesis 

With regard to the preceding then this dissertation’s thesis is as follows: 

Even though modern imperative programming languages are rich in features for multiprocessor programming, 

a Flow-Based Programing approach can increase capacity in Telemedicine by more readily overcoming the 

technical challenges of modern multicore programming and by more easily implementing the data flow models 

evident in Telemedicine. 

The foundation of this thesis is that FBP can deliver parallel scalability beyond the 

fundamental limitations imposed by Amdahl’s Law [2] on modern imperative 

programming languages that use locking semantics. 
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1.4 Contributions of This Work 

From the preceding examination of the related work it is clear that there is gap between the 

data flow dominated domain of Telemedicine and the practical and widely implemented 

dataflow programming approach of Flow-Based Programming. In an attempt to close the 

gap this dissertation presents a novel, evidence based C++ implementation of Flow-Based 

Programming. This software is used to develop a series of synthetic telemedicine workflows, 

which are subjected to experimental performance analysis in order to gather evidence to 

support the motivating thesis. Consequently the contributions of this work are as follows: 

1. Recognizing that FBP, in its native form, lacks a model theory, proof theory, soundness 

theorem and completeness theorem. The absence of any mathematical semantics from 

which to construct such theories prevents the effective implementation and presents 

barriers to the construction of hypotheses and the design of experiments to test them. 

This thesis makes some unique but preliminary in-roads into developing mathematical 

semantics for FBP. Firstly by showing that in its most generalized form FBP can be 

considered as a coordination language [42] for an asynchronous ensemble of agents, 

then defining the design rules for a FBP implementation to be compliant with the 

Theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [25] [24] [26] and using naïve 

graph theory to define and draw conclusions about the resulting FBP program.  

2. Building on previous implementations  [23] [36] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] this thesis 

presents a Theory of CSP compliant Flow-Based Programming implementation using 

the C++ programming language. Firstly, describing the logically instantaneous 
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Information Packet and its compliance rules. Then the bipartite design of a type safe, 

exception protected, cache optimized, generic Connection. Specifically designed to 

meet the enhanced requirements for robustness, reliability and performance within the 

telemedicine domain by delivering a fast wait-free, compile-time brittle but run-time 

robust Connection primitive. The easily extended triumvirate basis of a Component its 

ports and type safe communications. Finally, describing the task based interface and the 

threadpool that executes it. At each step the CSP compliance design rules are elucidated 

and how they are satisfied using the template metaprogramming techniques that the 

C++ language enables. 

3. The mathematical semantics developed in this thesis are used in the conceptual design 

of a set of basic but essential experiments designed to establish the fundamental facts 

about the behavior of FBP software artifacts designed to model synthetic versions of 3 

real world telemedicine research scenarios. In so doing, and for what appears to be the 

first time, this thesis breaks down the dataflow characteristics of telemedicine software 

into 3 basic types; being two special cases and a generalization constructed from the 

special cases. The first special case is where the workflow is an embarrassingly parallel 

problem that is amenable to parallel composition by interleaving, the second where the 

workflow is a directed connected problem demonstrating parallel composition by 

intersection and the third larger set of general telemedicine problems where the 

workflow is a combination of, or is reducible to, a composition of the 2 special cases.   

4. This dissertation presents the experimental results of applying the CSP compliant C++ 
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implementation of FBP to a number of workflows characteristic of telemedicine, which 

are subjected to statistical analysis. This research explores the use of descriptive and 

inferential statistical methods combined traditional parallel research analysis techniques 

for the analysis of the results. This process results in the presentation of a novel set of 8 

figure summary statistics for software executing in a multicore environment and a 

standard method for their graphical representation. In the style of Tukey’s 5 figure 

summary and box and whisker graph [48] for exploratory data analysis this thesis 

proposes a convenient 8 figure summary and graphing approach to the exploratory data 

analysis of parallel software performance in a multicore environment. 

5. These results of the experiments provide, to the best of the researchers knowledge, not 

only the first experimental proof of the realization of the theoretical predictions for 

increases in performance that FBP can offer when running on a multicore processor, 

but also provocative evidence that a FBP approach can free software from the 

fundamental limits imposed by Amdahl’s Law [2] and enable access to the kind of 

linear parallel speedup predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law [5]. 

6. Expanding on the recognition that the dataflow programming paradigm is well suited to 

modeling business and scientific workflows [32] [49] this thesis uses CSP and graph 

theoretic semantics to provide the first formal examples of using Flow-Based 

Programming to model telemedicine workflows and, in so doing, demonstrates its utility 

for the field of telemedicine and telehealth. These inroads into using FBP for 

telemedicine should also prove useful for future investigations in this area that will 
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hopefully include the programmer in the workflow stakeholders. 

7. Although following the research process was necessarily restricted by the previously 

described practical limitations, solutions were developed in effort to overcome them and 

in so doing this work is able to outline a number of future research areas that are 

important to overcoming the technical challenges to increasing capacity in 

Telemedicine using a Flow Based Programming approach. 
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Chapter 2 

Wherein: The disconnection of transistor density doubling from increasing processor clock 

frequency in favour of multiple cores per processor die is described, capacity in 

Telemedicine is defined in terms of parallel scalability, the fundamental limits to scaling 

imposed by Amdahl’s Law on traditional parallel programming techniques are explained 

and the potential for FBP to display the perfect scaling of Gustafson-Barsis’ Law is shown. 

The problem of measuring scaling performance is explored and any concerns about 

homogeneity laid to rest before defining the problem to be solved. 

Problem Definition 

There has long been research into how to leverage the computing power of more than one 

processor and for that matter multiple processors have long been the norm in 

supercomputing research [50]. Not unreasonably perhaps then futurists have been 

predicting their arrival on the desktop for decades [14]. To this end there have been many 

false dawns such as the ill-fated INMOS Transputer [15] but the so-called ‘free-lunch’ of 

increasing single processor clock speed, as increasing transistor densities adhered to Moore’s 

law, has always out-paced the performance gains of their multiple processer alternatives.  

However, circa 2005 things have been somewhat different. In the early 2000s Intel, the 

world’s largest producer of microprocessors, radically altered its roadmap of future designs 
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[13]. Faced with the physical limitations of dissipating heat as processor frequency rises 

Intel planned and implemented a future not of multiple processors but of multiple 

processing cores on the same processor. This time as Sutter pointed out in 2005 the free 

lunch is over and, with the number of cores per processor die seemingly following its own 

geometric progression, it is the sequential portions of software that will fall foul of Amdahl’s 

fundamental limitations to performance scaling [2]. Whilst this past decade has seen efforts 

to turn the oil tanker sized zeitgeist of software engineering towards increasing concurrency 

in software there is no single ideal solution [20]. Therefore, there is no better time to be 

researching how to best leverage the computing power of modern multiple core 

microprocessors. 

Even though modern processor transistor density continues to follow Moore’s Law and 

double every two years—or so—it is no longer the case that processor frequency, and hence 

performance, will increase in line. In order to avoid the twin limiting factors of increased 

power consumption and increased heat dissipation chip manufacturers [22] [20] [19]  [18] 

now favour multiple processor cores per die over increasing processor frequency. Further, 

given that performance increases due to microarchitecture techniques have seemingly 

reached their limit as die sizes settle towards a norm the software developer can no longer 

rely on the “free lunch” [22] of increasing clock frequency to drive performance. Instead 

the software programmer must embrace some form of multiprocessor programming in 

order to gain increases in software performance. [17] [51] 

What started as a trickle in 2004 when Intel announced its new roadmap for multicore 
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processors is turning into a flood of processing resources available not only within the local 

machine on the user’s desktop or lap or even in their hand, but also in the processing 

resources that computers are networked with [19] [20] [22]. Consider the spectrum of 

processing resources from low power multicore processors in phones to the increasing 

number of cores in the average desktop machine; the massively multicore graphics 

processors just to play games; server farms that deliver content across the internet and on to 

the more recent developments of the so called ‘cloud’ services that aim to commoditize the 

actual computing power and sell it back to the user across the internet [52] [30]. With 

companies such as Intel and AMD producing cheap, low power multicore chips for phones, 

across the computing resource spectrum, to companies such as Amazon and Google now 

selling cloud computing power at any scale the user desires the financial barrier to massively 

parallel performance is negligible. Therefore, now more than at any other time previously, 

the much-heralded [18] imperative to change to some form of parallel programming is 

upon us. 

The defining challenge of the Higher Education Innovation Funding (HEIF) infrastructure 

grant that provided the equipment support for this research was to increase capacity in 

Telemedicine and, to this end, described four areas for research. However, it was only the 

last of these that posed the challenge to overcome the technical barriers to increased 

capacity.  

2.1 Moore’s Law & The End of the “Free Lunch” 

In 1965 the periodical Electronics published an article by the Intel co-founder Gordon E. 
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Moore entitled “Cramming more components onto integrated circuits”, this remarkably prescient 

article contained many accurate predictions about the future of the electronics industry and 

computing. In the article [53] Moore presented a graph of Log2 of the number of 

components per integrated function against year up until 1965 and then extrapolated the 

straight line until 1975 forming the basis for his subsequently eponymous law. Observing 

that the number of number of components per integrated function had doubled every year 

since the invention of the integrated circuit in 1958 up until the article’s writing in 1965 and 

would continue to do so “for at least ten years”. Subsequently modified to a doubling every 

2 years of transistor density in 1975 Moore’s Law became a self-fulfilling prophecy as it 

formed the basis of the semiconductor industry’s roadmap and has held true into the 21st 

century and is likely to continue to be the case until at least 2015 when the rate will slow to 

doubling every 3 years. [54] 

However, it is not simply the inexorable shrinking of component size that is key to 

computer performance but also—as Moore pointed out in his original article—that as the 

transistor size shrinks so does the capacitance required to drive it and the component can 

operate at a higher speed for the same power per unit area. Thus ensued the greatest 

benefit to computing performance in the past 40 years, such that as the transistor density of 

microprocessors doubled so did their clock speed and hence their performance. 

Stanford University hosts a website [21] that provides access to an open and extensible 

database (CPU-DB) collected by Stanford’s VLSI Research Group over several generations 

of processors containing statistics from all major manufacturers since 1971. Figure 2.1 
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presents a graph that examines the CPU-DB using the open source R statistical and 

graphing language [55] combining the key processor metrics of log2 transistor density, clock 

speed, power (watts), performance measured using the SPECInt 2006 [56] computer 

benchmark and SPECInt 2006 performance per watt onto one relatively scaled graph. N.B. 

older processor performance measured using earlier SPECInt scores (1989, 1992, 1995 & 

2000) estimated conversions to equivalent SPECInt 2006 scores. 

With regards to figure 1 the most striking observation is that examining the log2 transistor 

density confirms Moore’s law to be holding true with mode transistor density doubling 

every two years and tightly associated with this is a rise in processor clock speed—that is 

until—a clear flattening circa 2005. 

The flattening of processor clock speed circa 2005 is in keeping with a change in Intel’s (the 

world’s largest microprocessor manufacturer) chip design roadmap away from increasing 

clock speeds and towards increasing the number of processing cores per processor chip [22] 

[20] [14]. This switch is primarily being driven by reaching the thermal limits of being able 

to dissipate the heat generated by faster clock speeds in denser integrated circuits [14]; 

something that again was hinted at by Moore in 1965 [53]. Thus the “free lunch” [22] of 

increasing clock speed with increasing transistor density was over by 2005. 

However, the death of increasing performance with increasing transistor density that might 

be assumed from the processor clock frequency plateau is less clear. Observing the base 

SPECInt 2006 scores since 2005, somewhat surprisingly, the frontier of maximum single-

core performance has continued increasing well past 2006, despite the predicted end of 
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single-core performance scaling. Unfortunately there is little room for continued optimism 

as improvements in compiler optimizations and the recognition that SPECInt benchmarks 

scores for modern processors “…are measured with the Auto Parallel flag turned on, 

indicating that the measured single-core performance might still be benefiting from 

multicore computing” [14] lies at the heart of this phenomenon. 
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Figure 1:CPU-DB (cpudb.stanford.edu) Processor scaling trends 1971-2012 

2.2 Capacity in Telemedicine and Parallel Scalability 

Chapter 1 introduced and defined Telemedicine and used this definition to derive capacity 

in Telemedicine in terms of parallel scalability of its Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICTs) and can be summarized thusly: 
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• Telemedicine is using ICTs for remote healing. 

• Capacity in Telemedicine is the ability heal remotely. 

• The ability to heal remotely is dependent upon ICT performance. 

• Increasing capacity in Telemedicine is about increasing ICT performance. 

• But, there is a mismatch between the current hardware multi-core parallel execution 

model and the prevailing sequential programming software models which are now no 

longer fit for purpose—this despite their locking semantics. 

• Then given that the ability to do more useful work with increasing numbers of 

processing cores is scaling. 

• Increased ICT software scaling results in increased ICT performance. 

• Increased ICT performance results in increased capacity to deliver care remotely. 

Ergo, increasing the parallel scalability of ICTs will increase the capacity of Telemedicine 

to deliver remote healing.  

Explication: Taking capacity, in the singular, as the maximum amount that something can 

contain [57] then, in the context of a multicore processing environment for Telemedicine 

software, capacity can be considered as the amount of that parallel processing resource the 

software artefact can ‘contain’ in order to perform useful work i.e. work beyond the 

necessary overheads of coordinating the parallel processing. 

Thus it follows that in demonstrating increasing capacity the Telemedicine software artefact 
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must demonstrate the ability to perform more useful work with increasing processing 

resources, be that the physical CPU, logical core, operating system process, software 

threads of execution, or IaaS cloud.  

If demonstrable such a property is termed scalability or, alternatively, scaling efficiency and in 

terms of high performance computing [58] there are definitions for two semantically 

different notions of scalability depending on whether the problem is compute bound (CPU 

bound), termed strong scaling or memory bound, termed weak scaling. 

For ideal scaling behaviour, computational time ! is inversely proportional to the number of 

processors !. 

! ∝ 1
! 

An alternative measure is the speedup per number of processors the scaled speedup ! !  

calculated: 

Let !! be the time on one processor and !! be the time on P processors 

!(!) = !!
!!

 

For ideal scaled speedup behaviour scaled speedup !(!) is proportional to the number of 

processors !. 

!(!) ∝ ! 

2.2.1 Strong scaling 
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Strong scaling is defined as how the solution time varies with the number of processors for a 

fixed total problem size where speedup is calculated in terms of work units completed per 

unit time. 

Let !! be the amount of time to complete a work unit with 1 processing element. 

Let !! be the amount of time to complete the same unit of work with ! processing elements. 

Strong scaling efficiency (SSE) can be calculated by considering the ratio !!and !! as a 

proportion of the processors !, expressed as a percentage of linear performance—where 

!! ∝ !: 

!!" = ! !!
!×!!

×!100%! 

2.2.2 Weak scaling 

Weak scaling is defined as how the solution time varies with the number of processors for a 

fixed problem size per processor. It is the time for fixed computational work per processor as 

the problem size is increased. 

Let !! be the amount of time to complete a work unit with 1 processing element. 

Let !! be the amount of time to complete the same unit of work with ! processing elements. 

Weak scaling efficiency (WSE) can be calculated by expressing the ratio of !! and !!as a 

percentage of linear performance—where !! ∝ !: 

!"# = !!
!!

!×!100%!!"#$%& 

It is important to note that both of these definitions require the measurement of the amount 
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of time a software artifact takes to solve a given problem. Therefore, in order to 

demonstrate positive scaling and have a shorter solution time it must be possible to solve 

different parts of the problem at the same time on different processors i.e. in parallel with 

one another. The notion of software executing in parallel and doing a lot of things at once is 

an important one in multiple processor research and leads to the concepts of parallelism, the 

property of conducting work in parallel, and parallelization, the degree to which work can be 

conducted in parallel. 

Despite the fact then that processor frequencies have plateaued in favour of increasing the 

number of cores per processor, the naïve observation might then follow that a dual core 

processor with two cores with clock speeds of 3Ghz running software in parallel offers the 

same performance as that of a single 6GHz processor? Unfortunately there are 

fundamental limits to the software speed-up that can be obtained from multiple core 

processors where it is not the proportion of an application that can be run in parallel on 

separate cores that matters but rather the proportion that cannot. [50] 

2.3 Amdahl’s Law & The Fundamental Limits To Parallelization 

In 1967 Gene Myron Amdahl of International Business Machines Sunnyvale, California 

published an article [2] strongly countering the contention that the single processor 

computer had reached its limits and that advances could only be made with a massively 

parallel processing (MPP) future. The argument for a multiple processor approach was by 

that stage already a decade old but was one which would have to wait nearly forty more 

years before it would become a reality when microprocessor manufacturers hit the thermal 
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limit and threw Patterson’s “Hail Mary Pass” [19] in the interim Amdahl’s paper did much 

to cast pessimism on an MPP future. [5] [59] [60] 

Although only two pages long, containing no equations and only a single figure Amdahl’s 

seminal article contained the explanation that would later be formulated as Amdahl's Law.  

Amdahl’s Law states a fundamental limitation of parallel computing’s ability to increase 

performance with an increasing number of processors. Such that, it is the proportion of 

time that a program must spend necessarily executing sequentially (i.e. on a single processor 

core) that is the limiting factor to any increase in performance achieved by running the 

software in parallel on an ever increasing number of processing cores. 

Consider a problem of size ! and processor resources of size P, where ! remains fixed for 

all P.  Assume that a program has a portion that takes a reliable amount of time to execute 

in parallel across all the given processors P, but that it also has a fixed portion that that 

takes a reliable amount of time to execute sequentially, being able to utilize only one 

processor. Amdahl’s Law is a model for the relationship between the expected relative speedup 

S(P) of parallelized implementations of the program as P increases for fixed ! compared 

with the non-parallelized implementation: 

S(P) = sequential!execution!time
parallel!execution!time  

Or classically, let !!be the fraction of ! that must be performed sequentially, where 

0! ≤ !!! ≤ !1 then: 
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Equation(1) 

S P ≤ 1
f+ 1− fP

 
 

Amdahl’s Law 

 

This inversely proportional relationship places a fundamental practical upper limit on the 

speed-up that can be achieved for typical real world values of !. As a result no matter, and 

this is the crux of the issue, how many extra processing resources are made available to the 

program it is the case that beyond a certain, and in most real-world scenarios relatively 

small, value of P there is no useful increase in speedup. 

As an example, consider a predominantly sequential program that having utilized software 

profiling has identified a loop section of code that consumes some 20% of the execution 

time. Using standard imperative programming idioms the programming team converts the 

looping section of code to execute across an arbitrary number of processors. Which, when 

the time required for parallel overhead has been taken into account, results in 18% of its 

code able to execute using multiple processors i.e. 18% is parallelizable and the remainder is 

necessarily or inherently sequential and, therefore, unparallelizable. Then the factor by which 

the parallel version is able to execute faster than the sequential version is: 

1

0.82+ 0.18
P

 

Calculating the speed-up !(!) for a number of processors ! in the interval [1,8] gives the 
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following table: 

Table 1: Amdahl 's Law speed-up theoretical case example 18% parallelizable code 

P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

S(P) 1.00 1.0989 
 

1.1364 
 

1.1561 
 

1.1682 
 

1.1765 
 

1.1824 
 

1.1869 
 

 

Table 1: Amdahl 's Law speed-up theoretical case example 18% parallelizable code reveals 

that, for the contrived example case, executing on a dual core processor will give a 10% 

speed-up. However, switching to executing the test case on an 8-core processor will result in 

a possibly useful but somewhat disappointing 19% relative speed-up. Executing the test case 

on 100 processor cores, for example in a virtual cloud IaaS, will result in a speed-up of only 

21% revealing a diminishing return for investment in processor resources and a speed-up 

that is rapidly, and not unsurprisingly, asymptotically approaching a plateau that is equal to 

a !! speedup ceiling. 

Using Amdahl’s Law to plot predicted speedups !(!) against processor-core count ! for 

reducing proportions of the sequential bottleneck !!reveals how percentage speedup starts 

to asymptotically approach an upper plateau !!! for fixed !. Further, !(!) starts to plateau 

for relatively small values of !. Such that if a program has only 25% of its code necessarily 

executing sequentially then there is little in the way of extra speedup to be gained from 

executing this software on a 32-core processor as opposed to an 8-core chip; as revealed in 
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the graph at figure 2 of theoretical maximum speedups for increasing processor counts 

using Amdahl’s law: 

 

Figure 2: Amdahl’s Law theoretical speedup for increasing number of processors P  

If the conclusions of Amdahl’s Law were not already gloomy enough, then matters are not 

helped by one of its major criticisms: That the idealized results predicted by Amdahl’s Law, 

in addition to not taking into account the overheads inherent in concurrent algorithms, also 

ignore real-world overheads such as communication, synchronization, thread management 

and the random overheads occurring by virtue of executing on an operating system, that 

likely has other background tasks running. Thus the results depicted in figure 1 represent a 

theoretical maximum, with real-world results likely to be both below and plateau earlier 

than the predicted ideal. 

However, it is clear that there exists a set of problems to which Amdahl’s law does not 
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apply. Otherwise there would be little point in building machines such as IBM’s 1,572,864 

core supercomputer named Sequoia, the IBM BlueGene/Q system installed at the 

Department of Energy’s Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. [61] 

2.4 Amdahl's Law & Modern Imperative Programming Languages. 

Modern imperative language multiprocessor programming idioms are doomed to be 

confined by the most pessimistic conclusions of Amdahl’s Law because they can only be 

used to parallelize a portion of an otherwise inherently sequential software artifact. 

Many of the traditional imperative programming languages are rich in features to enable 

multiprocessor programming whether inherently such as Java or as a libraries such as Intel’s 

Thread Building blocks for C++. Despite the diversity as a veritable zoo of control 

structures, the central feature is the notion of preventing simultaneous access to a shared 

resource termed mutual exclusion. The mechanisms for ensuring mutual exclusion of a 

resource (be that memory, mouse, keyboard, disk driver, display, network or section of 

code) are predominantly based on various implementations of a lock. A processor executing 

code arrives at a lock, which protects the resource from access by other processors until 

such time as it is unlocked. The lock prevents more than one processor having access to that 

resource at any one time. [62] 

Locks are a means to allow certain sections of a software artifact’s program code to run in 

parallel whilst protecting those critical sections that must not and, as such, locks are a 

traditional means to implementing concurrency in software.  
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But locks have significant drawbacks that stem from their key feature, a lock stops another 

processor from doing something and, to a greater or lesser degree, it has to wait. As a result 

locks do not compose. Composition is a way to combine simple objects or data types into 

more complex ones and is a fundamental technique in building software. Software building 

blocks that use locks whilst correct at the fragment level can prove unpredictably incorrect 

when composed [63].  

Conversely, FBP offers safe composition. A FBP component behaves as a self contained von 

Neumann machine acting only its inputs and outputs with no external side effects and once 

tested or otherwise proven correct can, therefore, be safely composed. 

Further, consider that locks break encapsulation. Encapsulation requires that behavior is 

hidden from the caller of an object, but the lock for an object is exposed. For any given FBP 

Component the internal states of that Component are not observable by its environment.  

Lock management is difficult. The programmer may take too many locks, take too few locks 

or take the wrong locks. In using a FBP approach the programmer does not have to 

concern themselves with lock management. 

Most importantly of all to overcoming the technical challenges at hand, using locks does not 

help you think or program concurrently, locks stop other things from doing things, locks 

make things wait. A FBP approach is one which states what is to be computed, but not 

necessarily how it is be computed when implemented with preexisting reusable components 

it is, therefore, a declarative programming approach and declarative programming 

facilitates concurrency [64]. 
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2.5 Gustafson-Barsis’ Law & Limitless Parallelism. 

By 1988 experimental MPP work by John L. Gustafson at Sandia National Laboratories 

was demonstrating parallel speedups that outstripped the ceiling predicted by Amdahl’s law 

and his pivotal paper [5] explained his evidence-based criticism of Amdahl’s law:  

“speedup should be measured by scaling the problem to the number of processors, not by fixing problem size” 

Fundamentally Gustafson’s law predicts that computations involving arbitrarily large data 

sets can be efficiently parallelized resulting in relative speedups beyond the limits imposed 

by Amdahl’s fixed problem size. In order to differentiate speedup with an arbitrarily large 

problems size from the fixed problem size of the Amdahl paradigm Gustafson used the term 

scaled speedup and credits the alternative law to E. Barsis at Sandia. 

Let a represent serial time spent on the parallel system and b the parallel time spent on any 

of the P processors and that the total amount of work to be done in parallel varies linearly 

with the number of processors P.  

Then a serial processor would require time ! + !!×!! where P = 1 to perform the task and 

by this reasoning: 

!"#$%&!!"##$%" = ! + !!×!!
! + !  

Let g be the sequential fraction of the parallel execution time where: 

! = !
! + ! 

Then scaled speedup S(P) becomes: 
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! ! = !! + !!×! 1− ! ! 

Or classically: 

 

Equation(2) ! ! = ! − !!×! ! − 1  Gustafson-Barsis' Law 

 

Figure 3: Gustafson-Barsis’ law theoretical scaled speedup from increasing number 

of processors P and varying serial fraction g 

In contrast to Amdahl’s Law at equation (1) the Gustafson-Barsis' Law at equation (2) is a 

straight line and where g is small !! ≈ !!or increasingly small as P increases then scaled 

speedup S approaches P as P increases. 

In this way Gustafson-Barsis' Law apparently liberates MPP from the strictures of Amdahl’s 

Law but a certain caveat applies. Most (nearly all) of the assignments must be individually 
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containable within a single processor's scope of processing. Thus whilst a single processor 

may provide for multiple assignments a single assignment must not span more than a single 

processor. This caveat restricts the linear speedup characteristic of Gustafson-Barsis' Law to 

a certain set of problems that can be readily broken down into an arbitrarily large number 

of self-contained chunks or data sets, such problems are termed inherently parallel or 

embarrassingly parallel [65]. 

2.6 Gustafson-Barsis’ Law & Flow-Based Programming 

Provided that, whilst it is being executed, each FBP Component can be contained within 

the scope (i.e. cache) of a single processing core and the overheads of communicating 

Information Packets between Components can be kept to a minimum then, given an 

unbounded problem size (such as Telemedicine information and communication streams) 

then a FBP software artifact approximates an embarrassingly parallel problem and can 

approach the perfect scaling of Gustafson-Barsis’ Law.  

The version of FBP as presented in Morrison’s original book [4] is essentially a description 

of a dataflow programming pattern that can be implemented using an imperative 

programming language. Although, from a software design perspective, using FBP to solve a 

problem requires viewing, or necessarily recasting, that problem in traditional dataflow 

programming terms, then because FBP is a relatively course grained approach each ‘black-

box’ processing component is a self contained Von-Neumann machine that can be 

implemented in an imperative language.  

In this way if one can design in terms of a dataflow, FBP, paradigm and implement using 
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imperative tools and methodologies—herein lies the potential for taking a FBP approach. 

Since, whilst a traditional approach to programming with software written using an 

imperative programming language that has a necessarily serially executing proportion of 

100% can be considered an anachronism, using the same imperative programming 

language to build small fast dataflow/FBP components, each secure inside their own 

traditional but virtual Von-Neumann machine world, that process and communicate data 

could well be the future. Thus as a paradigm, and implemented using existing imperative 

languages, FBP offers the potential to be a bridging technology between the reservoir of 

pre-existing programming resources, both intellectual and human, and modern multicore 

processors and virtual cloud computing resources.  

However, it remains to be proven that this potential is realizable. In order to prove that a 

FBP software artifact with unbounded data approximates an embarrassingly parallel 

problem that demonstrates linear parallel scaling its performance will have to be measured. 

2.7 Performance In The Context Of Flow Based Programming For 

Telemedicine 

In order to measure FBP performance in the context of a real world scenario such as 

Telemedicine, it is necessary to construct models of the kinds problems prevalent within the 

domain. Such a model should have measurable behavior that accurately reflects the real 

world scenario under examination. 

A model can defined using a single real world scenario, for example one presented in a 

domain specific journal, or be an abstraction of several recurring domain specific themes. 
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As in telemedicine the domain literature itself contains several models that can form the 

basis of a software implementation. Once a satisfactory model has been devised it can then 

be translated into a software artifact. It is this software artifact, taken as a whole, which 

becomes the synthetic problem under examination. The benefit of just such a synthetic 

problem is that it permits the necessary instrumentation and repetition required in order to 

engage in successful experimentation on, and draw conclusions about, its scaling behavior. 

However, the question arises as to what aspects of scaling behavior should be measured in 

order that comparisons can be made between scenarios? Further, and more importantly, 

can comparisons be made between scaling performance that obeys Amdahl’s Law and 

scaling performance that obeys Gustafon-Barsis’ Law?  

Examining Amdahl’s Law has presented the notion of relative speedup as well as the 

theoretical limits to speedup for a fixed size problem and examining the Gustafson-Barsis' 

Law presented the notion of scaled speedup for embarrassingly parallel problems. These 

two laws might seem diametrically opposed but in an illuminating article Yuan Shi [59] 

establishes the mathematical equivalence between the Amdahl’s Law and Gustafson’s Law. 

Demonstrating that there is only one law but two different formulations. [59] [60] and 

measurements of scalability, all else being equal, are comparable. 

2.8 The Problem To Be Solved 

Given the thesis:  

Even though modern imperative programming languages are rich in features for multiprocessor programming, 
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a Flow-Based Programing approach can increase capacity in Telemedicine by more readily overcoming the 

technical challenges of modern multicore programming and by more easily implementing the data flow models 

evident in Telemedicine. 

Having clarified at chapter 1.1 Motivation page 21 that the over-arching problem to be 

solved is: 

Whether or not Flow-Based Programming software engineered to map Telemedicine workflows can increase 

its performance as the number of processing cores increase? 

With the corollary:  

What constraints are imposed upon any increase both to its ceiling and its rate of increase? 

Further, that the measure of an increase in Telemedicine capacity will be that some ICT 

Telemedicine software, artifact built using the FBP programing paradigm, will take less 

time to perform a given task in a multicore environment than in a single core environment 

i.e. the FBP Telemedicine software artifact must demonstrate parallel scalability.  

The challenge for the researcher is to design an experiment to test this theory in a setting 

where there is a dearth of prior work, as shown in chapter 1.2 Related Work page 18, and 

one where the domain has a burgeoning number of real-world examples to draw upon. In 

such a case as this the scientific methodological solution is to look for simplified or special 

case scenarios upon which to experiment in order to make some inroads into a large 

problem space.  

The research strategy that evolved was to examine the Telemedicine literature for examples 
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of the simplest forms of ICT workflows and, further, that these simple workflows must be 

special case examples characterized by being implemented using only one desktop 

computer, mobile phone or hand-held device. 

Firstly, three categories of the simplest workflows were identified and ranked according to 

complexity (lowest first): 

1. Those workflows characterized by being either inherently separated into an 

arbitrarily large number of small independent tasks i.e. a workflow most closely 

approximating an embarrassingly parallel problem. Such embarrassingly parallel 

workflows shared another key characteristic in that each separate task does not 

communicate with any other i.e. there exists no dependency between workflow 

tasks. Such problems are regarded as ideal computations because they can be 

divided into a number of completely independent parts, each of which can be 

executed by a separate processing core. (Wang, Yau-zen, & Tsai, 2004) 

2. Those workflows characterized by their tasks sharing information with no less than 

one other but task, but no more than two other tasks. The simplest connection 

topology that satisfies this requirement is a bucket brigade of tasks, dependent on a 

predecessor for information and passing information on to a successor i.e. a 

unidirectional pipeline. 

3. Those workflows characterized by two or more unidirectional pipelines, or those 

that can be easily broken down into two or more unidirectional pipelines. Within 

the Telemedicine literature this was a curiously recurring pattern. Consequently, if a 
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FBP software artifact that modeled this pattern could demonstrate (near) linear 

scalability then the claim for FBP’s utility for increasing capacity in Telemedicine 

would be strongly stated. 

With these simplest of Telemedicine workflows in hand the following case study examples 

were identified that meet the special case criteria of being implemented on only one 

computing device: 

1. “Mean arterial blood pressure and neonatal cerebral lesions.” [6] This study was 

carried out on 33 preterm infants under continuous computerized measurement of 

their Mean Arterial Blood Pressure (MAP). Each recurring MAP measurement was 

a separate and self-contained task. 

2. “Feasibility of using teleradiology to improve tuberculosis screening and case 

management in a district hospital in Malawi.” [7] With a workflow characterized by 

a bucket brigade of image processing tasks as a single pipeline.  

3. “A Telemedicine Application to Schedule Temperature in an In Vivo Sensor 

Network for Cancer Treatment.” [8]. The telemedicine workflow derived from the 

motivating work is an adaptation of the detailed description of the implanted 

thermal sensing clusters and the cancer treatment control workflow between the 

mobile phone home gateway collating the sensor information, local hospital 

physician cancer care provision and the remote cancer specialist prescription and 

their formulation. The resultant Telemedicine workflow diagram is characterized by 

multiple independent pipelines 
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The experimental challenge is to construct 3 FBP software artifacts that model the 3 

simplified workflows that characterize the 3 special case real-world motivating 

Telemedicine examples. Thus constructed the experimental software can then be executed 

on an increasing number of processor cores, in an environment that controls for external 

variables, in order that elapsed time measurements of performance can be taken and 

scalability calculated. 

However, even when the controlling for external variables by performing measurements of 

elapsed time in the same software and hardware environment with a structure persistent 

artifact, it is a complicating fact that a multicore environment is non-deterministic and, 

therefore, single measurements of elapsed time are unreliable for comparison and a 

satisfactorily sized sample of timings is required. 

It follows then, that in order to meet with the requirements of scientific method in such a 

stochastic environment it is necessary to deconstruct the motivating thesis into one or more 

statistical hypotheses that present testable conjectures about a population of elapsed times  

[66] [67]. Further, it will be necessary to show that measurements of elapsed time are 

normally distributed in to confirm that descriptive and inferential statistical methods can be 

used to analyze and draw conclusions about the statistical hypotheses [66] [67]. However, 

since any statistical hypothesis is a statement that is capable of being proven false using tests 

of measurable observations it follows that each conjecture must have a contra-wise paired 

null hypothesis [66] [67].  

Given that the explication of technical barriers facing increased capacity in software 
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development for Telemedicine identifies scalability in a multicore environment not only as 

a major barrier to increased capacity but also a measurable variable, then the construction 

of falsifiable hypotheses based around the unknown limits to parallelization in three 

synthetic telemedicine scenarios is proposed. 

Statistical hypothesis statements about the population of problem solution times:  

1. Motivated by [6], a structure persistent totally disconnected, embarrassingly parallel 

FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling 

when executed in a multicore environment when compared to a single core 

environment. 

2. Motivated by [7], a structure persistent connected component FBP synthetic 

telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling when executed 

in a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment. 

3. Motivated by [8], a structure persistent multiple connected components FBP synthetic 

telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling when executed 

in a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment. 

Or more perspicuously, the problem to be solved is to experimentally disprove: 

!!:!!! != !!! 

!! = the null hypothesis 

!! = the mean of a sample of solution times executing on a single core 
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!! = the mean of a sample of solution times executing on multiple cores. 

For each of the 3 proposed scenarios. 
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Chapter 3 

Wherein: FBP is described, why FBP is preferred for its inherently concurrent structure but 

lacks mathematical semantics. Then it is demonstrated that the Theory of Communicating 

Sequential Processes can be used to describe FBP components and Naïve Graph Theory 

can be used to describe FBP structures. These mathematical semantics are then used to 

describe 3 simplified generic FBP problems that are put forward for matching with real-

world Telemedicine problems. 

Flow-Based Programming 

3.1 What is Flow-Based Programming? 

Flow-Based Programming (FBP) is a way to structure software [68]. It is not a 

programming language but rather a programming paradigm. Offering, as such, a model 

and collection of expandable patterns for building a software artifact using any 

programming language capable of supporting its fundamental requirements.  However, in 

describing the software’s form the flow-based programming paradigm also describes the 

software’s function and, as is nominatively evident, the underlying FBP worldview is based 

on the steady and continuous flow of information. Therefore, in its structure FBP becomes 

a coordination language [4] [42]. 

FBP is the stated [4] concept of one person, John. P Morrison who developed the ideas in 

the early 1970s making its first appearance as the implementation Advanced Modular 

Processing System (AMPS) that, as of 2008 at least, was in continuous use by a major 
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Canadian bank. A second implementation released as Data Flow Development Manager 

(DFDM) was marketed by IBM in the 1980s in Japan. It is important to note that whilst an 

IBM product in its origins the basic concepts were released into the public domain by IBM 

in the Technical Disclosure Bulletin J. Paul Morrison, Data Responsive Modular, 

Interleaved Task Programming System, IBM Technical Disclosure Bulletin (TDB), Vol. 13, 

No. 8, 2425-2426, January 1971 and in 1978 as another article by Morrison describing its 

contents and usage, the abstract of which itself forms a self contained description of the 

ideas underlying FBP in the IBM Systems Journal Volume 17, Number 4, Page 383 (1978): 

“Data Stream Linkage Mechanism by J. P. Morrison  

Using a programming discipline called the Data Stream Linkage Mechanism (DSLM), a program can be 

built by linking program modules to form a network through which data passes. The network is specified by 

the program designer using a mixture of precoded and custom coded modules. This linkage technique and the 

capabilities that result from it constitute an approach to programming that is radically different from 

conventional techniques. It can increase the productivity of programmers and can result in programs that are 

easier to understand and to maintain. This paper gives examples based on a specific implementation of 

DSLM and describes some of the experience gained from the implementation over the last six years.”  

It is based on this public disclosure that, as Morrison states in his book [4], the concepts 

underlying FBP have been in the public domain for many years. Having originally 

approached IBM Canada’s Intellectual Property department in the early 1970s to enquire 

about intellectual property rights Morrison was advised that the concept seemed like a law 

of nature, which is non patentable, and recommended the TDB of January 1971—in this 
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way the onus shifts to any person or body who might be trying to patent something based 

on the FBP concept to prove that their variation is not obvious to someone “skilled in the 

art”. 

Clearly with Morrison’s view of the structure of FBP programs as “collections of 

communicating, asynchronous processes” the focus is on data and its transformations rather 

than procedural code. In this manner Morrison aligns FBP under the broader concept of 

dataflow programming with its broad base of published work and long history of academic 

investigation [68] and within this context FBP is seen as related field but one that does not 

obey the dataflow firing rules and is notable by its course grained approach [68]. 

Although long-winded Morrison’s book is describes FBP as reusable software components 

expressed in an imperative language and linked together and sharing data along separately 

defined connections. Morrison predominantly promotes FBP on the grounds of its much 

reduced development time and software reusability that he supports with narrative evidence 

of his own real life experiences of developing large scale banking software and promotes 

FBP on these grounds for the development of business workflow software in particular and 

software development in general. 

Descriptively then, a FBP software artifact is a web of interconnected, reusable but 

inherently isolated processing ‘black-box’ [36] Components that engage in the asynchronous 

sharing of discrete Information Packets (IP) via externally defined & identified conduits termed 

Connections. By it’s nature then it is reminiscent of dataflow programming but is distinct from 

it.  
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3.2 Why Flow-Based Programming? 

As has shown to be predicted by Amdahl’s Law, it is the necessarily sequential sections of a 

Telemedicine software artifact’s program code that form the performance bottleneck for 

strong scaling. Consequently software engineers looking to develop Telemedicine 

applications that take advantage of modern multicore processors are faced with the goal-

goal counter conflict of utilizing an increasing number of cores as well as shrinking the 

sequential sections of their code. The premise of this work, as posed in the thesis, statement 

is to reconcile these seemingly mutually incompatible goals.  

Flow Based Programming (FBP) is proposed as a solution to overcome the technical barriers 

to increased performance posed by the increasing number of processor cores in modern 

Central Processing Units (CPUs) because, unlike imperative programming whose idioms 

focus on how things happen, FBP focuses on how things connect. By virtue of this 

connection-orientated approach, where it is the problem that is broken down into how data 

flows between processing nodes, the challenge of increasing performance becomes one of 

scheduling the processing nodes across the processor resources.  Conversely, consider the 

imperative approach of trying to sub divide the program itself into smaller chunks, for 

example trying to ‘unroll’ loops of code and share each step across processor cores or loop 

parallelization. The fundamental weakness of this approach within the traditional 

imperative idioms of parallelization goes beyond the latency incurred by the necessary use 

of protective mechanisms around shared data but more readily runs up against the physical 

limitations to parallel programming speedup imposed by Amdahl’s Law. For regardless of 
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how much improvement in performance loop parallelization might bring, for example, if 

the proportion of time that the remainder of program must run in serial, able to execute 

only on one processor, is large then parallelization speedup yield will be proportionately 

smaller. 

What are the fundamental qualities of a FBP approach to programming that a purely 

imperative approach does not offer and does this then mean that there is no role for all the 

preexisting imperative language resources, both artifact and human?  

3.3 FBP enables concurrency, concurrency enables parallelism. 

Concurrency is a way to structure software [64], it is an approach to the structural 

composition of Gelernter & Carriero’s asynchronous ensemble of agents [42]. Parallelism is 

the act of simultaneous execution of multiple things, either interrelated or not, on multiple 

processor hardware. Although related ideas, concurrency and parallelism are not the same 

thing. Concurrency is the design of software such that it has a form that enables it to 

function in parallel execution on multiple processors. 

Flow-Based Programming is an approach to structuring software, it offers a way of 

managing a lot of things at once and whilst its raison d'être is not concurrency it allows a 

problem to be broken down into concurrent pieces that may enable the use of parallelism to 

do a better job [4].  In providing configurable modularity FBP provides a way to structure a 

software solution to solve a problem that may (but not necessarily) be parallelizable.  

However, there are aspects of using the FBP approach that can influence the degree to 
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which the resultant software artifact is parallelizable. For example, the duration of 

execution of the processing black box components is key to parallel performance. This 

concept is expressed as granularity in dataflow terms and, as later experimental results will 

show, has proven to be one of the key considerations in FBP software design. Once one 

understands how best to decompose a given problem then a FBP approach can parallelize 

along different axes such splitting up a workflow into multiple pipelines with concurrency 

both within and between the pipelines. Ultimately then, better design can result in better 

parallelism.  

Computing tools that software engineers have grown up with have belonged to the single 

processor desktop but the hardware environment is now a multicore world and the 

traditional imperative language tools at the programmers disposal at the moment do not 

seem very good at expressing concurrency. Whilst inherent concurrency is clearly not all 

that FBP has to offer, in an increasingly multicore and distributed, heterogeneous hardware 

environment it is becoming a major motivating consideration for its application. 

Thus, in the context of the technical challenge to increasing capacity in Telemedicine what 

a FBP approach offers—as distinct from traditional imperative multiprocessor 

programming approach—is that it is automatically parallelizable. 

3.4 FBP Semantics for research. 

As has been defined above in chapter 2.8 The Problem To Be Solved page 57 the 

experimental problem to be solved is to disprove the null hypothesis for 3 synthetic 

Telemedicine scenarios that represent 3 fundamental Telemedicine work flow patterns. 
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Although comprehensive and complete, in the sense that it allows a programmer to 

implement FBP, Morrison’s description is unashamedly epistemologically founded in the 

qualitative narrative [69] [70] approach to programming and, as such, lacks any 

mathematically defined semantics. As it stands in Morrison’s description [4] FBP appears as 

a declarative language [29], which lacks a program theory, in some suitable logic, from 

which computation can be deduced. Without such, FBP in its native form lacks a model 

theory, proof theory, soundness theorem and completeness theorem. 

Therefore, in order to reason about FBP, have a basis for its effective implementation, 

construct hypotheses and design experiments to test them it would be useful to try and 

derive relationships between Morrison’s descriptive programming patterns and pre-existing 

mathematically defined semantics in order to facilitate a more rigorous quantitative 

analysis. 

The question arises as to what mathematical semantics are most appropriate for describing 

FBP software? 

For this analysis it is firstly necessary to establish the defining elements of Flow Based 

Programming as described by Morrison. Secondly, with these elements in hand it will then 

be necessary to explore the natural language description of their behavior in in order to 

establish the invariant properties of the composing elements of FBP. This exploration can 

be aided by the concept of a first-class object [71] where a first-class object is one that can be 

dynamically created, destroyed and—importantly—passed as an argument. 
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3.4.1 FBP first class objects 

Sieving the potential members of a defining property set from the cornucopia of buzzwords 

that have been applied to FBP such as component orientated, dataflow, distributed, data 

coupling, loose coupling, single point data ownership, certain themes occur from which can 

be derived the 3 resultant verbal stipulations that define the FBP approach such that it must 

possess: 

1. An Information Packet (IP) with a defined life expectancy that is not observable by its 

external environment. 

2. A processing Component that can receive (or not), act upon (or not) and send (or not) 

IPs, whose internal state(s) are not observable by its external environment. 

3. An explicit one-way Connection that acts as conduit for IPs between a pair of 

Components. 

As per Morrison then: 

“…a program can be built by linking program modules to form a network through which data passes. The 

network is specified by the program designer using a mixture of precoded and custom coded modules.” 

Each program module is a processing black-box component—hereafter capitalized as 

Component, not on the grounds that it is a proper noun for it remains a common noun 

describing a class of entities but to identify it as a first class object in FBP and equally for the 

other first class FBP objects. Each Component possesses named input and output ports that 

are clearly separated and the Component must be capable of being executed in a 
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distributed manner. Whereby each Component could be executed by one or more 

processing entities but that, logically, each Component executes in isolation free of external 

side effects to, and is unobservable by, its environment. In this manner by abstracting the 

Component away from the duration of its execution, logically then each Component 

executes atomically. Further, each Component can (recursively) be composed of sub-

components. By specifying the notion of a logical Component the implementation goal is to 

simulate this logical specification.   

The linkage technique in FBP uses specific first-class communication conduit object that are 

specified as one-way directional named channels termed a connection. Each Connection can 

be implemented in any fashion that meets the design requirements of providing a 

unidirectional conduit. Such data communication can be synchronous as a simple blocking 

queue of size one sitting in level one cache memory, for example, or a asynchronous such as a 

large buffer encapsulating a network communication protocol spanning the globe. But with 

the important caveat that within the FBP paradigm is the implicit guarantee that once sent 

the receiver will receive the data. 

Thus in FBP the computational data is passed between pairs of Components via a 

Connection as a discrete information packet. Morrison deliberates over the appropriate 

naming of the quantum of data but on grounds of conceptual generalisation of purpose 

settles on Information Packet hereafter, and as per Morrison, abbreviated to IP.  

Each IP has a finite lifetime and in Morrison’s description is embodied as a string variable 

but that groups of IPs can be identified that constitute a specific record. 
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The way that the Components are Connected to process IPs then becomes the network and 

it is this network becomes the FBP program. This is not just a difference in perception; it is 

the difference between the imperative and declarative styles of programming.  

In the imperative style of programming the programmer constructs a single entity by 

sequencing all the operations that will act on the data that is expressed as variables. 

Whereas, in the declarative style of programming the programmer describes the structure of 

the system at the level of its processing components and the connections that describe how 

the data flows. This structure forms the software artefact that can be executed on the 

available computing resource(s). 

These first-class object stipulations, if met by an implementation, are intended to imply that 

the compliant implementation serves as a FBP software artifact. 

In its most generalized form then FBP can be considered as a coordination language [42] 

implemented as an asynchronous ensemble of atomic actors. But since this provides no 

suitable logic, is there a more mathematical form into which FBP can be generalized that 

provides soundness and completeness? 

Exploring how these more formally defined verbal stipulations of FBP form and function 

might be translated into pragmatically useful mathematical semantics leads to two stage 

approach based on the seminal work of Sir Tony Hoare on Communicating Serial 

Processes and the canonical work of Leonard Euler on Graph Theory. 

3.4.2 Communicating Sequential Processes 
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Sir Tony Hoare’s seminal 1978 [25] paper introducing the concept of Communicating 

Sequential Processes (CSPs) was essentially an outline for a concurrent programming 

language and was not formalized as a formal language for describing patterns of interaction 

in concurrent systems until the collaborative paper with Brookes and Roscoe “A Theory of 

Communicating Sequential Processes” [24]. Since then, and ongoing, has developed as a 

mathematical theory of process algebra and is known to be influential in the development of 

the Occam programming language [72] but also more recently influenced the design of the 

Go programming language by Rob Pike at Google. [73]  

At a time when mathematical semantics for concurrency centered on shared variables [28] 

Hoare introduced an approach that was free of shared variables. [25] [26]. The theory of 

CSPs is characterized by isolated processes that communicate via input and output 

commands [25] or, later, named channels [26] [24] [28] resulting in a powerful 

mathematical model of communicating processes which has grown into a tractable 

semantic model for parallel processes with a wide variety of process calculi. [28] 

A detailed explication of the theory of Communicating Sequential Processes is beyond the 

scope of this work but given that its basic concepts and notations are not particularly 

abstruse and are necessary in order to examine the validity of its application to Flow-Based 

Programming a description of basic concepts and notations is provided at chapter 7.1 

Appendix: Theory of Communication Sequential Processes page 273. 

3.4.3 CSP Theory for FBP 

What then does the Theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (TCSP) have to offer 
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the programming design pattern of Morrison’s Flow-Based Programming (MFBP) in the 

way of useful mathematical semantics? 

In building the conceptual model for FBP Morrison first introduces the information packet (IP) 

as the irreducible datum, the memo passing between offices [4]. The IP then stands out in 

its defining features as the FBP design pattern equivalent of the TCSP event. Thus, as for 

the TCSP event, the FBP IP is the ultimate named unit triggering behavior, the coin in the 

vending machine [26]. Exploring this potential equivalence then, the TCSP event is of a 

certain kind, or type. Each type is eponymously its own unique name and of which there 

can be one, many or none in existence in any particular environment. [25] [24] [26] 

Conversely, MFBP describes the IP as an “…independent, structured piece of information with a 

well-defined lifetime (from creation to destruction)” and whilst identify a need for structure the IP 

does not possess a particular type. In fact Morrison recommends implementing the IP in 

string format with delimiters for structure. From this lack of type in MFB it follows, 

therefore, that any implementation of FBP aiming to be TCSP compliant must be a 

particular subset of MFBP with certain design rules that must be obeyed in order for that 

implementation to be TCSP compliant. 

The collection of named events constitutes an alphabet of tokens whilst the kinds of IP 

constitute the set of valid data types. Clearly the evolving proposition is that the IP and 

event are synonymous is it reasonable then that the latter mathematically represent the 

former? 

The two key defining features of an event are that it is both indivisible and also logically 
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instantaneous. [24] Therefore, in order to represent an activity with duration there must at 

least be a first event and a last event. Further, it is not the timing of events, nor the time 

interval between events, that is relevant but rather the relative order of events.  

Whilst Morrison does not describe FBP as dependent on the timing of IPs nor the duration 

between them and whilst Hoare’s events are logically instantaneous this is not descriptively 

the case with Morrison’s IPs. What Morrison does do is state that IPs must be explicitly 

destroyed and debates the various approaches to the longevity of IPs and the accounting of 

their ownership. 

 However, since the theory of CSPs describes the legal ways events and processes combine 

then, from an implementation standpoint, provided it is possible to provide IPs that are 

logically instantaneous then the proposition that a theoretic CSP event is the mathematical 

model of a FBP CSP compliant IP holds. 

Therefore a TCSP compliant IP must be a logically instantaneous, logically indivisible kind 

of type from a defined alphabet set that can be communicated between processes via a 

named connection that results in a transition. 

In this way after Hoare [25] [26] and Brookes [24] let ! be an event and !′ be a CSP legal 

IP then an event is something that causes a transition in the behavior of an object such that: 

! → ! 

Describes an object that first engages with event ! and then behaves as described by !, it 

follows that if a FBP object first engages with !′ such that 
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!! → ! 

Following which the FBP object also behaves as described by ! then the proposition ! = !! 

is true given the principle of a TCSP legal IP. 

Within the theory of CSPs the object with a described behavior, as ! above, is termed a 

process the defining property of which is that is that its internal states are not observable by 

the environment.  

“Since, in general, a process is nondeterministic, its internal progress will require the making of arbitrary 

choices, which are wholly uncontrollable and invisible from outside.” 

[24] 

The first observation is that this definition is synonymous with the black-box property of the 

FBP Component [4] and as the concept of an event is distinct from that of process which 

engages in events, one many or none, so is the concept of a Component distinct from that 

of an IP with which it may, or may not, engage. Is it a valid proposition then that a process 

is a mathematical model for a Component? 

A CSP process can be defined by describing the whole range of its potential behavior i.e. by 

the sequence or trace of atomic events that define its transitions [25] [26] or alternatively the 

trace(s) that cause that process to fail can define a process [24]. Because the internal states 

of a process are invisible to its environment it follows that only by externally observing its 

behavior can a process be defined. Such observations of a process constitute a finitely 

describable experiment to which a process can be subject. It is postulated then that two 
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processes are identical if their observations are indistinguishable, regardless of their internal 

machinations. This approach provides for the reasoning that leads to the principle of identity of 

indiscernibles [24] such that for the CSP process ! and ! if: 

!"#$%&'( ! = !"#$%&'( ! ⟹ ! ≡ ! 

It follows then that any two separate CSPs ! and ! that generate the same output for a 

given input, despite following different internal actions, are interchangeably equivalent to 

external observations of the behavior of the two processes and being observably the same 

therefore ! = !. [24] 

Consider then two separate FBP Components !’ and !’ that generate the same output for 

any given input as the CSPs ! and ! and also share the same set of failures, despite 

following different internal actions. Then by the principle of identity of indiscernibles not 

only is it true that being observably the same !’ ≡ !’ but also !’ ≡ ! and !’ ≡ ! ergo 

!’ ≡ !’ ≡ ! ≡ !∎ 

In this way a FBP Component can be regarded as an implementation pattern for the 

theoretic CSP process.  

Further, Brookes in providing a theory of CSPs [24] introduced the notational 

simplification of named unidirectional channels as a means of communicating events 

between processes, instead of a concatenation of other processes as per Hoare’s original 

paper [25], by which communication commands reference named channels in order to 

communicate between processes. 
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“…the only events are communications between processes, which are linked by named channels. Thus each 

event consists of two parts "m.t", where m is the name of a channel along which the communication takes 

place, and t is the content of the message that passes.” 

[24] 

These definitions can be applied to a FBP Connection as Brooke’s paired output and input 

commends are equivalent to and can be modeled by the send and receive services provided 

by the Connection and the FBP Information Packet as ! the content of the passed message. 

The issues of TCSP compliance arise in the guarantee of a logical though legally 

decentralized logical atomic assignment, such that any delay between matched commands 

is effectively temporary and must complete. 

It follows then that a FBP Connection providing paired !" and !"# ports containing an IP ! 

is the implementation pattern for the paired communication event !"#. !: !". ! described in 

“A Theory of Communicating Sequential Processes.” [24] Noting that as described by 

Morrison a Connection is not identified by its name but rather by the names of its input 

and output ports in keeping with the CSP definition at appendix 7.1.4 Communication 

page 276. 

In this way it is proposed that Morrison’s FBP paradigm provides a set of implementation 

patterns for the theoretical elements of TCSP. Such that a suitably compliant FBP 

Component is an implementation pattern for the CSP process; a suitably compliant FBP 

Connection is an implementation pattern for the CSP named unidirectional channel and a 

suitably compliant FBP Information Packet is an implementation pattern for the CSP 
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theoretical message type.  

Therefore it is proposed that the communicating sequential processes and their process 

calculus can be expressed in dataflow terms. Further, it is interesting to note that Occam, 

the canonical implementation of the theory of CSPs, as a source program can be 

partitioned into a collection of acyclic dataflow graphs for a dataflow processor. [74]  

Communication: Synchronous or asynchronous? 

In Hoare’s & Brookes model of CPSs processes synchronize and communicate by using 

synchronous input and output commands [25] [24], whereas Morrison describes FBP as 

collections of communicating, asynchronous processes [4]. 

The necessity of the synchronous nature of communication in the theory of CSPs is in order 

to avoid the emergence of non-determinacy in outcome and behavior. [24] In this 

synchronous model, the sender blocks until the receiver picks up the message, in other 

words, the two processes have to rendezvous. 

This is the main argument for the synchronous nature of CSPs because after completing a 

send event the sender has the guarantee that the receiver as an atomic event has received the 

message ! [24] and, based on this guarantee; subsequent events (program code) in the 

process can assume this to have taken place. 

However, this theoretical ideal is difficult to implement. Consider the goal of distributed 

parallel programming, perhaps across different machines, then there may be a number of 

real world reasons why the message content does not arrive at the recipient, a failure of the 
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hardware is sufficient for example. 

Another problem with the synchronous atomic transfer of messages between processes is 

that the underlying network protocol may not deliver messages in the order in which they 

were sent which would result in the undefined behavior of the recipient expecting un-

permuted information. 

None of these problems are new in the field of network communication and can, and have 

been, solved by using implementation techniques such as buffers, queues and sophisticated 

communication protocols such as the TCP/IP Internet protocol. Therefore, it is possible to 

provide synchronous guarantees over asynchronous communication networks if the FBP 

implementation can, by some mechanism, cause a Component process to be delayed until 

some other Component process executes a matching input command. 

Having established that the FBP paradigm is a description of an implementation pattern of 

the theory of CSPs variant with named channels and asynchronous communications what 

advantages does this bring? 

Brooke’s original work provides symbolic semantics, which not only provide an 

unambiguous definition of a programming language with the potential for multiple 

implementations, but also defines the patterns of implementation for any pre-existing 

programming language that possesses the necessary features to meet the definitions. In this 

way the parallel programmer can have a set of guarantees about the behavior of the 

software written using a sequential programming language. 
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Therefore, a FBP implementation that models the theory of CSPs offers the possibility that 

an implementer can prove, with mathematical rigor, that the implementation meets the 

standard specification of the theory.  

It follows then with such an implementation the individual programmer has the 

opportunity to prove the correctness and liveliness of a program with respect to some 

description of its intended behavior. 

As a consequence any TCSP compliant FBP software ought to be amenable to analysis for 

correctness using CSP theoretical process algebra. 

3.4.4 Graph Theory 

Graph theory sees its origins with Swiss mathematician Leonard Euler’s 1736 paper on his 

negative solution to the historically notable Seven Bridges of Königsberg problem [75]. He 

developed a technique of analysis and of subsequent tests that established his assertion with 

mathematical rigor. In modern terms Euler’s abstraction of the problem is to regard each 

bridge as an abstract connection termed an edge and each island a corner to turn or vertex. 

Each edge serves only to indicate which pair of vertices are connected, the whole 

description of edges and vertices becomes the mathematical concept of a graph. 

3.4.5 Graph Theory for FBP 

In the context of Flow Based Programming when graphically representing the program the 

literature represents components as discrete entities, commonly a box, with an arc or arcs 

representing the connections between them and arrow indicating the direction of flow of 
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the information packets. This graphical depiction should not be confused with the software 

implemented non-visual structure of the program itself, as there are many ways to 

implement a FBP program in actual software.  

This diagrammatic approach to defining a FBP program has clear and complete conceptual 

one-to-one relationships with the graphical depiction of the mathematical structures used to 

model the pairwise relationships between objects i.e. a graph. However, as much as the 

graphical depiction of a graph should not be confused with the abstract non-visual 

underlying structure in as much as there are several ways to layout a graph, neither should 

a FBP diagram be confused with the underlying software implantation.   

However, all that matters semantically is that the abstract structure of directionally 

connected components that constitute a FBP program can be generalized to a graph. Such 

that each Component can be regarded as the node or vertex of a graph and each 

Connection can be regarded as a directed edge. Indeed, the semantics of a FBP program 

might require several different kinds of graph in order to communicate not simply the 

layout of the network but using different weights for the vertices to communicate, for 

example, the latencies associated with each component. Thus the graph semantics for FBP 

go beyond simple form but extend into a wide domain of function.  

Therefore, it is proposed that a FBP workflow can be considered as the graph ! composed 

of the ensemble of Components ! as the set of vertices !, such that ! ∈ !. Which is all well 

and good, but graph theory describes the connections between vertices in a directed graph 

with a second set of ordered pairs such that, formally, for two vertices ! and !, the edge 
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between them is !, ! .  

However, as per the 3rd stated verbal stipulation for the property of being an FBP artifact is 

the presence of a defined Connection between two Components ! and ! the Connection 

!" is the ordered pair !, ! . Then the FBP Connection ! defines an edge and the 

Connections in the FBP executable as the set of edges !, such that ! = !|! ∈ ! ∧

!!!"!!!!"##$%&'"# . The notation may be bad but not catastrophic and aided by context. 

In this way if the set of processing Components that comprises ! can be denoted by !(!), 

or simply ! when there is no danger of confusion and the total number of processing 

Components is the order of the graph |!|. 

Similarly, if the set of Connections that comprises ! can be denoted by !(!), or simply ! 

when there is also no danger of confusion and the total number of Connections is the order 

of the graph |!(!)|. 

Consequently the problem to be solved and, ergo, the program to be executed becomes: 

! = (!,!) 

There is nothing in the definition of FBP that restricts the multiplicity of the ensemble 

graph nor requires it to be acyclic merely that the Connections are directed. 

Therefore, graph theoretic methods, in various forms, could prove particularly useful for 

analyzing FBP software and, as will become evident, not least for experimental design. 

3.4.6 Mathematical semantics for FBP experiments 
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The primary observation in searching for a useful mathematical description for Flow Based 

Programming is that a FBP network of black box processing Components sharing data 

though one-way Connections can be modeled as a directed graph of communicating 

sequential processes.  

How might such a model be usefully applied to reasoning about FBP? 

Returning to the previously constructed falsifiable statistical hypotheses from chapter 2.8 

The Problem To Be Solved page 57: 

1. Motivated by [6], a structure persistent totally disconnected, embarrassingly parallel 

FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling 

when executed in a multicore environment when compared to a single core 

environment. 

2. Motivated by [7], a structure persistent connected component FBP synthetic 

telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling when executed 

in a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment. 

3. Motivated by [8], a structure persistent multiple connected components FBP synthetic 

telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling when executed 

in a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment. 

The goal for each hypothesis is to define the invariant properties of the class of problems ! 

that satisfies each hypothesis and observe the behavior of ! in a finite experiment.  The 

theory of communicating sequential process and graph theoretic semantics can be 
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combined for FBP and be employed in defining the nature of the problem for each of the 

hypotheses as follows. 

3.4.7 A totally disconnected embarrassingly parallel composition by 

interleaving problem 

In order to examine the first hypothesis: 

A structure persistent totally disconnected, embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic 

telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant t scaling when executed in a 

multicore environment when compared to a single core environment. 

The most reduced form of a FBP workflow is the isolated component. Consider such an 

isolated sequential processing Component !! as the sole occupant of its Component set ! of 

the FBP program graph ! where ! =!∅. Prior to G starting execution on the hardware 

processing substructure !! takes on, by some form of deserialization, an initial internal state 

! that is wholly unobservable by the external environment. At the termination of execution 

!! has a final state !′ which is serialized to some form of display or storage. In this way the 

Component !! behaves like a !"#$% process ignoring all other inputs but making internal 

progress until an internal !"##$!! event is generated. 

Consider then if the order |!| is increased to some arbitrarily large value ! by adding more 

Components but ! =!∅ then because of the invariant, and defining, properties of ! such 

that the order |!| is arbitrarily large and the degree |!| = 0 it follows that ! meets the 

definition for an embarrassingly parallel problem and each Component ! ∈ ! can execute 
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in interleaved parallel, denoted ||| as per Hoare [26] 

! ∷ !! ||| !! ||| … ||| !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1) 

Therefore, for a problem ! that can be expressed as a FBP program graph ! = (!,!) 

where ! = ! is arbitrarily large but ! =!∅ then ! meets the criteria established for an 

embarrassingly parallel problem. Then ! can be implemented as a graph of disconnected 

internally progressing !"#$% Components consuming event ! from their internal traces !, 

denoted !\! until, possibly, transitioning to !"#$ consuming ✓ and !"#$ (successfully):  

! !"#$% !\! !"#$! ✓ !"#$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2) 

Or diagrammatically: 

 

Figure 4: Embarrassingly parallel CSP problem  

The proposition that logically follows is that for the class of all such disconnected 

interleaved problems !|| there exists a FBP program graph !|| = (!!"#$%,!) with the 

invariant properties ! ≥ 1 ⋀ ! = ∅ of which an embarrassingly parallel problem!||! 
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has a defining FBP program graph !||! ⇔ ! ⟶ ∞ ⋀ ! = ∅. 

In this manner might a structure persistent totally disconnected, embarrassingly parallel 

FBP software artifact be constructed whose solution times could be observed in order to 

draw conclusions about how the solution time varies with the number of processors for a 

total fixed problem size for this special case class of problems. 

3.4.8 A directed connected parallel composition by intersection problem 

In order to examine the second hypothesis: 

A structure persistent connected directed FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact will 

demonstrate significant strong scaling when executed in a multicore environment when 

compared to a single core environment. 

The most reduced form of a connected FBP workflow is a pair of connected Components !! 

and !!. Consider a FBP program graph ! defined as follows, !! and !! communicate via a 

single Connection !! of any type !. As G executes on the hardware processing substructure 

!! sends ! of type ! into !! and !! receives ! from !!. In this way the Component !! 

behaves like RUN processes that will always engage in any event offered by !! it is a sink 

for all and any inputs !". ! behaving like a ‘black hole’ down which events disappear. The 

Component !! behaves like a source, generating events !"#. ! and both are chained 

together: 

!"#$%& ≫ !"#$ 

Henceforth !! and !! are termed !!"#$%& and !!"#$ connected by !!. This minimalist graph 
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can be grown by inserting a new Component !! between !!"#$%& and !!"#$ such that !! 

now receives !". ! from !! and communicates !"#. ! via a second Connection !! of type ! 

to the terminating Component !!"#$ the Component !! behaves as a filter sending an !"#. ! 

event for every !". ! event received.  

!"#$%& ≫ !"#$%& ≫ !"#$ 

This process can be repeated to grow the chain of Components by adding ! filter 

components. 

!"#$%& ≫ !"#$!"! ≫ ⋯ ≫ !"#$%&! ≫ !"#$ 

In this manner the vertex-edge-vertex walk of the graph G can be considered as a pipeline 

of directed Connection connected Components. 

Regardless of size, then the directed connected FBP program graph ! has the invariant, but 

not defining, properties that its size |E| is equal to its order |V|-1, however these 

properties do not necessarily define the desired invariant of a pipeline walk because multiple 

connections and circular connections are not excluded. Therefore, in order to define the 

desired pipeline graph it is necessary to specify invariant connectivity properties for the 

maximum degree of the graph !, denoted by !(!), and the minimum degree of the graph, 

denoted by !(!) which are the maximum and minimum degree of its vertices and hence 

the maximum and minimum Connections to its Components. Then ! can be implemented 

as a graph of ! connected !!" Components communicating an event !!. ! consisting of an 

information packet ! of type ! via named Connection !! such that by the simultaneous and 
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invisible sending of everything output by !"#.!"#!!! on channel !"# as input to !".!"#! 

on channel !" they are all chained together: 

!"#! ≫ !"#! ≫ ⋯ ≫ !"#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3) 

Therefore, for a problem ! that can be expressed as a FBP program graph ! = (!,!) 

where ∀ ! > 1 and ! ! = 2 and ! ! = 1 the ! meets the criteria established above for 

a directed connected pipeline. Then ! can be implemented as a graph of chained !"# 

Components connected by a typed Connection such that each Component ! ∈ ! can 

execute in intersecting parallel, denoted || as per Hoare. [26] 

! ∷ !! || !! || … || !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(4) 

Or diagrammatically: 

 

Figure 5: Directed connected interleaved parallel CSP problem 

The proposition that logically follows is that for the class of all such directed connected 

intersected problems !||| there exists a FBP program graph !||| = (!!"# ,!) with the 

invariant properties ! ! = 2 ⋀ ! ! = 1. 

In this manner might a structure persistent pipeline FBP software artifact be constructed 

whose solution times could be observed in order to draw conclusions about how the 
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solution time varies with the number of processors for a total fixed problem size for this 

special case class of problems. 

3.4.9 A multiple directed connected components parallel composition by 

interleaving intersection problem 

In order to examine the third hypothesis: 

A structure persistent multiple connected components FBP synthetic telemedicine software 

artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling when executed in a multicore 

environment when compared to a single core environment. 

The classes of problems that can be expressed as a FBP program graph examined so far are 

the two special cases of a general class of problems that can be composed from them. 

Built into this proposition is the assumption that for any single problem demonstrating 

parallel composition solely by intersection that can be expressed as FBP program graph 

! = (!,!)!such that ! ! > 2 ⋀ ! ! = 1 then ! can be decomposed in ! subgraphs 

!! = (!!"# ,! ! !!) such that ! !! = 2 ⋀ ! !! = 1 and ∀! parallel composition is 

by interleaving. 

In this way the proposition follows that for the disconnected embarrassingly parallel class of 

problems composed by interleaving !|| and the single directed connected pipeline 

composed by intersection class of problems !||| then there is a third class of general 

problems P that are composed from them: 

! = !|| ∪ !||| 
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Then it follows that for such a general problem it can be expressed as a FBP program graph 

G built, recursively as necessary, from interleaved pipelines: 

! = !|| ∪ !|||!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5) 

Consider then the FBP program graph G consisting of ! subgraphs !!, !!. . . !! where ! has 

the possibility of becoming arbitrarily large and S is a pipeline !"!#! type described above 

of fixed ! such that ! = !"!#! = (!,!) where ! = ! + 1, ! = !.  

! ∷

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!
|||

S! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!
|||
⋮
|||

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(6) 

Or diagrammatically: 
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Figure 6: Intersected directed connected interleaved parallel CSP problem 

The proposition that logically follows is that for the class of all such problems composed 

 ! there exists a FBP program graph ! = !|| ∪ !||| 

In this manner might a structure persistent multiple pipeline FBP software artifact be 

constructed whose solution times could be observed in order to draw conclusions about how 

the solution time varies with the number of processors for a fixed total problem size per 

processor for this class of problems. 
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Chapter 4 

Wherein: A CSP compliant FBP Software for Telemedicine Applications (FBP-SFTA) is 

described and constructed for experimental work hereby. 

System Implementation 

Taking forward, from chapter 3.4.3 CSP Theory for FBP page 74, the proposed concept of 

a Theory of Communicating Processes compliant Flow-Based Programming 

implementation this chapter will establish the design rules for such compliance as they 

pertain to each of the FBP defining first-class objects, described in chapter 3.4.1 FBP first 

class objects page 71, and provide an example implementation that fulfills those compliance 

requirements.  

The overarching software design strategy for CSP compliant FBP is relatively simple: 

• Consider each of the axiomatic processes of CSP Theory, as described in chapter 

7.1 Appendix: Theory of Communication Sequential Processes Table 8: CSP 

axiomatic processes 279, as first class FBP Component objects and implement each 

one as a base class in C++.  

• Consider the named channels of the CSP variant, as described by Brookes with 

Hoare and Roscoe [24] in which communication commands reference named 

unidirectional channels instead of other processes, as first class FBP Connection 

objects and implement the channel concepts as class or classes that minimize 
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communication overheads.  

Carrying forward the elegant and powerful graph theoretic semantics from chapter 3.4.5 

Graph Theory for FBP page 82 for describing a FBP program’s connections and structure. 

This chapter will describe the implementation the necessary programmatic idioms within 

Components that result in an executable FBP program graph and mechanisms for gracefully 

halting [76] the executable on the grounds of both success and error. 

Useful generic collection structures and generic data type agnostic Components for 

generating, counting, delaying, halting and consuming are developed as well as a simple 

threadpool to act as an adjustable processing substructure for FBP executable graphs so 

constructed. 

Before descending into a description of the FBP implementation manifestations of these 

concepts a quick note on C++ version choice being, as at the time of writing, at the 

watershed between C++98/C++03 and C++11. The parent software from which the 

research FBP implementation is derived was written using the C++03 standard and as such 

so is this first version of the FBP software for telemedicine applications, henceforth FBP-SFTA. 

Explication of the implementation of FBP in the C++ general-purpose programming 

language version C++03 as defined in ISO/IEC 14882:2003.  [77]Using the Eclipse CDT 

(C/C++ Development Tooling) to construct and test the 64bit Object Orientated 

Programming (OOP) implementation of FBP for research on the Ubuntu distribution of the 

Linux operating system. 
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4.1 Information Packet  

It is axiomatic to the Theory of Communicating Sequential Processes that an event is 

logically instantaneous and leads to the first design rule for a CSP compliant FBP 

implementation: 

4.1.1 Compliance rule 1: An IP must be logically instantaneous 

Morrison approaches this ideal with concept of a Component ‘owning’ an IP or rather 

owning a ‘handle’ to its physical storage and that, importantly; an IP can only be accessed 

by its owner for the duration of that ownership. In Morrison’s model it is the ownership of 

IPs that is transferred between Components and when the number of interested owners 

reaches zero the finite lifetime of an IP is up. At this stage the usual strategy of “garbage 

collection” by the system does not automatically destroy the IP but rather it must either be 

explicitly destroyed by a final owning process or serialized to storage. 

With the software engineering of IPs comes the first opportunity to make decisions about 

implementation. As described above Morrison is a proponent of what can be seen as a 

durability model for the IP, one where a program must deliberately destroy its IPs.  

As an alternative approach the FBP-SFTA adopts the antithesis of IP durability in order to 

meet the CSP requirement of an instantaneous event/IP. This is a deliberately more fragile 

model design to meet the desired CSP compliance, whereby the information packet's 

existence must be deliberately maintained at each step in its life cycle otherwise its physical 

manifestation in memory is automatically deleted once the IP handle (pointer in this case) 

leaves the local scope of the transition that it has triggered in the Component. 
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The effect is then one of a logically instantaneous transition. To borrow Morrison’s memo 

metaphor, that was used an argument for IP durability, CSP compliance requires that the 

memo only exists at the point at which it is sent, its creation, and the point at which it is 

received, its destruction. Whilst it may be copied on receipt the data is then an internal and 

invisible state of the Component and only becomes externally visible to environment as an 

IP if it is sent again to another Component.  

Clearly, the deliberate destruction and then reconstruction of the data is wasteful but the 

instantaneous nature of the pointer to the data in the form of the IP requires deliberate 

copying idioms if the data is going to be reused in some form as part of the future output of 

a Component. This form of extreme garbage collection, in FBP-SFTA results a unique one-

to-one relationship between an IP and the data resource to which it points. As a 

consequence, once an FBP-SFTA IP goes out of local scope it will cease to exist and, as a 

consequence, so will its linked resource. In this way the lifespan of the IP logically 

instantaneous as desired being automatically allocated at point of sending and automatically 

reclaimed on receipt. The associated resource is atomically acquired during IP initialization 

and, unless copied, is destroyed on its release, which guaranteed to occur even in the case of 

errors.  

Treating the data resource in this way is termed resource acquisition is initialization (RAII) 

and prevents resource leakage and whilst CSP compliance is not dependent on this 

behavior not only is it desirable from the point of view of automatic resource management, 

it is vital for the effective implementation of an exception-safe C++ FBP-SFTA 
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implementation.   

Clearly then robust resource management and the robust handling of program errors, 

embodied in the exception-safe approach, are desirable qualities for software intended for 

use in a medical domain. 

What then should an IP handle point to? Should an IP point to anything or any kind of 

data such as a C++ void pointer might?  Or perhaps be a reference to only one kind of data 

such as a C++ string type into which all other types of data are converted as per Morrison?  

Neither is appropriate for CSP compliance where at the point of event communication 

although the content of a message ! is not—nor needs to be—known the kind of data that ! 

is or its type ! may be known. [25] From which the second design rule follows: 
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4.1.2 Compliance rule 2: An IP must enforce data type 

In the FBP model an IP is data and data can be of a certain kind or class of which there can 

be none, one or many examples of that kind in existence, in this way data is of particular 

data-type or simply and commonly expressed as just type. 

In the variant of CSP adopted [24] communication commands reference channels instead 

of other processes. Thus each event !. ! consists of two parts, where ! is the name of a 

channel along which the communication of a message of type ! with the content ! takes 

place. 

With the definition of type comes the concept of type-safety that ensures that only operations 

appropriate to that data-type are permitted to take place by virtue of the programming 

language. C++03 is a strongly typed language and offers data representation by type not 

restricted to in-built types but also user defined types and offers, despite some annoying 

inconsistencies, system level type safety. 

An IP, which enforces the same type as the data to which it refers, is not only CSP 

compliant but prevents erroneous or undesirable program behavior caused by discrepancy 

between differing data-types. Such discrepancies can be detected at compile time as well as 

runtime and help the programmer to avoid constructing an incorrect FBP program—a 

highly desirable feature for telemedicine software upon whose correctness patient safety 

depends.  
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It is from this patient safety perspective that the decision to discourage ambiguity of data 

type and as much as possible prevent was taken. The aim being to twofold: 

1. To maximize the static type checking that takes place when the program is being 

compiled from its C++ source code into a binary executable—such that a type 

unsafe FBP-SFTA program is brittle and will not compile but rather halt with an 

error. 

2. To provide dynamic type checking when the FBP program is executing that 

invokes an exception handling response during execution, which by virtue of 

RAII permits the robust handling of such runtime errors.  

It is proposed that this compile-time brittle, run-time robust approach to ensuring the correct 

handling of the correct data-types offers improved patient safety over any alternative that is 

type ambiguous or type ambivalent. 

In C++ implementation terms then, the desired instantaneous, RIAA, one-to-one 

relationship between IP & resource and type safety require can be achieved by using the 

auto_ptr C++03 language feature from the C++ standard library.  

Whilst much maligned for its counter-intuitive copying behavior, if correctly used, it fulfills 

all of the necessary software engineering requirements by virtue of being a template 

constructed typed pointer that offers primitive local scope restricted garbage collection and 

can take on a null value of 0 regardless of type. 
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4.1.3 Class fbp::unique_ip 

Thus let fbp:: be the encompassing namespace for the FBP-SFTA implementation then 

defining a fbp::unique_ip is trivial: 

Code Listing 1: Information Packet 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ####typedef#std::auto_ptr<T>#unique_ip;###

3. }###

4.2 Connection 

As has been stated in chapter 3.4.3 CSP Theory for FBP page 74 the chosen variant [24] of 

CSP is one that references named unidirectional channels instead of other processes [25] and 

that all events are communications between processes via named channels over which that 

communication takes place. However, the FBP-SFTA Connection must also be compliant 

with the proposed graph theoretic semantics proposed in chapter 3.4.5 Graph Theory for 

FBP page 82 for describing the structure of a FBP program and hence its purpose. All of 

which naturally leads to the next design rule for a CSP compliant FBP implementation and 

the first that pertains to Connections: 

4.2.1 Compliance rule 3: A Connection is a logically instantaneous one-way IP 

communication between an order pair of Components 

Morrison sees Components joined by means of a queue or connection of finite capacity that 

offers an IP send service for a single Component and an IP receive service for another 

single, though not necessarily different, Component. Variations on this theme, with one to 
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many variations for both send and receive, are hotly debated by members of the Flow-

Based Programming Google Group [78] but are not relevant to CSP compliance which can 

simply be achieved by restricting Connections to only two Components. This ordered 

pairwise restriction also meets the ordered pair of vertices definition of an edge for the 

graph theoretic semantics proposed to describe the structure of a FBP program. 

Equally there are differing opinions on how best to achieve coordination between sends and 

receives. Morrison describes a blocking strategy at the level of the Connection such that the 

send service may block because the connection is full and cannot accept any more data and 

the receive service may get block because there is no data currently in the connection. 

Noting that:  

“…these [blocking] situations are normally just temporary, of course, and will change over time.” 

An interesting alternative to blocking is adopted by the developer of the “DSPatch” C++ 

cross-platform, object-oriented, flow-based programming library [79] which is a clock 

driven approach where all pending communication commands occur logically 

simultaneously during an update cycle. 

In order to satisfy logically instantaneous requirement in FBP-SFTA the Connection class 

does not offer opaque blocking services for send and receive services, but rather, throws a 

runtime exception when full that the sending Component must catch and react to, and a 

runtime exception when empty, that the receiving Component must capture and react to. 

In this way the Component pair become latency aware and with this awareness comes the 

opportunity for local adaptive behavior in the form of either the Component reducing its 
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own execution priority or, more intelligently perhaps communicating with its own 

producers and consumers to adjust their execution priority either raising it or lowering at as 

appropriate. It is anticipated that such latency awareness reactivity will lead to emergent 

properties of load balancing behaviors. 

This approach of making the Component aware of full and empty exceptions facilitates 

liveliness by allowing the Component to take other actions than simply blocking and 

promotes liveliness. There is also opportunity to become aware of dead-lock situations 

between Components and Components that have failed into a state of chaos such 

awareness and the ability to react intelligently could prove an important motivating factor 

when considering the safety requirements of any FBP Telemedicine application.  

As per Morrison and in keeping with CSP theory Components cannot name Connections 

directly; rather a Component refers to a Connection indirectly by naming the ports as the 

points where processes and connections meet. 

It is also necessary for Connections to have a finite capacity in order to guarantee progress 

at some stage, as IPs will eventually be processed by a receiver, otherwise IPs could just 

accumulate in Connections and never get processed. But what is the ideal size of the 

Connection queue?  

Clearly a queue of some finite size can allow Components to make progress asynchronously 

from one another and has the ability to buffer a certain degree of load imbalance between 

Components whose rates of execution differ and/or vary. However, only a queue of size 

one strictly meets the criteria for lock-step process execution described by the parallel 
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composition by intersection operation. One is compelled to wonder if this requirement is 

strictly necessary if it is the case that any send command will, eventually, be serviced by a 

receive command then the act of a ‘logically’ instantaneous assignment still holds true? 

Given that, from compliance rule 2, the IP to be communicated is of a specific type it 

follows then that a Connection must also possess type in order to guarantee the desired type 

safety and leads to the next compliance rule: 

4.2.2 Compliance rule 4: A Connection must be type safe 

The obvious way to satisfy this rule is to implement the Connection as a template class that 

wraps the template constructed standard library queue type in send and receive services 

that lock and unlock the queue. However, if there is only ever one producer for the queue 

and only every one consumer it is not necessary to block either and the underlying queue 

can be wait free throwing a run time exception if it is ever full or empty.  

It also proves to be useful for performance if the underlying memory model of the queue is 

both contiguous and cache aligned. Further, if the queue is implemented as a ring buffer 

using the C++ standard library vector and size is requested as a power of two then the head 

and tail queue iterators can be modified with single cycle logical and rather than a cycle 

costly division instruction. 

As highlighted in chapter 2.6 Gustafson-Barsis’ Law & Flow-Based Programming page 55 

in order to for a FBP software graph to approximate an embarrassingly parallel problem 

not only must the Component fir within the scope of a processor’s core the communication 

overhead between Component cores must be as small as possible. 
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Code listing 4 shows the template class for a bounded first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue 

designed for the special case of a single enqueuer and a single dequeuer. The structure itself 

is no different than might be used for a lock based FIFO queue, except that there is no need 

for a lock to coordinate access.  

The queues items are kept in a standard library vector that uses Intel’s Thread Building 

Block’s cache_aligned_allocator that allocates memory on cache line boundaries, 

in order to avoid false sharing. False sharing is a cache memory performance phenomenon 

whereby logically distinct items occupy the same cache line, this degrades performance by 

orders of magnitude when multiple threads attempt to access the different items 

simultaneously. Consequently processors must transfer an entire cache line between the 

between as if they were sharing a location. The net result can be much more memory traffic 

than if the logically distinct items were on different cache lines. This behavior is type 

defined at line 2. The queue is implemented, as a simple ring buffer where head is the 

index of the next item to dequeue and tail is the index of the first free slot. Initially head 

and tail are zero, and the queue is empty. If try_push() finds the queue is full, i.e. head 

and tail differ by the queue capacity, then it returns false to indicate failure. Otherwise there 

is room and the item is stored at vector entry tail & mask. This is an extremely quick 

method for returning the tail index to the beginning of vector without having to perform a 

division (modulo the capacity) given a capacity that is a power of 2 taking only one clock 

cycle on an Intel CPU versus 43 clock cycles for the integer division instruction for the 

modulo of the capacity. To this end Line 12 instructs the queue to reserve the bounded 
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memory required but uses a small function to round the requested memory size up to the 

nearest power of two. The try_pop() member function works in a reciprocal way. 

 

Code Listing 2: The fbp::vector_bounded_queue 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. typedef#std::vector<T,#tbb::cache_aligned_allocator<T>#>#queue_type;####

3. typedef#unsigned#int#iterator;###

4. ###

5. ####template<typename#T>###

6. ####class#vector_bounded_queue#{###

7. ####public:###

8. ########explicit#vector_bounded_queue(size_t#requested):###

9. ############queue(queue_type()),###

10. ############head(0),###

11. ############tail(0)#{###

12. ############queue.reserve(round_up_2n(requested));##

13. ############mask#=#queue.capacity()#O#1;###

14. ########}###

15. ###

16. ########size_t#capacity()#const#{###

17. ############return(queue.capacity());###

18. ########}###

19. ###

20. ########bool#empty()#const#{###

21. ############return(tail#==#head);###

22. ########}###

23. ###

24. ########bool#try_pop(T&#result)#{###

25. ############if(tail#==#head)###

26. ################return(false);###

27. ############else#{###

28. ################result#=#queue[head#&#mask];###

29. ################++head;###
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30. ################return(true);###

31. ############}###

32. ########}###

33. ###

34. ########bool#try_push(const#T&#source)#{###

35. ############if(tail#O#head#==#queue.capacity())###

36. ################return(false);###

37. ############else#{###

38. ################queue[tail#&#mask]#=#source;###

39. ################++tail;###

40. ################return(true);###

41. ############}###

42. ########}###

43. ###

44. ########virtual#~vector_bounded_queue()#{}###

45. ###

46. ####private:###

47. ########queue_type#queue;###

48. ########iterator#head;###

49. ########iterator#tail;###

50. ########iterator#mask;###

51. ####};###

Are such performance optimization efforts at the level of the ring buffer at the heart of the 

Connection worthwhile?  

It transpires that they probably make orders of magnitude difference to the performance. 

As early as 1994 Larry McVoy [80] was showing that: 

“…a good memory subsystem is at least as important as the processor speed. As processors get faster and 

faster, more and more of the system design effort will need to move to the cache and memory subsystems.” 

More recently Dr. Erik Meijer’s online lecture “Latency, Native Relativity and Energy-

Efficient Programming” [81] highlights the orders of magnitude consequences incurred by 
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straying out of level 1 cache: 

 

Figure 7: Latency numbers every programmer should know [81] 

Taking into account that a highly connected FBP program may easily grow to thousands of 

connections then very quickly then the Connections themselves predictably become the 

major bottleneck to performance. The cache aligned contiguous vector at the heart of the 

Connection not only keeps it in the level 1 cache but if kept small, inside a cache line, also 

allows the processor to acquire the whole data structure with a single prefetch instruction.  

4.2.3 Classes fbp::connectable and fbp::connection 

Unfortunately there is an implementation dichotomy between being able to create a typed 

first-class Connection object and freely pass around Connections as the arguments in 

generic functions that manage Connections or the collections that store them.  

The solution adopted for the FBP-SFTA is to have an untyped Connectable base class from 
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which the typed Connection class inherits its core functionality. In this way the Connectable 

base class is passed as arguments in functions and acts as the class in collections and is only 

cast to the specific typed Connection when the IP is communicated. The runtime 

Connectable to Connection cast mechanism uses C++ 03’s runtime type information to test 

that the type conversion is valid for the IP, throwing an invalid argument exception 

otherwise. 

The abstract fbp::connectable base class is the first step in a powerful type separating 

pair from which all concrete means of getting IPs from one black box to next must descend. 

Figure 8: connection class diagram shows that the class diagram for this connection couplet 

is simple but hints at its potential… Consider the a proposed double buffered connection to 

avoid false sharing when communicating between components on separate cores, or a 

connection for communicating between components across the internet, or any variety of 

specialized or dynamically optimized implementation of the concept. Each with their own 

unique send and receive mechanisms that are not exposed until momentarily cast up from 

their connectable base class at the point of a send or receive request by a component. Then 

the FBP executable graph itself can be dynamically distributed across processing resources. 
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Figure 8: connection class diagram* 

The key , liberating, concept with the fbp::connectable class is that acts as the 

untyped proxy for any kind of connection and, as such, can be freely passed around as an 

argument until run time casting to the typed fbp::connection class. The 

fbp::connectable class therefore has no IP communication behavior which must be 

provided by its type specific descendent(s). 

Code Listing 3. shows the fbp::connectable class that starts with 2 anonymous 

classes input and output as place holders for Components that it will connect. At line 

10 is an important type definition for connection_map that defines the type of 

container that other classes should use to make collections of connectable(s), i.e. as a map of  

fbp::connectable pointers index by name.  

Lines 16 and 28 present Sutter’s Non-Virtual Interface (NVI) [82] idiom to provide the 

interface for the ability to test for IP type. This mechanism of defining a static interface (at 

line 16) that calls a private pure virtual function (at line 28) that defines 

fpb::connectable as abstract. The NVI approach is used throughout the FBP-SFTA 

code in order to experiment with patterns that result in the least abusable code in order to 

increase the reliability of such software, particularly if destined for a Telemedicine role. As 

Sutter explains: 

“…make the interface stable and nonvirtual, while delegating customizable work to nonpublic virtual 

functions that are responsible for implementing the customizable behavior. After all, virtual functions are 
                                                        
* N.B. Existing classes in blue proposed classes in green 
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designed to let derived classes customize behavior; it's better to not let publicly derived classes also customize 

the inherited interface, which is supposed to be consistent.” 

The development of FBP-SFTA was also seen as an opportunity to reason about Object 

Oriented Programming (OOP) inheritance idioms and patterns and their relevance to a 

FBP approach. 

However using Sutter’s NVI idiom may lead to fragile class hierarchies if proper care is not 

exercised at their design stage. 

Code Listing 3: The fbp::connectable class 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####class#input;###

4. ####class#output;###

5. ###

6. ####class#connectable#{###

7. ###

8. ####public:###

9. ###

10. ########typedef#std::map<std::string,#connectable*>#connection_map;###

11. ###

12. ########connectable(std::string#id,#output*#sender,#input*#receiver);###

13. ###

14. ########std::string#id()#const;###

15. ###

16. ########const#std::type_info&#packet_type()#const;###

17. ###

18. ########input*#receiver()#const;###

19. ###

20. ########output*#sender()#const;###

21. ###

22. ########virtual#~connectable();###
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23. ###

24. ####private:###

25. ###

26. ########connectable();###

27. ###

28. ########virtual#const#std::type_info&#do_packet_type()#const#=#0;###

29. ###########

30. ########std::string#_id;###

31. ####output*#_sender;###

32. ########input*#_receiver;###

33. ########static#unsigned#int#_connected;###

34. ###

35. ####};###

36. ###

37. }###

Conversely the code listing 4, below, shows the fbp::connection class, a concrete 

template class descended from fbp::connectable that carries the type information and 

enforces type-safety. It uses the fbp::vector_bounded_queue, described above, to 

communicate IPs in wait free asynchronous manner between Components. To this end it 

provides a template for the compiler to construct the IP communication interface specific to 

the type given as its argument at compilation. The two public IP communication member 

functions push() at lines 32-38 and pop()at lines 23-30. It is within both of these 

communication functions that the design decision was made to throw a 

full_exception or empty_exception, respectively, rather than simply block until 

the queue became usable again. In this way any Component using a fbp::connection 

must be willing to catch these exceptions and respond appropriately. This approach gives 

the Component latency awareness from which it may choose to react by, for example, 
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lowering its execution priority on a full_exception in order to focus processing 

resource on its consumer.  

This class also provides the exception throwing connection_cast global function (lines 

59-66) that converts a fbp::connectable untyped class with no communication 

interface into a useable fbp::connection. 

The fbp::connection class also descends from the FBP-SFTA base object class that 

provides basic critical section functionality in the form a synchronized() function that 

holds a user definable lock type (defaults to the system lock) for the duration of its scope. 

This approach brings the robust Resource Acquisition Is Initialization (RAII) approach to 

lock handling.  

Code Listing 4: The fbp::connection class 

1. namespace#fbp#{###
2. ###

3. ####class#input;###

4. ####class#output;###

5. ###

6. ####template<typename#T,#typename#Mutex#=#pthread_mutex#>###

7. ####class#connection:#public#connectable,#public#object<Mutex>#{###

8. ###

9. ####typedef#fbp::vector_bounded_queue<T*>#queue;###

10. ###

11. ####public:###

12. ###

13. ########typedef#std::auto_ptr<T>#unique_ip;###

14. ###

15. ########connection(output*#sender,#input*#receiver,#size_t#capacity#=#DEFAULT_CAPACIT

Y):###

16. ############connectable("",#sender,#receiver),###
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17. ############buffer(queue(capacity))#{###

18. ############senderO>connect(this);###

19. ############receiverO>connect(this);###

20. ########}###

21. ###

22. ###

23. ########unique_ip#pop()#{#synchronized(*this);###

24. ############T*#raw_ptr;###

25. ############if(halted()#|#!buffer.try_pop(raw_ptr))############

26. ################throw#empty_exception(id()#+#ERR(EBUFFEREMPTY));###

27. ############else#{#################################

28. ################return(unique_ip(raw_ptr));################

29. ############}###

30. ########}###

31. ###

32. ########void#push(unique_ip#packet)#{#synchronized(*this);###

33. ############assert(packet.get()#!=#0);####

34. ############if(halted()#|#!buffer.try_push(packet.get()))##########

35. ################throw#full_exception(id()#+#ERR(EBUFFERFULL));#####

36. ############else###########################

37. ################packet.release();##########################

38. ########}###

39. ###

40. ########virtual#~connection()#{###

41. ############while(!buffer.empty())#{#######################

42. ################T*#raw_ptr;############################

43. ################if(buffer.try_pop(raw_ptr))################

44. ################delete#raw_ptr;###

45. ############}###

46. ########}###

47. ###

48. ####private:###

49. ###

50. ########virtual#const#std::type_info&#do_packet_type()#const#{###

51. ############return(typeid(T));###

52. ########}###

53. ###
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54. ########queue#buffer;###

55. ########static#const#double#DEFAULT_CAPACITY#=#100;###

56. ###

57. ####};###

58. ###

59. ####template<typename#type>###

60. ####static#connection<type>*#connection_cast(connectable*#candidate)#{###

61. ########if(typeid(type)#==#candidateO>packet_type())###

62. ############return(static_cast<connection<type>*#>(candidate));###

63. ########else###

64. ############throw#std::invalid_argument(ERR(EBADCONNECTIONCAST));###

65. ####}###

66. }###

 

4.3 Component 

4.3.1 Compliance rule 5: The internal states of a Component are invisible to 

its environment. 

Unfortunately, this design rule is the only one that cannot be enforced programmatically 

but rather it must be adhered to by choice. 

In order to be CSP compliant the only communication that a Component can engage in is 

via its named input and output ports. It may at first appear that this rule can be broken in 

order to serialize and deserialize the state of a Component to storage but there is no reason 

that CSP compliance should be sacrificed, and with it the opportunity to use process 

calculus to prove program correctness, for the sake of constructing output and input 

Connections that provide serialization and deseralization services for storage streams. 

However, as far as FBP-SFTA is concerned, such external storage input and output 
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Connections remain as goals for future work. 

What then is the best way to implement port only based communication? 

4.3.2 Class fbp::portal  

The first pass at deconstructing the port concept results in a collection of one or more 

named, iteratable connection access points at which IPs can either be received into the 

component or sent out from it. However, the fbp::portal class is a result of a second 

deconstruction that recognizes that a collection of fbp::connection pointers indexed 

by a port name is a more fundamental base class with no need to provide IP send and 

receive behavior.  

This separation allows the fbp::portal class to act as base class to fbp::input and 

fbp::output classes that do provide the necessary communication functionality by using 

template class functions for type specific send and receive behavior.  

This separation of communication functionality from the container class that holds the 

named ports is fundamental to the way FBP-SFTA is used and its flexibility.  

Figure 9: portal class diagram shows the class diagram for portal and highlights its primary 

role as a container of connectable pointers.† 

 
Figure 9: portal class diagram 

                                                        
† N.B. additions to the class diagram are highlighted in blue 
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As such, in order to establish a connection between black-box components it is only 

necessary to provide a component object that inherits from the fbp::input or  the 

fbp::output or, by multiple inheritance, both the fbp::input and 

fbp::output classes. Connection then becomes straightforward task for any kind of 

Component: 

1. {...###

2. connect(fbp::output*#out,#fbp::input*#in);###

3. ...}###

The connect function can take as its arguments any two Components that are descended 

from fbp::input or fbp::output, or both, and the compiler will, as specified by 

C++ 03, correctly cast the first Component to an fbp::input class and the second 

Component to an fbp::output class. 

Code listing 5 shows the portal class and demonstrates at line 29 how it instantiates the 

container type defined in fbp::connectable to provide a means of mapping named 

ports to physical Connections. At line 9 the portal class provides a public connect 

member function that is able to connect one end of a fbp::connectable Connection 

to a port in the ports map.  

The portal class also provides protected member functions to inheriting classes that enable 

them to retrieve port connections by name or iterate over them starting from the first (lines 

17,19 and 21). 

Code Listing 5: The fbp::portal class 
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1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####class#portal#{###

4. ###

5. ####public:###

6. ###

7. ########portal(std::string#id,#connector&#linker);###

8. ###

9. ########void#connect(connectable*#link);###

10. ###

11. ########std::string#id()#const;###

12. ###

13. ########virtual#~portal();###

14. ###

15. ####protected:###

16. ###

17. ########connectable*#get_connectable(std::string#port);###

18. ###

19. ########connectable*#seek_first_connectable();###

20. ###

21. ########connectable*#seek_next_connectable();###

22. ###

23. ####private:###

24. ###

25. ########virtual#std::string#get_id()#const;###

26. ###

27. ########std::string#_id;###

28. ########connector&#linker;###

29. ########connectable::connection_map#ports;###

30. ########connectable::connection_map::iterator#seek;###

31. ####};###

32. }###

 

4.3.3 Classes fbp::input and fbp::output  

These two classes take the base fbp::portal class as parent and add either IP send in or 
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IP receive behavior. This behavior is delivered using the C++ template function idiom that 

enables the compiler to build the required type specific, statically type checked, send or 

receive member functions.  

Figure 10: input & output class diagram shows the class diagram for the portal, input and 

output triad. 

 

Figure 10: input & output class diagram 

Thus a Component is inherited from either an fbp::input base class, an 

fbp::output base class or, using multiple inheritance, both.  

 

It is these template constructed send or receive member functions that take a port name for 

their sole argument and use it retrieve a pointer to an untyped fbp::connectable 

which is then safely cast to a typed fbp::connection pointer upon which the send or 

receive is performed. As shown for the fbp::output class in code listing 6. Line 16 

specifies the single template argument T for the subsequent send function that takes a 
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fbp::connectable pointer and IP of type T as its arguments and, as shown at line 18 

of code listing 6, uses the global connection_cast function of type T to cast the 

fbp::connectable to its descendent fbp::connection of type T, and uses 

push() member function, that has now been exposed,  to communicate the IP.  The send 

function makes no effort to catch any exceptions thrown but simply propagates same to the 

descendent Component class that uses the send service. 

Similarly for the input service provided by the fbp::input class as shown in code listing 7, 

lines 16-19.  

Code Listing 6: The fbp::output class 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####class#output:#public#portal#{###

4. ####public:###

5. ###

6. ########output(std::string#id,#connector&#linker);###

7. ###

8. ########bool#sending();###

9. ###

10. ########void#sending(bool#state);###

11. ###

12. ########virtual#~output();###

13. ###

14. ####protected:###

15. ###

16. ########template<typename#T>###

17. ########void#send(connectable*#port,#std::auto_ptr<T>#packet)#{###

18. ############connection_cast<T>(port)O>push(packet);###

19. ########}###

20. ###
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21. ####private:###

22. ###

23. ########tbb::atomic<bool>#_sending;###

24. ###

25. ####};###

26. }###

 

Code Listing 7: The fbp::input class 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####class#input:#public#portal#{###

4. ####public:###

5. ###

6. ########input(std::string#id,#connector&#linker);###

7. ###

8. ########bool#receiving();###

9. ###

10. ########void#receiving(bool#state);###

11. ###

12. ########virtual#~input();###

13. ###

14. ####protected:###

15. ###

16. ########template<typename#T>###

17. ########std::auto_ptr<T>#receive(connectable*#port)#{###

18. ############return(connection_cast<T>(port)O>pop());###

19. ########}###

20. ###

21. ####private:###

22. ###

23. ########tbb::atomic<bool>#_receiving;###

24. ###

25. ####};###

26. }###
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In this way the Component communication services are separated into a base container 

class that holds one end of a connection indexed by a port name and two separate 

communication classes that provided template functions for sending and receiving IPs. 

This is a simple but powerful approach that not only provides any number of compiler 

constructed type safe send and receive member functions but with template specialization 

permits type specific behavior, should that be desired. Such a template metaprogramming 

approach, available in the C++ 03 programming language, results in a pluripotent FBP 

implementation. 

For example, consider the relative ease with which can be defined a source Component that 

descends from the fbp::output class that, by its very nature, only need provide send 

behavior: 

1. class#Source:#public#output#{###

2. #...###

3. }###

Then consider a sink Component type that only needs receive behavior: 

1. class#Sink:#public#input#{#####

2. #...#####

3. }#####

Finally consider a filter Component type that provides both send and receive behavior: 

1. class#Filter:#public#input,#public#output#{###

2. #...###

3. }###
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The connecting all 3 is trivial and intuitive: 

1. Source*#input#=#new#Source();###

2. Filter*#transform#=#new#Filter();###

3. Sink*#output#=#new#Sink();###

4. connect(input,#transform);###

5. connect(transform,#output);###

Coalescing the design class diagrams described so far into a class diagram elucidates how 

the classes described so far interact to build a first simple source-filter-sink pipeline that 

processes information packets:  

Figure 11: Source Filter Sink class diagram shows the class diagram for the preceding 

pseudo-code and how these classes can now communicate. 

 

Figure 11: Source Filter Sink class diagram 
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Summarizing, FBP-SFTA has demonstrated the ability to build Components from 

collections of input and output ports and connect them together with a fast queue based 

Connection. There still remains the problem of how to invigorate these Component husks 

with the ability to communicate data and perform useful work. This leads to the sixth and 

final compliance rule. 

4.3.4 Compliance rule 6: A Component must possess the potential to execute 

in parallel 

In order for a FBP implementation to be CSP compliant it must be able to implement the 

two parallel composition operators of CSP process algebra, namely parallel composition by 

intersection using the operator || and parallel composition by interleaving using the 

operator ||| and, therefore must possess the potential to be executed in parallel. 

The next sectionis devoted to the implementation details of enabling FBP-SFTA to meet 

this requirement. 

4.4 An execution model for FBP-SFTA 

With six design rules in place that define how a FBP implementation must behave in order 

to be CSP compliant and six of the core FBP-SFTA classes described sufficient to enable a 

CSP compliant FBP network to be constructed, it only remains to describe how such a 

network can be brought to life in order to perform useful work. 

The FBP-SFTA uses the concept of a software thread to execute a Component’s code. A 

thread can be thought of as a self-contained program that can be managed independently 

by the operating system. Then given any number of such self-contained threads of 
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execution the operating system is able to share them across the available physical processing 

cores. With only a single processor the operating system is able provide each thread a 

certain share of time using the single processor before swapping it for another thread. This 

behavior is often modified by a priority to gain a larger slice of time with higher priority. 

This scheduling of threads using time-division multiplexing by the operating system is 

termed multitasking. The context switching of threads in multitasking generally occurs at a high 

enough frequency to give the user the impression of the threads executing in parallel—but 

this is not so. 

 However, given a multiprocessor or multi-core hardware system then the operating system 

is able to share the threads of execution out across each processor and, therefore, enabling 

each of the threads to genuinely execute in parallel to one another. However, once faced 

with more threads than cores the operating system will start to engage in multitasking and 

time-share the threads across one or more of the processors/cores. 

There are a number of ways to implement software threads and some languages, such as 

Java, provide threads as standard whilst other languages, such as C++ 03, require third 

party software libraries in order to use threads. It is interesting to note that the most recent 

version of C++, as of time of writing C++ 11, now provides threads as a core part of the 

language. 

The goal when developing the FBP-SFTA software was that each thread of execution 

should be equivalent to a processing core. Unfortunately it is not, readily at least, possible to 

pin a thread to a specific core, and whilst it is possible to set a thread affinity for a particular 
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core with a general-purpose operating system it is not possible to guarantee that affinity. 

However, for experimental purposes the assumption of 1:1, thread:core relationship is 

made. 

Therefore, given a relatively small number of threads, that should not exceed the number of 

processing cores, then if Component execution is provided by threads alone, such that there 

is 1:1, Component:thread relationship, one would be restricted to a rather miserly number 

of components with which to build a FBP software artifact. 

However, the execution activity of a Component can be abstracted by a further step 

whereby the 1:1, Component:thread relationship is converted to a many:1, 

Components:thread relationship by introducing the concept of tasks. 

Like a thread, a task is self-contained piece of program code but, unlike a thread, lacks the 

ability to be executed by the operating system. Therefore, in order to be executed a thread 

must acquire the task, such that it temporarily forms part of the thread’s own execution 

until the task reaches completion. Upon completion the thread releases the task and is then 

free to acquire and run another task, and so on, until no more tasks remain. 

When performing in this manner a thread is termed a worker thread. A worker thread is able 

to execute a workload of any number of tasks but clearly the more tasks in the workload the 

longer will be their wait to be executed. The task workload for a worker thread is often 

presented to it in the form of queue and when a number of such threads and their task 

queues are aggregated, in order to aid administration, then the container is termed a 

threadpool. 
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The FBP-SFTA provides such a threadpool that is described in detail below, but for the 

time being it is necessary to first describe the standard interface that a Component must 

have in order to qualify as an executable, or runnable, task. 

4.4.1 A task interface fbp::runnable 

Within the FBP-SFTA system a worker thread is designed such that it is able to execute a 

workload queue containing any C++03 object that implements the abstract 

fbp::runnable interface. Whilst this class is disarmingly simple it completely 

disconnects the FBP-SFTA program graph from the underlying execution model. FBP-

SFTA is execution model agnostic—the execution service, which can be any service, need 

only execute the run() member function of fbp::runnable.   
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Figure 12: Program graph class diagram 

As Code Listing 8: The fbp::runnable interface, below, shows the runnable interface uses 

the NVI idiom, described in chapter 4.2.3 Classes fbp::connectable and fbp::connection 

page 108, to present a public interface with the run() class function, line 11, that the 

worker thread uses to execute the implementing class’ program code.  

In order to gain access to the worker thread’s thread of execution an implementing class 
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must override the private pure virtual do_run()  interface function, line 19, and in so 

doing becomes a runnable task. When this task has completed its purpose it must either 

return a pointer to another runnable task, which if it aspires to execute again is a pointer to 

itself, or !"## (where !"## = 0) if this particular task proposes no further work for the 

thread. 

The worker thread will take the returned runnable pointer and, if  it is not equal to !"##, 

will place it at the back of its workload queue before taking the next task in line and 

proceeding to call its run() class function.  

 

Code Listing 8: The fbp::runnable interface 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####class#runnable#{###

4. ###

5. ####public:###

6. ###

7. ########typedef#int#priority_t;###

8. ###

9. ########static#const#int#MIN_PRIORITY#=#0;###

10. ###

11. ########runnable*#run();###

12. ###

13. ########priority_t#priority();###

14. ###

15. ########virtual#~runnable();###

16. ###

17. ####private:###

18. ###
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19. ########virtual#runnable*#do_run()#=#0;###

20. ###

21. ########virtual#priority_t#get_priority()#=#0;###

22. ###

23. ####};###

24. ###

25. }###

The runnable interface also contains functionality for the prioritizing tasks but this is a 

feature that the current FBP-SFTA implementation is not able to take advantage of. 

Figure 12: Program graph class diagram shows the complete class diagram for the simple 

Source, Filter and Sink FBP program graph that is now ready to be executed by a 

threadpool. 

4.4.2 A work stealing back-of threadpool 

Given a threadpool collection of the worker threads, as previously described, that are equal 

in number to the underlying hardware processing cores, then it is clear that in order to 

achieve good parallel speedup it is necessary to have each thread, and hence core, kept busy 

with a good supply of tasks. Hence, some form of work distribution strategy is needed to 

assign tasks to threads in an efficient manner that avoids unnecessarily idle threads. 

The strategy adopted by FBP-SFTA worker threads is one of work stealing [17] whereby idle 

threads attempt to steal tasks from the back of another worker thread’s task queue. In this 

manner only idle threads spend time looking for work whilst busy worker threads are only 

engaged in servicing their workload, wasting no time on work distribution. The emergent 

behavior from this simple greedy strategy is one of automatic workload balancing. 
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However, there is a problem with the greedy nature of this strategy; if the number of tasks is 

smaller than the number of worker threads, as might occur in an experimental setting, then 

the overheads involved with threads attempting to steal work off one another comes to 

dominate the execution time and gives a false impression of performance. Therefore, an 

idle thread that can find no work to steal from any of its co-workers must gracefully back-off 

and remove itself from the pool. In this manner and for small numbers of tasks the 

threadpool adjusts its size down to meet the needs of the task workload. Based on a 

literature search the thread back-off behavior, described above, appears to be a small 

contribution of this work to the field. 

As shown in the Code Listing 9:  Excerpt from fbp::worker_thread below, the 

process_queue() class function performs the work stealing back-off load balancing. 

On construction a worker thread takes a reference to a vector of workload queues that 

matches the number of worker threads in the threadpool. Following initialization and setup 

with an internal state of !"##$#% the process_queue()class function is where the 

worker thread will spend the remainder of its existence until either receiving a !"#!$% 

signal or reaching a state of STOPPED. The thread may also make a catastrophic exit by 

throwing an exception due to the, very unlikely, scenario of having a full workload queue. 

A next pointer is set to null before entering the while loop at line 3 wherein a test for a 

!"#!$% signal at the thread level is made. Within a try-catch block the worker thread, line 

6, indexes its own workload using the me() thread ordinal function and then attempts to 

dequeue a task. If all has gone well the acquired task’s run() function is executed. On 
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completion the returned runnable pointer value is assigned to the next pointer and 

execution skips the catch block to restart at line 26. Then any non-null value of next is 

enqueued at the back this thread’s workload as a future task. Conversely, a null value of 

next is ignored, hence by virtue of being ignored the task that returned the null value 

leaves the workload queue, and the worker thread returns to the top of the while loop to 

attempt to retrieve its next task. 

If the workload queue is empty then the dequeue attempt fails with a runtime exception 

being thrown. The catch block then traps this exception and initializes a search index i at 

line 9 and sets a search flag to false. The otherwise idle worker thread now enters a search 

while loop containing another try-catch block . Within this the worker thread then looks to 

the next worker thread’s workload and attempts to steal a task, if successful the found flag 

is set and the search is over. Otherwise, if the neighbor’s workload queue is also empty 

execution falls into the search loop’s catch block at line 16. Therein the search index is 

incremented and checked to see if all workload queues have been searched for something to 

steal. If so the worker must gracefully back-off and does so by setting the worker thread’s 

state to STOPPED. 

However, if this worker thread’s search for a stolen task is successful execution again 

continues at line 26 where the stolen task is enqueued on this thread’s workload. 

Code Listing 9:  Excerpt from fbp::worker_thread 

1. void#worker_thread::process_queue()#{###

2. ########task_queue::task_type#next#=#0;###

3. ########while(_state#==#RUNNING)#{###
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4. ############pthread_testcancel();###

5. ############try#{####

6. ################next#=#workload[me()]O>deq()O>run();###

7. ############}###

8. ############catch(std::runtime_error&#e)#{####

9. ################int#i#=#1;###

10. ################bool#found#=#false;###

11. ################while(!found)#{####

12. ####################try#{###

13. ########################next#=#workload[(me()#+#i)#%#workload.capacity()]O>deq();###

14. ########################found#=#true;###

15. ####################}###

16. ####################catch(std::runtime_error&#e)#{###

17. ########################++i;###

18. ########################if(i#==#workload.capacity())#{####

19. ############################next#=#0;###

20. ############################_state#=#STOPPED;###

21. ############################found#=#true;###

22. ########################}###

23. ####################}###

24. ################}###

25. ############}###

26. ############if(next)#{####

27. ################try#{####

28. ####################workload[me()]O>enq(next);###

29. ################}###

30. ################catch(std::runtime_error&#e)#{####

31. ####################throw#std::runtime_error(ERR(EALLFULL));###

32. ################}###

33. ############}###

34. ########}###

35. ####}###

Clearly the work stealing is not very intelligent, being piecemeal and pointlessly recurring. 

An improvement may be for the idle thread to search for the largest alternative workload, 

divide it and transfer the back half of that queue to its own workload. However, it remains 
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to be shown if the overheads such activity involves would be worthwhile.  

Another more easily implemented improvement is to note that the worker thread is stealing 

from the front of its neighbor’s workload queue and not the back, as required. Correcting 

this so that stealing was done from the back of the queue would necessitate the use of a 

double ended queue type for the task container rather than the single ended type in this 

version of FBP-SFTA. 

4.5 Core Components 

Thus the set of core classes sufficient to enable the construction of a functioning FBP 

software artifact has been described and is summarized here, along with the CSP rules that 

they satisfy, for convenience and future argument: 
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Class Compliance Rule 

fbp::unique_ip 
Logically instantaneous IP event 

Typed IP 

fbp::connectable 

fbp::connection 

Logically instantaneous assignment 

Type safe Connection 

fbp::portal 

fbp::output 

fbp::input 

Invisible internal state 

fbp::runnable 

fbp::threadpool 
Parallelizable potential 

Table 2: Core FBP components and CSP compliance rules 

4.5.1 A base class STOP Component 

With behavior derived from the CSP !"#$ process (Table 8: CSP axiomatic processes ) the 

CSP compliant STOP Component is the simplest of Components, it never does anything 

and refuses to do anything. It refuses to do whatever its environment may offer and satisfies 

the law: 

!"#$ !! !"#$ 
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Within FBP-SFTA this behavior is most likely to result from a Component having 

successfully completed everything that it was intended to do, consequently it can terminate 

and behave as STOP process by deliberate intention. However, the STOP Component 

should also be the default behavior of a broken Component. As Code Listing 10: The 

fbp::STOP Component shows, the STOP Component has fbp::runnable and 

fbp::input as its base classes. It returns the null argument from its do_run() class 

function at line 15, thereby ensuring its immediate removal from the threadpool’s task 

workload. 

Code Listing 10: The fbp::STOP Component 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. #######

3. ####template<typename#T>###

4. ####class#STOP:#public#runnable,#public#input#{###

5. #######

6. ####public:###

7. #######

8. ########STOP(std::string#id):#input(id)#{}###

9. ###########

10. ########virtual#~STOP()#{}###

11. ###########

12. ####private:###

13. #######

14. ########virtual#runnable*#do_run()#{###

15. ############return#0;###

16. ########}###

17. ###########

18. ####}###

19. }###
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4.5.2 A generic ‘black hole’ sink RUN Component 

Conversely, with behavior derived from the CSP !"# process (Table 8: CSP axiomatic 

processes ) the CSP compliant RUN Component will always engage in any event offered by 

the environment, it will do anything at all as such ∀! ∈ !∗ it obeys the law: 

!"# ! !"# 

As Code Listing 11: The fbp::RUN Component shows, the RUN Component has 

fbp::runnable and fbp::input as its base classes. It returns the C++03 language 

this pointer argument from its do_run() class function at line 15, i.e. regardless of the 

input being empty, and at line 25 on a successful input, thereby ensuring it always returns 

itself to the threadpool’s task workload. Any input received by the RUN Component is 

discarded and in this way is a useful ‘black hole’ sink class in experiments that are not 

interested in any final output. 

Code Listing 11: The fbp::RUN Component 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####template<typename#T>###

4. ####class#RUN:#public#runnable,#public#input#{###

5. ###

6. ########typedef#std::auto_ptr<T>#unique_ip;###

7. ###

8. ####public:###

9. ###

10. ########RUN(std::string#id):###

11. ############input(id)#{}###

12. ###

13. ########virtual#~RUN()#{}###
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14. ###

15. ####private:###

16. ###

17. ########virtual#runnable*#do_run()#{###

18. ############connectable*#in_port#=#input::seek_first_connectable();###

19. ############try#{###

20. ################unique_ip#ip#=#input::receive<T>(in_port);###

21. ############}###

22. ############catch(fbp::empty_exception&#e)#{###

23. ################return(this);###

24. ############}###

25. ############return(this);###

26. ########}###

27. ###

28. ####};###

29. ###

30. }###

4.5.3 A generic generator source Component 

A complementary Component to the generic sink Component is a generator that can 

produce an endless stream of messages of type T; which proves useful for experiments.  

As shown in Code Listing 14: The fbp::generator Component the generator requires a 

second template argument of type U for the type of message that it is going to generate, 

which may seem redundant. However, doing so allows different messages to be generated if 

a functor that, for example, generates random vales of type U is substituted for merely the 

type. Just such a random functor is presented in Code Listing 15: Random value functor 

that uses template specialization to produce either random integers, random Boolean or 

(not fully implemented) random std::string types. 
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Code Listing 12: The fbp::generator Component 

1. namespace#fbp#{###
2. ###

3. ####template#<typename#T,#typename#U>###

4. ####class#generator:#public#runnable,#public#output#{###

5. ###

6. ########typedef#std::auto_ptr<T>#unique_ip;###

7. ###

8. ####public:###

9. ###

10. ########generator(std::string#id,#U&#new_type):###

11. ############new_type(new_type),###

12. ############output(id)#{}###

13. ###

14. ########virtual#~generator()#{}###

15. ###

16. ####private:###

17. ###

18. ########virtual#runnable*#do_run()#{###

19. ############connectable*#out_port#=#output::seek_first_connectable();###

20. ############try#{###

21. ################output::send<T>(out_port,#unique_ip(new_type()));###

22. ############}###

23. ############catch#(fbp::full_exception&#e)#{###

24. ################return(is_receiving(out_port)#?#this#:#0);###

25. ############}###

26. ############return(this);###

27. ########}###

28. ###

29. ########U&#new_type;###

30. ###

31. ####};###

32. ###

33. }###
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Code Listing 13: Random value functor 

1. namespace#fbp#{###

2. ###

3. ####template<typename#T>###

4. ####struct#random_functor#{###

5. ###

6. ########T*#operator()()#{###

7. ############return(new#T());###

8. ########}###

9. ###

10. ####};###

11. ###

12. ####template<>###

13. ####struct#random_functor<int>#{###

14. ###

15. ########random_functor(unsigned#int#rand_max#=#RAND_MAX,#unsigned#int#rand_min#=#0):#

##

16. ############rand_max(rand_max),###

17. ############rand_min(rand_min)#{###

18. ############srand(time(0));###

19. ########}###

20. ###

21. ########int*#operator()()#{###

22. ############return(new#int(rand_min#+#(rand()#%#rand_max)));###

23. ########}###

24. ###

25. ####private:###

26. ###

27. ########unsigned#int#rand_max;###

28. ########unsigned#int#rand_min;###

29. ####};###

30. ###

31. ####template<>###

32. ####struct#random_functor<bool>#{###

33. ###
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34. ########random_functor()#{###

35. ############srand(time(0));###

36. ########}###

37. ###

38. ########bool*#operator()()#{###

39. ############return(new#bool(rand()#%#2));###

40. ########}###

41. ###

42. ####};###

43. ###

44. ####template<>###

45. ####struct#random_functor<std::string>#{###

46. ###

47. ########//constuctor#takes#a#ref#to#a#vector#of#strings#from#which#to#randomly#select

##

48. ###

49. ########std::string*#operator()()#{###

50. ########return(new#std::string("heads"));###

51. ########}###

52. ###

53. ####};###

54. ###

55. }###

The generator class and the random functor can now be combined to produce, for 

example, an endless stream of random integers: 

1. ########random_functor<int>#func;###

2. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd("",#func);###

This duo will prove to be very useful for providing an abstract source of input for a 

communication pipeline as seen in the experimental results chapter, below. 
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Chapter 5 

Wherein: The three problems to be solved are re-described in the context of FBP-SFTA, 

the challenges of measuring performance are explored, the chosen approach to measuring 

elapsed time explained and the choice of inferential statistics are experimentally validated. 

The methods of controlling for external variables are detailed and the statistical 

assumptions explained. The design of three experiments to test the three fundamental 

hypotheses is given a detailed explication and their results described, graphed and 

discussed. 

Experimental Results 

The primary motivating Higher Education Innovation Funding (HEIF) challenge for this 

work is to Increase Capacity in Telemedicine. Chapter 1 described the motivation for this work to 

overcome the technical challenges imposed by the shift to multicore processor architecture 

and in this context defined capacity in Telemedicine as the ability of its Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICTs) to demonstrate parallel scalability. Chapter 2 gave an 

explication of the nature of the problem and provided 3 testable hypotheses each motivated 

by the real-world Telemedicine scenarios described in 3 research papers. Chapter 3 

described Flow-Based Programming (FBP) and gave an overview of the Theory of 

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) and Naïve Graph Theory before taking each 

theory and developing mathematical semantics for FBP. Using these mathematical 

semantics chapter 3 concluded by providing descriptions of, and flow diagrams for, the 
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problem domains of the 3 testable hypotheses from chapter 2. Chapter 4 took the CSP 

mathematical semantics from chapter 3 to develop an FBP implementation of software for 

telemedicine applications (FBP-SFTA) that could be used to construct the 3 problem 

domain program graphs described in chapter 3. 

Taking the three proposed testable hypotheses from chapter 2.8 The Problem To Be Solved 

page 57 and recasting them in terms of FBP-SFTA and their Graph Theory and CSP 

theory problems domains provides three experimental hypotheses that define the contexts 

for experimental design: 

5.1 Hypothesis 1 

Motivated by [6], a structure persistent totally disconnected, embarrassingly parallel FBP-

SFTA synthetic telemedicine software artifact of executable graph G = (!,!) comprised of 

the sets of Components ! ∈ !  and Connections ! where  |!| is arbitrarily large but ! =!∅ 

and executing in interleaved ||| parallel: 

! ∷ !! ||| !! ||| … ||| !!  

Where ! can be implemented using FBP-SFTA as a graph of disconnected internally 

progressing !"#$% Components consuming event ! from their internal traces !, denoted 

!\! until, possibly, transitioning to !"#$ consuming ✓ and !"#$ (successfully):  

! !"#$% !\! !"#$! ✓ !"#$  

Or diagrammatically:  
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Figure 13: Hypothesis 1 FBP-SFTA executable graph !!(!!"#$%,!) 

Then !!(!!"#$%,!) will demonstrate statistically significant strong parallel scaling when 

executed in a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment and, 

further, that ! will demonstrate linear scaling as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. 

5.2 Hypothesis 2 

Motivated by [7], a structure persistent connected component FBP synthetic telemedicine 

software artifact of executable graph ! = (!,!) comprised of the sets of Components 

! ∈ !  and Connections ! where ∀ ! > 1 and ! ! = 2 and ! ! = 1 that is executing 

in intersecting || parallel: 

! ∷ !! || !! || … || !!  

Where ! can be implemented using FBP-SFTA as a graph of ! connected !"# 

Components communicating an event !!. ! consisting of an information packet ! of type ! 

via named Connection !! such that by the sending of everything output by !"#.!"#!!! on 
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channel !"# as input to !".!"#! on channel !" they are all chained together as a single 

pipeline: 

!"#! ≫ !"#! ≫ ⋯ ≫ !"#! 

Or diagrammatically:  

 

Figure 14: Hypothesis 2 FBP-SFTA executable graph !!(!!"#,!) 

Then !!(!!"# ,!) will demonstrate statistically significant strong parallel scaling when 

executed in a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment and, 

further, that ! will demonstrate linear scaling as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. 

5.3 Hypothesis 3 

Motivated by [8], a structure persistent multiple connected components FBP synthetic 

telemedicine software artifact of executable graph ! = (!,!) comprised of the sets of 

Components ! ∈ !  and Connections ! where ! is composed of consisting of ! subgraphs 

!!, !!. . . !! where ! has the possibility of becoming arbitrarily large and S is a pipeline !"!#! 

type described above of fixed ! such that ! = !"!#! = (!,!) where ! = ! + 1, ! = ! 

that is executing in intersecting || parallel but where each pipe is executing in separate 

interleaved ||| parallel: 
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! ∷

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!
|||

S! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!
|||
⋮
|||

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!

 

Or diagrammatically: 

 

Figure 15: Hypothesis 3 FBP-SFTA executable graph !!(!!"#,!). 

Then !!(!!"# ,!) will demonstrate statistically significant strong scaling when executed in 

a multicore environment when compared to a single core environment and, further, that ! 

will demonstrate linear scaling as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. 
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It follows then that in order to test each hypothesis, three controlled experiments must be 

designed and conducted to gather experimental data for analysis. A controlled experiment 

compares the results obtained from an experimental sample against a control sample, which 

is practically identical to the experimental sample except for the one aspect whose effect is 

being tested. 

The issue of a suitable control for the experiments is explored at 7.2 Appendix: Scientific 

Control page 280 and rules out a separately coded sequential control software artifact on 

the grounds of structure persistence (SP) and statistical comparison. 

5.4 Experimental measurement of elapsed time 

The major challenge to designing experiments to measure parallel software performance in 

a multicore testing environment when described as above is evident in the form of the 

uncontrolled variable that is the operating system. Sitting, as it does, between the 

experimental “apparatus” in the form the synthetic telemedicine software test problem and 

the processing hardware, the operating system is scheduling the FBP software processes 

presented as threads of execution code onto available hardware processing resources and 

doing so in a non-deterministic way. The operating system is designed in such a way as to 

also schedule any other executing software onto the underlying hardware processing 

resources resulting in a competition for processing cores with the experimental software. 

This software can take the form of other applications not least of which is the application 
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used to develop the test software itself, which in this case was the Eclipse Rich Platform 

Environment configured as an Integrated Development Environment for C/C++ 

Developers [83], as well as background “house keeping” tasks that the operating system 

conducts such as software updates, network communication, keyboard, mouse and display 

updates.  

The greater the degree of this emergent operating system non-determinism the larger will 

be the impact on the accuracy and precision of the elapsed timing measurements where: 

5.4.1 Accuracy 

Accuracy, is defined as how close the measurements of that quantity are to the actual (true) 

value of that quantity. 

5.4.2 Precision 

Precision is defined as to what degree repeated measurements under unchanged conditions 

show the same results. 

 

Figure 16: Precision and accuracy probability density. 

Rendering the operating system into as otherwise a quiescent state as possible can minimize 
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the uncontrolled nature of this variable. This entails ensuring that the experimental 

software is running in an environment that is as free as possible of external competition for 

processor resources and that repeat runs of the software take place in, again as near as 

possible, the same operating system environment. In this way the environmental “noise” 

from the uncontrolled variable of the operating system can be reduced and the accuracy 

and precision of elapsed time measurements can be increased. 

A detailed explication of the techniques used to measure elapsed ‘wall-clock’ time is given at 

7.3 Appendix: Measuring elapsed time page 282. 

The validity of being able to collect timing data across a range of test case scenarios and be 

able to compare this to a control is confirmed at 7.4 Appendix: Measuring performance in a 

stochastic environment page 284 by confirmation that a normal distribution of elapsed 

timings is maintained and that there is homogeneity of variance (homoscedasticity). 

5.5 Ensuring a reliably quiescent experimental environment  

Reducing environmental noise during the running of the software experiments can be 

tackled at the software design level, competing applications level and the operating system 

level. In this way an experimental system that has structure persistent software, running 

non-competitively on a fixed state operating system performing only essential duties isolated 

from the outside world can be regarded as a reliably quiescent experimental environment. Given 

such an environment one can reliably make statistical assumptions that will not be violated 

“too much” resulting in robustness of the chosen analysis technique(s). 
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5.5.1 Software design 

At the level of software design the primary goals are to maintain the structure of the 

experimental code, reduce the unnecessary interaction with the environment by the 

experimental code and measure only the experimental code’s elapsed time. These goal 

leads to some basic principles for the experiment section of the code: 

Ensure structure persistence 

The persistence, or otherwise, is a key factor affecting parallel performance [59] and 

structure persistent software can be defined as follows. 

A sequential algorithm is structure persistent (SP) if all parallel implementations of the same algorithm must 

require greater or equal number of calculation steps (including those in parallel) for all inputs. [59] 

A key factor in ensuring structure persistence is preventing the compiler software from 

carrying out behind the scenes optimizations that result in unexpected behaviours, for 

example ensuring the Auto Parallel flag is turned off. [14] 

No hardware driver interaction during experimental code execution. 

In order to reduce unnecessary interaction there should be no interaction with any 

operating system hardware drivers during the execution of the experimental software. In 

practice this implies no use of disk drivers, network drivers, USB drivers, keyboard driver, 

screen drivers, etc. during the experimental section of the software. Therefore all variables 

must be serialized from disk or other external source before the experiment starts and no 

data must be deserialized or displayed until after the experiment has completed. In this way 

the degree to which repeated measurements under such unchanged conditions show the 
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same results, and hence precision, can be increased. 

Minimize and localize memory interactions during experimental code 
execution. 

Accessing memory as part of the execution of experimental software is a necessary 

overhead. However, this overhead should be minimized as much possible and when 

modeling the problem and its solution in order to avoid emergent non-determinism that 

affect elapsed time from cache coherency issues that can arise in a modern multiple and 

multiple level cache multicore processor. 

For example, instead of performing an memory intensive activity that risks a cache page 

reload if the operating system selects a different core than previously used, it may make for 

more reproducible results to take mean timings for the activity and simply model this 

idealized activity as a busy wait loop. 

Measure wall-clock time as quickly and infrequently as possible 

The act of measuring elapsed time itself introduces an overhead and the more complex the 

process the greater degree of variability, further the smaller the measured proportion of 

time becomes the greater will be the error of the measure. Therefore measurements of time 

should be made using the fastest possible technique, such as reading the Time Stamp 

Counter (TSC), and performing calculations of elapsed time after the experiment has 

completed. Designing the experiment to measure durations of time that are orders of 

magnitude away from the error of the measure will increase the reliability and 

reproducibility and minimize the sample population for a given power.  
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Measure wall clock-time only for the experimental sections of code 

Giving some thought to which parts of the software are only needed for the experiment and 

bracketing the TSC readings around these sections of code will improve the degree of 

closeness of elapsed time measurements to the actual (true) value and, therefore, improve 

the accuracy of the measurement. 

 

5.5.2 Competing applications 

The only application that should be running is that containing the experiment and, 

therefore, ensuring that no other user level applications are running at the same time will 

minimize outliers in elapsed time results. 

5.5.3 Operating system 

Modern operating systems will have many scheduled background tasks or services that are 

either essential to correct functioning or provide added benefit to the user such as a virus 

protection services. In order to minimize the competition from the hardware processor 

resources and to minimize the effects on timing observations the operating system of the test 

environment should be free from all non essential duties such as checking the network or 

WiFi and be clean of all viruses or Trojans that might be unexpectedly competing for 

processor resources. 

Further, the operating system must be adjusted in such a way as to not enter any power 

saving modes that may reduce the processor speed and prevent the processor from 

automatically adjusting its frequency in response to demand.  
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5.6 Statistical Assumptions 

In order to avoid the inappropriate application of statistical methods certain assumptions 

upon which the methods are based must be met in the observations. Violation of the 

assumptions jeopardizes the assumed risk of type I and type II errors and, therefore, the 

decisions made about the null hypothesis. [84]  

The validity of the application of inferential statistics is explored and confirmed in 7.5 

Appendix: Inferential statistics for FBP research page 289. 

Consequently and in recognition of the analytical burdens of the experiments the following 

statistical assumptions are made: 

5.6.1 Assumption 1.  

Because the hardware execution cores on the processor are not directly available to the FBP 

software but rather mediated by the operating system. The independent variable is the 

number of execution threads available to the observed FBP software artifact, and that 

where the number of threads of execution is less than or equal to the reported number of 

logical cores then, in an otherwise quiescent experimental environment; where the number 

of logical cores is reported correctly; the cores maintain a stable frequency of execution and 

the operating system fairly shares the execution thread workload amongst the logical cores, 

then—and only then—each thread is a valid proxy for an underlying logical processing 

core. Such that for the set of threads ! = {!|! ∈ !} and ! = ! ! ∈ !  the set of logical 

cores then. 

If: 
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0 < |!| !≤ |!| 

Then: 

! ≈ ! 

The validity of this assumption is explored at 7.6 Appendix: A threadpool as a proxy for 

logical cores page 293 and is shown to be a statistically reasonable assumption sufficient for 

experimentation. This key assumption is further tested in the experiments below. 

5.6.2 Assumption 2.  

That the dependent variable is the observed mean elapsed solution time and that, in an 

otherwise reliably quiescent experimental environment, such observations are solely 

dependent on the number of execution threads available to the FBP software artifact. 

Further, the measurement of elapsed time for all samples has the properties of an equal 

interval scale.  

A necessary statistical assumption for comparing elapsed solution times is that the scale of 

measurement for both samples has the properties of an equal interval scale. It follows from 

7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296 that if the interval is 

selected as a millisecond then a sample size of 36 will give a 5% margin of error. 

5.6.3 Assumption 3.  

That the observations of elapsed times for the problem solution to complete are from a 

population of normally distributed values and further that all groups have equal variances 

in the population. 
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The validity of the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance for the 

dependent variable have been checked graphically and discussed at 7.3 Appendix: 

Measuring elapsed time page 282. 

5.7 Experimental Environment 

In order to be able to produce reliable and repeatable results for comparison between 

experiments it is important to ensure that all external environmental variables are 

controlled for. In the case of this work once the hardware and software environment had 

been established it was ‘frozen’ such that no changes were made between experiments i.e. 

no hardware changes or upgrades were made, nor any software changes or upgrades 

effected. The final frozen experimental environment in which all subsequent experiments 

were conducted was as follows: 

5.7.1 Hardware 

Model Name: iMac 

Model Identifier: iMac11,1 

Processor Name: Intel Core i7-860 

Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz 

Number Of Processors: 1 

Total Number Of Cores: 4 

L2 Cache (per core): 256 KB 
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L3 Cache: 8 MB 

Memory: 8 GB 

Processor Interconnect Speed: 4.8 GT/s 

Table 3: Experimental environment - hardware 

The Intel® Core™ i7-860 Processor has 4 physical processing cores, however each physical 

core has the ability to perform simultaneous multithreading (SMT) where each physical 

core is able to execute instructions from two threads of execution. SMT is a hardware 

efficiency optimization that takes advantage the i7’s superscalar architecture (multiple 

instructions operating on separate data in parallel). Intel's proprietary implementation of 

SMT is the Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology (Intel® HT Technology), and for 

operating systems that have been optimized to take advantage of this hardware feature each 

physical core appears as two virtual or logical cores. In this way such an optimized operating 

system can schedule two processes at once. In addition two or more processes can use the 

same resources. If one process fails then the resources can be readily re-allocated. 

The operating system chosen for the experimental environment is based on version 3 of the 

Linux kernel, which is optimized for SMT and specifically for Intel’s HT Technology, as 

such interrogating the cpuinfo file reveals 8 logical cores available to the operating system. 

processor: 0 1…6 7 

vendor_id GenuineIntel  GenuineIntel 
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family 

model 

name 

 

 

 

stepping 

cpu MHz 

cache size 

core id 

6 

30 

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7  

860   

@ 2.80GHz 

5 

1197.000 

8192 KB 

8 

0 

6 

30 

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7  

860   

@ 2.80GHz 

5 

1197.000 

8192 KB 

8 

7 

Table 4: Experimental environment-Logical cores 

Examining the table of logical cores reveals that all of the 8 logical cores are not operating 

at the processor’s advertised maximum speed of 2.80Ghz this is a consequence of another 

feature of the Intel i7-860 which has the ability to adjust its voltage and frequency in 

tandem between high and low levels in response to processor load. Predominantly designed 

for the power-conservation needs of mobile systems it is, nevertheless, active in the desktop 

iMac and as such presents a potential uncontrolled variable. However, this problem can be 

overcome by instructing the operating system to optimize for performance and fix the 

processor clock frequency at 2.80GHz. 
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5.7.2 Operating System 

Linux Ubuntu (Oneiric Ocelot) released on 13 October 2011.  

"Oneiric Ocelot" is the code name for Ubuntu 11.10 it is a Long Term Support (LTS) 

release with an end of life date set for April 2013. 

5.7.3 Development Tools 

The C++ experimental FBP software was the written, edited, compiled, debugged and 

tested using Eclipse (Helios) the multi-language software development environment running 

the C/C++ Development Tooling (CDT). "Helios" is the code name for Eclipse 2010 

version 3.6.2 service Release 2 and the CDT project provides a fully functional C and C++ 

Integrated Development Environment (IDE) based on the Eclipse platform. This software is 

released under the terms of the Eclipse Public License and, as such, is free and open source 

software. In order to compile the C++ FBP source code and link the various software 

libraries that it uses and debug the resultant executable the Intel Compiler suite was chosen. 

This choice was based on two main factors. Firstly, that Intel provides for tight integration 

with the Eclipse development environment and secondly that the full XE suite of software is 

free for non-profit usage.  

5.8 Experiment 1a: Strong Scaling in a Mean Arterial Pressure 

Monitoring Embarrassingly Parallel FBP Problem Composed by 

Interleaving 

5.8.1 Introduction 

Mean arterial pressure (MAP) is a measure of an individual’s average blood pressure. 
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However MAP is not the arithmetic mean of peak of the pulse wave and its nadir. Rather, 

because the heart spends longer in its relaxation (diastolic) phase than its contraction 

(systolic) phase MAP can be approximated at the brachial artery by using a blood pressure 

cuff on the arm to measure systolic pressure (SP) and diastolic pressure (DP) as follows [85]: 

 !"# ≈ !" + !
! (!" − !")     

The clinical significance of MAP is that it represents the perfusion pressure in the organs of 

the body and as such is the basis for a wide range of medical research [85] [86] [6] 

particularly in that most cherished of human organs the brain [86] [6]. For example 

computerized continuous measurement of MAP in preterm infants when <30mm Hg has 

been shown to be significantly associated with severe brain haemorrhage or death [6]. The 

study was carried out on 33 preterm infants under continuous computerized measurement.  

The telemedicine workflow derived from the motivating work “Mean arterial blood 

pressure and neonatal cerebral lesions” [6] consists of a large number (33) of independent 

processing entities for the flow of data that it processes. A telemedicine workflow diagram 

can be constructed to represent the scenario: 
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Figure 17: Telemedicine workflow for “Mean arterial blood pressure and neonatal 

cerebral lesions” [6]  

This study scenario suggests a synthetic telemedicine problem ! whereby ! individuals, 
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where ! can be arbitrarily large, are paired with ! MAP recording FBP components. Each 

individual is subject to continuous measurements of SP and DP these readings arrive at 

their paired ! components of a FBP graph !. Each component ! calculates the moment 

MAP and the moving average of the MAP. In this scenario there is complete lack of 

interdependence between components because data is not required to flow between 

Components and, as such, there are no Connections ! and the edge set !(!) is empty.  

Each of the components !!, !!… !! is unconnected i.e. not interleaved and, as such, able to 

run in parallel: 

!! ∥ !! ∥ ⋯ ∥ !! 

Therefore since the synthetic problem ! can be expressed as a FBP graph !! whose 

invariant properties are such that for !! !,! , it follows that ∵ ! ⟶ ∞ ⋀ ! = ∅—

i.e. the graph order is arbitrarily large and the size is zero—then, as established in chapter 

3.4.7, problem ! is a totally disconnected embarrassingly parallel problem and is suitable 

for investigating how the solution time varies with the number of processing cores for the 

class of problems that ! represents. 

N.B. The synthetic problem ! is a generalization of the class of embarrassingly parallel 

problems to which the motivating real world problem [6] belongs. 

The FBP program graph !! is derived from chapter 3.4.7 A totally disconnected 

embarrassingly parallel composition by interleaving problem, and as such is an abstraction 

that only models durations—its sole purpose being to investigate the parallel scaling 
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properties of the class of problems that !! models. In order to examine the relationship 

between elapsed solution times for !! and the number of processing threads—and the 

number of processing threads only—then !! is programmed in such a way as to be isolated 

from any external activity such as disc access or network communication. 

5.8.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to decide if the synthetic telemedicine problem !—as 

defined above—when expressed as a structure persistent totally disconnected, 

embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact of fixed problem size 

will demonstrate significant scaling when executed in a multicore environment. 

5.8.3 Variables and controls 

The dependent variable under examination is the solution time for the FBP model and the 

independent variable that will cause the expected result is the number of threads of 

execution available to the FBP model. 

A controlled experiment compares the results obtained from an experimental sample 

against a control sample which is identical to the except for the independent variable under 

test. The dependent variable in this experiment is the solution time and the independent 

variable is the number of threads of execution, which for the control is set to one as proxy 

for the FBP model executing on a single core only. 

 

5.8.4 Null hypothesis 
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The null hypothesis states that the two samples come from the same population; in other 

words, there is no statistically significant difference between the two groups on the 

dependent variable. It follows then that the null hypothesis, given the structure persistent 

embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine problem !, is that there will be no 

significant difference between the mean elapsed solution time !! for problem ! executing 

on a single thread when compared to the mean elapsed solution time !! for problem ! 

executing on a number of threads equal to the core count of the underlying hardware and, 

therefore, will not demonstrate strong scaling.  

Ergo:  

!!:!! = !! 

5.8.5 Alternative Hypothesis 

Contra wise the alternative hypothesis, given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel 

FBP synthetic telemedicine problem!! executed on a number of threads equal to the core 

count of the underlying hardware then mean elapsed solution time !! will be significantly 

less when compared to the mean elapsed solution time !! when the same problem is 

executed on a single thread because the inherent concurrency of the FBP approach will 

result in the automatic parallel execution of the software artifact. That is, the solution time 

will vary with the number of processors for a fixed processor problem size and, therefore, 

the FBP software artifact will demonstrate strong scaling. 

Ergo: 
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H!:!! > !! 

5.8.6 Statistical assumptions 

Given that the assumptions of normality and of homogeneity of variances for the dependent 

variable are met but because the variance of the source population is unknown and arrived 

at by estimation, then if the two sample sizes (that is, the number, !, of participants of each 

group) are equal; the two-sample t-test for independent group means suggests itself as the 

most appropriate statistical hypothesis test. Further, given that for the control and for the 

experiment the actual FBP code remains unchanged it might seem that the samples are 

paired. However, the executable software artifact ! consists of the unchanging FBP test 

problem ! and the work stealing back off threadpool ! and the threadpool code is different 

for the control and test executions possessing only a single thread !! for the control and 

eight threads !! for the test. 

Control artifact: 

! = ! + !! 

Test artifact: 

!! = ! + !! 

∴ ! ≠ !! 

 

Ergo the solution times are independent of one another and the unpaired two-sample t-test for 
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independent group means is the most appropriate statistical hypothesis test. 

The ! statistic to test whether the means are different for the given directional alternative 

hypothesis is calculated as follows: 

t = !! − !!
!!!!! . !

!

 

Where: 

!!=the mean of a sample of solution times executing on a single core 

!!= mean of a sample of solution times executing on multiple  

!=the number of elapsed time samples in each group 

!!!!!=the pooled elapsed time standard deviation  

Where ∵ !! = !!: 

!!!!! =
!
!(!!!! + !!!! ) 

And:!!. !.= 2! − 2 

It remains to select a significance level ! as the probability threshold below which the null 

hypothesis will be rejected. Common values are 5% and 1% but since there is no preceding 

work evident in this area (chapter 1.2) then choosing the less conservative value seems 

reasonable. 

Therefore: 
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! = 0.05 

Given the degrees of freedom ! for the t-test ! = 2! − 2 and a sample size of 36 then: 

! = 70 

The distribution of the t-test under the null hypothesis partitions the possible values ! into 

those for which the null-hypothesis !! is rejected, termed the critical region, and those for 

which !! is not rejected.  

Critical values of Student's t distribution with ν degrees of freedom can be calculated using 

the cumulative distribution function or more traditionally, looked up in a table or more 

easily, acquired using the R statistical package [55] function qt (quantile function) but 

noting that it returns the critical value for a one-sided test. Therefore for a 2 sided test the 

code: 

Code Listing 14: R critical value 95% confidence interval 70 degrees of freedom 

abs(qt(0.05/2, 70)) # 95% confidence, 2 sided, 70 d.f 

Returns the critical value 1.994437 for the decision rule to reject the null hypothesis if the 

observed value t-test is in the critical region, and to accept or "fail to reject" the hypothesis 

otherwise. 

5.8.7 Materials 

As shown in chapter 3.4.7 since the embarrassingly parallel problem ! can be expressed as 

a FBP program graph ! = (!,!) where ! = ! is arbitrarily large but ! =!∅ . Then ! 

can be implemented as a graph of disconnected internally progressing !"#$% Components 
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consuming event ! from their internal traces !, denoted !\! until, possibly, transitioning to 

!"#$ consuming ✓ and !"#$ (successfully):  

! !"#$% !\! !"#$! ✓ !"#$  

Given the !"#$ Component from chapter 4.3 that can accept any alphabet ! of IPs for 

which it has an accepting port ! such that !"#$% = !" then then !"#$!" denotes the 

Component that ignores those IPs belonging to !. When there are no Connections the 

denotation !"#$ will be. 

When modeling the synthetic telemedicine model ! as defined above, it is necessary to 

control for all external variables that might introduce unwanted variations in the timing 

observations. Therefore, modeling the MAP measuring Component as a busy wait loop 

that does not interact with its environment but simply busy waits a duration of time that 

mimics such a Component interacting with its environment removes the influence of such 

external variables. This is particularly important to ensure that no bottlenecks arise due to 

accessing memory and that experiment is measuring the property of compute bound strong 

scaling and not memory bound weak scaling. 

If ∗ indicates a repeating Component then ∗ !"#$ behaves like a Component engaging in a 

nonterminating internal computation, never interacting with its environment. That internal 

computation can be a busy wait loop of duration similar to that of a digital sampling of a 

blood pressure machine. However, for the experiment to be conducted there must be a 

termination to represent the successful solution of ! and thus ! ∗ !"#$ denotes: while ! 
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repeat !"#$. 

Then for some arbitrary value of ! decrementing at each repeat of !"#$ the Mean Arterial 

Pressure (MAP) component is defined as: 

! ≠ 0 ∗ !"#$ 

Since ! ∗ !"#$ never interacts with its environment, the environment cannot rule out at 

any stage the possibility that the process might eventually perform some observable action. 

Given this pattern of behavior it is only reasonable (as per Table 8: CSP axiomatic 

processes ) to identify the Component with the stochastic process !"#$% [24] and, 

therefore, meet the definition of for an embarrassingly parallel problem implementation as 

described in chapter 3.4.7 A totally disconnected embarrassingly parallel composition by 

interleaving problem page 86. 

Building the MAP isolated !"#$% Component from the !"#$ base class Component in 

C++03 then follows: 

Code Listing 15: Isolated CHAOS Component 

1. class#CHAOS:#public#fbp::STOP#{###

2. ###

3. public:###

4. ###

5. ####CHAOS(size_t#count,#double#delay_ms):###

6. ########STOP(""),###

7. ########count(count),###

8. ########delay_ms(delay_ms)#{}###

9. ###

10. ####virtual#~CHAOS()#{}###
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11. ###

12. private:###

13. ###

14. ####virtual#runnable*#do_run()#{###

15. ########while(OOcount)#{###

16. ############fbp::posix_sleeper::busy_wait(delay_ms);###

17. ############return#this;####//REPEAT###

18. ########}###

19. ########return#0;###//SUCCESS###

20. ####}###

21. ###

22. ####size_t#count;###

23. ####double#delay_ms;###

24. };###

The final list of materials then becomes: 

• 1 x Work stealing threadpool.  

• 33 x Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) isolated !"#$% Components with a busy 

wait loop modeling a biometric sampling rate. 

• 1 x Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) time stamp counter. 

5.8.8 Control Method 

The class diagram (Figure 18: Class diagram control 1) and FBP program graph (Figure 19: 

FBP program graph !! experiment 1) that are constructed by the program (Code Listing 

16: Experiment 1a – Control method) show how the software models the workflow depicted 

at Figure 17: Telemedicine workflow for “Mean arterial blood pressure and neonatal 

cerebral lesions” executing on the threadpool (dotted box) but is only executing using one 

worker thread. 
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Figure 18: Class diagram control 1a 

This class diagram generates the following FBP program graph: 

 

Figure 19: FBP program graph !! experiment 1 

Figure 19: FBP program graph !! experiment 1 shows how the program graph !! that 

models the class of totally disconnected embarrassingly parallel problems, as defined in 

chapter 3.4.7, correlates with the Telemedicine workflow derived from the real world 

motivating example Figure 17: Telemedicine workflow for “Mean arterial blood pressure 

and neonatal cerebral lesions”. 

A C++ 03 program (Code Listing 16: Experiment 1a – Control method) was written with 
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an outer sampling loop, within that loop a threadpool was constructed with only a single 

thread as a proxy for a single core of execution. To this threadpool was added 33 MAP 

isolated Components to simulate 33 preterm infants each of which undergoing 1500 

consecutive computerized measurements each lasting 1 millisecond. The value of the time 

stamp counter was taken and the threadpool started in such a manner as to halt further 

execution until the single thread in the pool had reached completion. On completion a 

second time stamp counter reading was taken and from which the first was subtracted. This 

value was converted to seconds and saved to a results file.  The outer sampling loop 

repeated this process taking 36 (as per 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time 

sampling size page 296) timing samples.  

Code Listing 16: Experiment 1a – Control method 

1. std::fstream#data("results.csv",#std::fstream::in#|##std::fstream::out#|#std::fstream

::app);###

2. ###

3. for(int#j#=#0;#j#<#36;#++j)#{####//sampling#loop###

4. ####threadpool#control(1);####//single#thread#

5. #######

6. ########for(int#i#=#0;#i#<#33#;#++i)####

7. ########control.try_add(new#CHAOS(1500,1));###

8. #######

9. ########tbb::tick_count#then#=#tbb::tick_count::now();###

10. #######

11. ########control.start_and_wait();###

12. #######

13. ########double#t#=#tbb::tick_count::interval_t(tbb::tick_count::now()#O

#then).seconds();###

14. ####data#<<#t#<<#std::endl;###

15. }###
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16. data.close();###

Code Listing 16: Experiment 1a – Control method was compiled with the Intel compiler, 

ensuring that the multi-threading optimizing feature was disabled, and executed in the 

experimental hardware and operating system environment, as described above. The mean 

of the timing samples stored in the results file was calculated and reserved for later use. 

5.8.9 Experimental Method 

The class diagram (Figure 20: Class diagram experiment 1) is for the experimental method 

in that there are now 8 task queues and 8 worker threads in the threadpool, but the FBP 

program graph is the same as in Figure 19: FBP program graph !! experiment 1. 

 

Figure 20: Class diagram experiment 1a 

A C++ program was written with an outer sampling loop, within that loop a threadpool 

was constructed in its default state mapping a thread for each logical core recognized by the 

operating system. To this threadpool was added 33 MAP isolated Components to simulate 

33 preterm infants each of which undergoing 1500 consecutive computerized 

measurements each lasting 1 millisecond. The value of the time stamp counter was taken 
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and the threadpool started in such a manner as to halt further execution until all the 

threads in the pool had reached completion. On completion a second time stamp counter 

reading was taken and from which the first was subtracted. This value was converted to 

seconds and saved to a results file.  The outer sampling loop repeated this process taking 36 

(as per per 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296) timing 

samples.  

Code Listing 17: Experiment 1a - Experimental method 

1. std::fstream#data("results.csv",#std::fstream::in#|##std::fstream::out#|#std::fstream

::app);###

2. ###

3. for(int#j#=#0;#j#<#36;#++j)#{####//sampling#loop###

4. ####threadpool#experiment();####//default#max#logical#cores###

5. #######

6. ########for(int#i#=#0;#i#<#33#;#++i)####

7. ########experiment.try_add(new#CHAOS(1500,1));###

8. #######

9. ########tbb::tick_count#then#=#tbb::tick_count::now();###

10. #######

11. ########experiment.start_and_wait();###

12. #######

13. ########double#t#=#tbb::tick_count::interval_t(tbb::tick_count::now()#O

#then).seconds();###

14. ####data#<<#t#<<#std::endl;###

15. }###

16. data.close();###

Code Listing 17: Experiment 1a - Experimental method was compiled with the Intel 

compiler, ensuring that the multi-threading optimizing feature was disabled, and executed 

in the experimental hardware and operating system environment, as described above. The 
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mean of the dependent variable solution time observations was calculated samples was 

calculated and compared with the control dependent variable mean for statistical 

significance using the unpaired two-sample t-test for independent group means. 

5.8.10 Observations 

The raw observations from control and experiment were imported into the R statistical 

software [55] truncated to 3 decimal places for millisecond accuracy, as dictated by the 

sample size calculated in appendix 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling 

size page 296, and are presented as below: 

control 
 [1] 49.513 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 
49.512 
[11] 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.512 49.513 
49.512 
[21] 49.512 49.513 49.513 49.513 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.512 49.512 
49.513 
[31] 49.513 49.513 49.513 49.512 49.512 
experiment 
 [1] 6.406 6.418 6.376 6.397 6.387 6.359 6.371 6.376 6.362 6.375 6.415 
[12] 6.367 6.378 6.387 6.366 6.367 6.405 6.382 6.402 6.389 6.370 6.376 
[23] 6.401 6.392 6.378 6.359 6.371 6.373 6.345 6.403 6.397 6.378 6.367 
[34] 6.361 6.455 6.416 

5.8.11 Analysis 

Firstly it is important to test the statistical assumptions of normality and of homogeneity of 

variances for the dependent variable and check for any outliers. A box and whisker plot 

with outliers in order to visualize Tukey’s 5-figure descriptive summary and combining this 

with a histogram with a smoothed density curve for the raw data provides a good point of 

entry for this enquiry.  
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Figure 21: Boxplots and histograms with density curve for control and experiment 

solution times 

From (Figure 21: Boxplots and histograms with density curve for control and experiment 

solution times) it will be evident that the control data has 1outlier beyond Tukey’s 1.5×!"# 

(interquartile range) definition and in the experiment data also has 1 such outlier that 

clearly give the density curves a right-sided long-tailed distribution. However, on the 

grounds that the degree of variation within the observations is small compared to actual 

measured time the assumption of a normal distribution is maintained.  

The assumption of homogeneity of variance (homoscedasticity) can be examined using 

Bartlett’s test [87] for the comparison of two or more samples to determine whether or not 

they are drawn from homoscedastic populations. The test is suitable for normally 

distributed data, which may be a somewhat shaky assumption for the control elapsed times.  
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Bartlett’s test has the null hypothesis that the variances are equal and the alternative that 

they are unequal. 

Examining the variances between the control and experiment groups of elapsed timings 

using Bartlett’s test of homogeneity of variance [87]: 

Code Listing 18: R-script Bartlett’s test experiment 1a 

> bartlett.test(list(u[[1]],u[[8]])) 

 Bartlett test of homogeneity of variances 

 

data:  list(u[[1]], u[[8]])  

Bartlett's K-squared = 194.5448, df = 1, p-value < 2.2e-16 

From the output it is clear that the p-value of < 2.2×10!!" is considerably less than the 

significance level of 0.05. This means that the null hypothesis is rejected and the variance is 

not the same between the two sets of control and experiment solution times. 

This result refutes the assumption of co-variance and a variation of the t-test for unequal 

variances will have to be used. 

Proceeding to examine the means of these 2 distributions 

Code Listing 19: R-script to calculate !! − !! 

u1<-round(mean(control),3) 

u2<-round(mean(experiment),3) 

u1 

[1] 49.512 

u2 

[1] 6.382 

u1-u2 

[1] 43.13 
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Because the research hypothesis !!:!! > !! is directional, proposing that !! − !! > 0, 

and permitting a one-tail test of significance and the observed result !! − !! = 43.13 is in 

the right direction all that remains is to determine the confidence with which it can be 

declared to have come from anything more than mere chance coincidence.  

To test the null hypothesis for the two population means for the control and experiment 

solution times that have unequal variances, as demonstrated above, the Welch’s t-test [88] 

can be used. The Welch’s t-test is an adaptation of Student's t-test intended for use with two 

samples having possibly unequal variances. 

Code Listing 20: R-script Welch two sample t-test for unequal variances experiment 

1a 

> t.test(u[[1]],u[[8]],alternative="greater", var.equal=FALSE) 

 

 Welch Two Sample t-test 

 

data:  u[[1]] and u[[8]]  

t = 11898.08, df = 35.062, p-value < 2.2e-16 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is greater than 0  

95 percent confidence interval: 

 43.12221      Inf  

sample estimates: 

mean of x mean of y  

49.512417  6.384083  

The results show that the t-statistic is equal to 11898.08 and the p-value is < 2.2×10!!". 

The p-value is very small and, therefore, the experimenter is compelled to emphatically 

reject the null hypothesis in favour of the alternative hypothesis. 
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Therefore, given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine 

problem!! executed on a number of threads equal to the core count of the underlying 

hardware then mean elapsed solution time !! will be significantly less when compared to 

the mean elapsed solution time !! when the same problem is executed on a single thread 

because the inherent concurrency of the FBP approach will result in the automatic parallel 

execution of the software artifact. That is, the solution time will vary with the number of 

processors for a fixed processor problem size and, therefore, the FBP software artifact will 

demonstrate strong scaling.! 

Ergo: 

!!:!! > !! 

In fact !! is much greater than !! and the degree of strong scaling efficiency (SSE) can be 

calculated for the 8 logical cores available to the experimental software: 

!!" = ! !!
!×!!

×!100% 

! ! S(P) !! ∝ ! SSE 

1 49.512 - - - 

8 6.382 7.758 8 96.975% 

Table 5: scaled speedup and strong scaling efficiency experiment 1a 

!!" = 96.975% 

The results show the SSE is equal to 97% in keeping with a near linear scaling expected for 
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an embarrassingly parallel problem and as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis' Law. 

5.8.12 Conclusion 

This SSE result supports the hypothesis that the FBP software artifact demonstrates 

significant strong scaling. Therefore using a FBP approach to implementing a software 

artifact to solve the telemedicine problem described by the motivating work “Mean arterial 

blood pressure and neonatal cerebral lesions” [6] would result in significant performance 

gains over a serial execution only software artifact and demonstrate significant strong 

scaling when executed on multicore hardware.  

The experiment could be improved by collecting a larger number of elapsed time samples 

in order to increase the accuracy and likelihood of a normal distribution in the elapsed 

times. 

Most importantly, however, this is an idealized experiment where each Component 

designed to take exactly the same quantum of time to execute as every other Component, to 

always take exactly that set quantum of time every time it executes and that the set 

quantum of time is deliberately small at 1ms. Clearly then this experiment could be 

improved by having more than the single independent variable of thread count by also 

varying the busy-wait time that each Component models.  

The other variable that was fixed for this experiment was the problem size and promoting 

this variable to independent status and varying the size of the problem in order toe examine 

the impact solution times presents itself a topic of future inquiry. 
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Nevertheless the conclusions of increased performance and efficiency are manifest when 

using a FBP programming approach to this class of problem. Therefore the results are not 

isolated to the motivating synthetic telemedicine problem but are applicable to any problem 

with the characteristics of an embarrassingly parallel problem. Further, the conclusions of 

increased efficiency, as expressed by the SSE, are not isolated to a multicore processor but 

are applicable to any operating environment where multiple processing resources are 

available. 

5.9 Experiment 1b: Linear Strong Scaling in a Mean Arterial 

Pressure Monitoring Embarrassingly Parallel FBP Problem 

Composed by Interleaving 

5.9.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to decide if the synthetic problem ! from experiment 1a, 

when expressed as a structure persistent totally disconnected, embarrassingly parallel FBP 

synthetic telemedicine software artifact will demonstrate significant strong scaling when 

executed in a multicore environment and that the mean elapsed solution time scaled 

speedups will vary in a way that is directly proportional to the number of execution threads 

demonstrating linear strong scaling, up to a maximum equal to the core count of the 

underlying hardware, as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law.  

It is important to note that this experiment is not attempting to compare 3 or more 

matched groups but rather is designed to explore the individual contribution of each thread 

to the solution time observed in experiment 1a above and, as such, is seven independent 
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experiments examining the effect of adding a single extra thread to the threadpool by 

comparing the problem solution time for the threadpool ! with ! threads !! against the 

threadpool with ! + 1 threads !!!!. 

The synthetic problem ! is identical to that of experiment 1a and, therefore, the FBP 

software graph ! is identical to that of experiment 1a such that !! !,!  where 0 < |!| !≤

∞ and ! = ∅, therefore ! is embarrassingly parallel and !! ∥ !! ∥ ⋯ ∥ !!. 

5.9.2 Variables and controls 

The dependent variable under examination is the sequence of mean elapsed solution times 

!!,!!,…!! for the FBP model and the independent variable that will cause the expected 

result is the number of threads of execution ! available to the FBP model, where 0 < ! ≤

! and ! is the number of logical cores visible to the operating system. 

A controlled experiment compares the results obtained from an experimental sample 

against a control sample which is identical to the except for the independent variable under 

test. The dependent variable in this experiment is the solution time and the independent 

variable is the current number of threads of execution !, which for the control is set to the 

mean solution time from the preceding experiment using ! − 1!threads. 

5.9.3 Null hypothesis 

It follows then that the null hypothesis, given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel 

FBP synthetic telemedicine problem !executing on an increasing number of threads ! 

where 0 < !! ≤ ! and ! is the core count of the underlying hardware, is that there will be 
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no significant difference between the mean elapsed solution time !! for problem ! 

executing on ! thread(s) when compared to the mean elapsed solution times !!!! for 

problem ! executing on !+1 thread(s).  

Ergo:  

!!:!! = !!!! 

Where:"

0 < ! ≤ ! 

As a consequence of the predicted absence of a strictly monotonically decreasing sequence 

of elapsed solution times the null hypothesis also states that modeling the relationship 

between the dependent variable of mean elapsed solution time and the explanatory variable 

of thread count as a simple linear regression will not demonstrate linear strong scaling and, 

therefore, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC) ! will have a value 

interpreted as showing no relationship between mean elapsed solution time and thread 

count i.e. ! = 0 with values for log!(!) clustering around a horizontal line. 

5.9.4 Alternative Hypothesis 

Contra wise the alternative hypothesis, given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel 

FBP synthetic telemedicine problem! is executed on an increasing number of threads ! 

then the mean elapsed solution time !!!! will be significantly less when compared to the 

previous mean elapsed solution time !! where 0 < !! ≤ ! and ! is the core count of the 

underlying hardware, because the inherent concurrency of the FBP approach will result in 
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the automatic parallel execution of the software artifact. That is, the solution time for ! will 

vary in a way that the scaled speedup is directly proportional to the number of logical cores 

for a fixed problem size per logical core, as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. Such that 

for each doubling of the number of threads ! there will be a halving of the solution time ! 

and, therefore, a log plot of ! against ! will be a straight line with negative slope of some 

constant !. 

Ergo: 

!!:!! > !!!! 

Where:"

0 < ! ≤ ! 

And: 

(!!!! − !!) ∝ ! 

∴ log ! = log!(−!") 

As a consequence of the predicted strictly monotonically decreasing sequence of elapsed 

solution times the alternative hypothesis also states that modeling the relationship between 

the dependent variable of mean elapsed solution time and the explanatory variable of 

thread count as a simple linear regression will demonstrate linear strong scaling and, 

therefore, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC) ! will have a value 

greater than some critical value ! for a chosen level of significance ! i.e. |!| > !! with 

values of log!(!)  clustering around a negative slope. 
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5.9.5 Statistical assumptions 

Given that the assumptions of normality and of homogeneity of variances for the dependent 

variable are met but that any observed variance is across a group of separate population 

solution times then some form analysis of variance (ANOVA) that generalizes the t-test to 

more than two groups is appropriate. However, as stated above, the purpose is to conduct 

seven separate experiments to test the directional proposition that each addition of a thread 

results in a software artifact with a statistically significant solution time speedup when 

compared to a similar software artifact running without that extra thread, in order to reveal 

the effects of each individual thread to the increase in performance demonstrated in 

experiment 1a.  

Generally it is considered that consecutive t-tests are a ‘bad thing’ because they pose an 

increased risk of an error of the first kind by incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis. 

However, not only is each consecutive t-test a separate experiment, their outcomes are not 

used to draw a statistical conclusion about the group of experiments as a whole, for this has 

been adequately served prior by experiment 1a. Therefore, consecutive unpaired two-sample 

t-test for independent group means is the most appropriate statistical hypothesis test. 

The t-test for the given directional hypotheses will be calculated as described in experiment 

1a and because there is no change in the degrees of freedom the significance level ! as the 

probability threshold below which the null hypothesis will be rejected will also be as in 

experiment 1a where ! = 0.05 and the critical value = 1.994437. 

Application of a simple linear regression model using the standard estimation technique of 
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ordinary least squares is also based on a set of statistical assumptions: 

1. Linearity, this fundamental assumption that the relationship between dependent 

and independent variables is a linear one is satisfied by the predictions of Gustafson-

Barsis’ Law.  

2. Weak exogeneity, this assumption of lack of external disturbance giving an error-

free explanatory variable is satisfied by the fact thread count is natural number 

interval data type. However this assumption is itself based on the assumption of 

thread to core processing entity equivalence. 

3. Homoscedasticity, the assumption of homogeneous variance is tested in the analysis 

but has the basis for its general acceptance explained at 7.5 Appendix: Inferential 

statistics for FBP research page 289. 

4. Independence of errors, this assumption holds that the errors of the elapsed solution 

time response variables are uncorrelated with each other. 

5.9.6 Materials 

The same set of materials from experiment 1a persist in this experiment: 

• 1 x Work stealing threadpool.  

• 33 x Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) isolated !"#$% Components with a busy 

wait loop modeling a biometric sampling rate. 

• 1 x Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) time stamp counter. 
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5.9.7 Method 

The class diagram (Figure 22: Class diagram experiment 1b) shows how the number of task 

queues and worker threads in the threadpool, as the explanatory variable, varies from 1 to 8 

and the FBP program graph constructed each step will be as shown at Figure 19: FBP 

program graph !! experiment 1. 

 

Figure 22: Class diagram experiment 1b 

A C++ program was written with a loop that wrapped a modified version of the 

experimental code from experiment 1a. The new outer, outer loop generated the sequence 

[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] for the independent variable, as the threadpool thread count !. For the 

modified code the outer sampling loop remained unchanged, but within that loop a 

threadpool was constructed taking the thread count ! as its arguement. To this threadpool 

was added 33 MAP isolated Components to simulate 33 preterm infants each of which 

undergoing 1500 consecutive computerized measurements each lasting 1 millisecond. The 

value of the time stamp counter was taken and the threadpool started in such a manner as 

to halt further execution until all the threads in the pool had reached completion. On 
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completion a second time stamp counter reading was taken and from which the first was 

subtracted. This value was converted to seconds and saved to a results file.  The outer 

sampling loop repeated this process taking 36 (as per 7.7 Appendix: Determining the 

elapsed time sampling size page 296) timing samples.  

Code Listing 21: Experiment 1b - method 

1. std::fstream#data("results.csv",#std::fstream::in#|std::fstream::out#|##std::fstream:

:app);###

2. for(int#n#=#1;#n#<=#8;#++n)#{###

3. ####for(int#j#=#0;#j#<#36;#++j)#{###

4. ########threadpool#experiment(n);###

5. ########for(int#i#=#0;#i#<#33#;#++i)####

6. ############experiment.try_add(new#CHAOS(1500,1));###

7. ########tbb::tick_count#then#=#tbb::tick_count::now();###

8. ########experiment.start_and_wait();###

9. ########double#t#=#tbb::tick_count::interval_t(tbb::tick_count::now()#O

#then).seconds();###

10. ########data#<<#t#<<#std::endl;###

11. ####}###

12. }###

13. data.close();###

The resulting 

Code Listing 21: Experiment 1b - method was compiled with the Intel compiler, ensuring 

that the multi-threading optimizing feature was disabled, and executed in the experimental 

hardware and operating system environment, as described above. The mean of the 

dependent variable solution time observations was calculated for each ordinal independent 

variable thread count in preparation for analysis.  
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5.9.8 Observations 

The raw elapsed time observations !!…!! were imported into the R statistical software 

[55] truncated to 3 decimal places for millisecond accuracy, as dictated by the sample size 

calculated in 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296, and are 

presented as below: 

> u[[1]] 
 [1] 49.515 49.513 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.512 49.512 49.512 
49.512 
[11] 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.512 
49.513 
[21] 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.513 49.513 49.512 49.512 49.513 49.512 
49.512 
[31] 49.513 49.513 49.513 49.513 49.512 49.512 
> u[[2]] 
 [1] 24.757 24.756 24.756 24.756 24.756 24.756 24.756 24.757 24.756 
24.757 
[11] 24.757 24.758 24.757 24.758 24.758 24.758 24.757 24.757 24.758 
24.757 
[21] 24.758 24.757 24.758 24.757 24.757 24.757 24.757 24.757 24.758 
24.758 
[31] 24.757 24.757 24.757 24.758 24.758 24.758 
> u[[3]] 
 [1] 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.504 16.505 16.505 
16.505 
[11] 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.506 16.505 16.505 16.504 16.505 16.505 
16.504 
[21] 16.504 16.504 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 
16.505 
[31] 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 16.505 
> u[[4]] 
 [1] 12.401 12.402 12.401 12.402 12.401 12.401 12.402 12.401 12.401 
12.401 
[11] 12.401 12.401 12.401 12.402 12.402 12.402 12.402 12.402 12.401 
12.402 
[21] 12.401 12.401 12.401 12.401 12.401 12.402 12.401 12.402 12.402 
12.401 
[31] 12.401 12.402 12.401 12.402 12.402 12.402 
> u[[5]] 
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 [1]  9.932  9.932  9.933  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.980 
10.051 
[11] 10.038 10.080 10.172  9.932 10.024  9.932 10.040  9.932  9.932  
9.932 
[21]  9.932  9.939  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.932  9.932  
9.932 
[31] 10.032  9.940  9.932 10.027  9.932  9.932 
> u[[6]] 
 [1] 8.260 8.260 8.261 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.269 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.261 
[12] 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.273 8.383 8.260 8.341 8.316 
[23] 8.260 8.318 8.507 8.260 8.260 8.260 8.261 8.260 8.260 8.262 8.267 
[34] 8.425 8.260 8.277 
> u[[7]] 
 [1] 7.147 7.112 7.155 7.112 7.113 7.132 7.150 7.189 7.168 7.148 7.156 
[12] 7.218 7.145 7.248 7.116 7.172 7.113 7.113 7.113 7.113 7.113 7.116 
[23] 7.115 7.117 7.113 7.113 7.113 7.113 7.132 7.123 7.138 7.138 7.115 
[34] 7.131 7.126 7.151 
> u[[8]] 
 [1] 6.406 6.418 6.376 6.397 6.387 6.359 6.371 6.376 6.362 6.375 6.415 
[12] 6.367 6.378 6.387 6.366 6.367 6.405 6.382 6.402 6.389 6.370 6.376 
[23] 6.401 6.392 6.378 6.359 6.371 6.373 6.345 6.403 6.397 6.378 6.367 
[34] 6.361 6.455 6.416 

5.9.9 Analysis 

A box and whisker plot with outliers for the elapsed solution times for each addition of a 

thread to threadpool was plotted in order to visualize Tukey’s 5 figure descriptive summary 

along with a histogram with a smoothed density curve to gain an insight into the 

distribution of the elapsed times for the threadpool increasing in size from 1 to 8. 
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Figure 23: Boxplots and histograms with density curve for solution times by thread 

count 

From (Figure 23: Boxplots and histograms with density curve for solution times by thread 

count) it is clear that there are quite a variety of distributions present in the timing samples 

with only the observations for 3 threads and 8 threads resembling a normal distribution. 
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The predominant picture is of right-sided long-tailed distribution. However on the grounds 

that the degree of deviation in the timing samples is small compared to the actual measured 

value the assumption of a normal distribution is maintained. 

Further, the assumption of homoscedasticity was tested using Bartlett’s test: 

Code Listing 22: : R-script Bartletts test experiment 1b 

>bartlett.test(list(u[[1]],u[[2]],u[[3]],u[[4]],u[[5]],u[[6]],u[[7]],u[[8
]])) 

 Bartlett test of homogeneity of variances 

 

data:  list(u[[1]], u[[2]], u[[3]], u[[4]], u[[5]], u[[6]], u[[7]],      
u[[8]])  

Bartlett's K-squared = Inf, df = 7, p-value < 2.2e-16 

From the output it is clear that the p-value of < 2.2×10!!" is considerably less than the 

significance level of 0.05. This means that the null hypothesis is rejected and the variance is 

not the same between the 8 sets of elapsed solution times. 

This result refutes the assumption of co-variance and Welch’s t-test for unequal variances 

will have to be used. A simple loop was used to apply the Welch t-test to each pair as 

follows: 

Code Listing 23: R-script Welch t-test loop experiment 1b 

for(i in 1:7) { 

print(t.test(u[[i]],u[[i+1]],alternative="greater",var.equal=FALSE)) 

} 

The results were compiled into the following table: 
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Table 6: Welch two sample t-test for unequal variances experiment 1a 

experiment null hypothesis alternative hypothesis !! − !!!! p-value 

1 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 24.755 < 2.2e-16 

2 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 8.252 < 2.2e-16 

3 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 4.013 < 2.2e-16 

4 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 2.440 < 2.2e-16 

5 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 1.680 < 2.2e-16 

6 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 1.146 < 2.2e-16 

7 !!:!! = !! !!:!! > !! 0.752 < 2.2e-16 

 

The p-values for each consecutive t-test were all < 2.2×10!!" therefore emphatically 

rejecting all 7 of the null hypotheses in favour of the alternative hypothesis: 

Given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine problem! 

is executed on an increasing number of threads ! then the mean elapsed solution time !!!! 

will be significantly less when compared to the previous mean elapsed solution time !! 

where 0 < !! ≤ ! and ! is the core count of the underlying hardware, because the 

inherent concurrency of the FBP approach will result in the automatic parallel execution of 

the software artifact. That is, the solution time for ! will vary in a way that the scaled 
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speedup is directly proportional to the number of logical cores for a fixed problem size per 

logical core, as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. Such that for each doubling of the 

number of threads ! there will be a halving of the solution time ! and, therefore, a log plot 

of ! against ! will be a straight line with negative slope of some constant !. 

Generating a log plot of solution times against the size of the threadpool ! results in the 

predicted straight line with a slope ! = −0.985 and therefore the scaled speedup ! !  is 

approximately the number of processors ! as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law 

! ! = ! − !!×! ! − 1  when the sequential fraction ! is small. 

 

Figure 24: Log plot elapsed solution times per threadpool size experiment 1b 
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Examining (Figure 24: Log plot elapsed solution times per threadpool size experiment 1b) 

the negative slope of −0.985 is slightly less than one in keeping with a nearly linear speedup 

as shown by calculating the Strong Scaling Efficiency (SSE) for each additional thread using 

the formula: 

!!" = ! !!
!×!!

×!100% 

Against the group means output from R: 

> round(mean(t),3) 
[1] 49.512 24.757 16.505 12.401  9.962  8.282  7.136  6.384  

! ! S(P) !! ∝ ! SSE 

1 49.512 - - - 

2 24.757 1.999 2 99.996% 

3 16.505 2.999 3 99.954% 

4 12.401 3.992 4 99.812% 

5 9.962 4.970 5 99.405% 

6 8.282 5.978 5 99.642% 

7 7.136 6.938 7 99.119% 

8 6.382 7.758 8 96.975% 

Table 7: Strong Scaling Efficiency by threadpool size 
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5.9.10 Conclusion 

The FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact demonstrates near scaling efficiency 

proportional to the number of threads in the threadpool where the threadpool size remains 

less than or equal to the number of logical cores visible to the processors. 

Thus Gustafson-Barsis’ Law seems to rescue parallel processing from Amdahl's law. It is 

based on the idea that if the problem size is allowed to grow monotonically with the 

number of threads, then the sequential fraction of the workload would not ultimately come 

to dominate. This is enabled by means of having nearly all of the assignments individually 

containable within a thread’s scope of processing. In this way thread can provide for 

multiple internal assignments of an isolated Component, while a single Component 

shouldn't span more than a single thread. However, this relationship should only hold when 

a thread is behaving as a single core i.e. the number of threads is be less than or equal to the 

number of processing cores visible to the operating system. Beyond this limit the 

relationship predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law should collapse. 

This experiment could also be improved by increasing the number of timing samples in 

order to better understand the nature of the distributions of the populations of elapsed 

times. 

Again the primary criticism of this experiment is the same as that of experiment 1a in as 

much as the busy-wait delay is small, universal and fixed. Varying bust-wait duration as an 

independent variable in addition to the thread count is proposed for future work. 
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5.10 Experiment 1c: Limits to Linear Strong Scaling in a Mean 

Arterial Pressure Monitoring Embarrassingly Parallel FBP 

Problem Composed by Interleaving 

5.10.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to decide if the synthetic telemedicine problem ! from 

experiments 1a and 1b when expressed as a structure persistent totally disconnected, 

embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact will not demonstrate 

further significant scalability when executed on a threadpool ! with thread counts that 

exceed the core count of the underlying hardware environment and that this may result in a 

deterioration in performance. This predicted behavior is in keeping with the previously 

stated statistical assumption that a thread ! is almost equal to a logical core ! when, and 

only when, the ‘size’ of the threadpool |!| is less than or equal to the logical core count or 

‘size’ of the set of processing resources |!|.   

Therefore let ! = {!|! ∈ !} the set of execution threads and ! = {!|! ∈ !} the set of 

logical cores.  

∵ ! ⊆ ! ∴ ! ≈ ! 

And 

∵ ! ≤ |!| ∴ ! ≈ ! 

5.10.2 Variables and controls 

The dependent variable under examination is the sequence of solution times !!,!!",…!!" 
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for the FBP model and the independent variable that will cause the expected result is the 

number of threads of execution ! available to the FBP model, where ! < ! < ∞ and ! is 

the number of logical cores visible to the operating system. 

5.10.3 Null hypothesis 

The null hypothesis, therefore, is that given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel 

FBP synthetic telemedicine problem ! is executed on an increasing number of threads ! 

where ! is the core count of the underlying hardware and ! > ! then mean elapsed 

solution time !! will not significantly greater when compared to the previous mean elapsed 

solution time !!!! where ! < ! < ∞, because despite the inherent concurrency of the FBP 

approach the executing cores of the underlying hardware will be saturated and adding 

further software execution will not improve performance but, rather, may increasingly add 

to the scheduling overheads and result in a decline of parallel performance. The null 

hypothesis supports the proposition of thread to core equivalence by demonstrating that 

significant strong scaling stops once the number of threads exceeds the core count. 

Ergo: 

!!:!! = !!… = !! 

Where:"

! < ! < ∞ 

5.10.4 Alternate Hypothesis 

Contra wise the alternative hypothesis is that the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel 
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FBP synthetic telemedicine problem will continue to demonstrate significant strong scaling 

as the executing thread count exceeds the core count of the underlying hardware and 

violate the assumption that an execution thread is almost equal to a logical core. 

Ergo: 

!!:!! > !!… > !! 

Where: 

! < ! < ∞ 

And: 

∴ ! ≉ ! 

5.10.5 Statistical assumptions 

That the assumptions of linearity, weak exogeneity, normality, homoscedasticity and 

independence of errors are met and that any observed variance is across a group of separate 

population solution times. 

5.10.6 Materials 

The same set of materials from experiment 1a persist in this experiment: 

• 1 x Work stealing threadpool.  

• 33 x Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP) isolated !"#$% Components with a busy 

wait loop modeling a biometric sampling rate. 

• 1 x Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) time stamp counter. 
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5.10.7 Method 

The class diagram (Figure 25: Class diagram experiment 1c) shows how the number of task 

queues and worker threads in the threadpool, as the explanatory variable, varies from 9 to 

16 and again the FBP program graph constructed at each step will be as shown at Figure 

19: FBP program graph !! experiment 1. 

 

Figure 25: Class diagram experiment 1c 

A C++ program was written with a loop that wrapped a modified version of the 

experimental code from experiment 1b. The new outer, outer loop generated the sequence 

[9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16] for the independent variable, as the threadpool thread count !. 

For the modified code the outer sampling loop remained unchanged, but within that loop a 

threadpool was constructed taking the thread count ! as its arguement. To this threadpool 

was added 33 MAP isolated Components to simulate 33 preterm infants each of which 

undergoing 1500 consecutive computerized measurements each lasting 1 millisecond. The 

value of the time stamp counter was taken and the threadpool started in such a manner as 

to halt further execution until all the threads in the pool had reached completion. On 
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completion a second time stamp counter reading was taken and from which the first was 

subtracted. This value was converted to seconds and saved to a results file.  The outer 

sampling loop repeated this process taking 36 (as per 7.7 Appendix: Determining the 

elapsed time sampling size page 296) timing samples.  

 

 

Code Listing 24: Experiment 1c - method 

1. std::fstream#data("results.csv",#std::fstream::in#|std::fstream::out#|##std::fstream:

:app);###

2. for(int#n#=#9;#n#<=#16;#++n)#{###

3. 8888for(int#j#=#0;#j#<#36;#++j)#{###

4. ########threadpool#experiment(n);###

5. ########for(int#i#=#0;#i#<#33#;#++i)####

6. ############experiment.try_add(new#CHAOS(1500,1));###

7. ########tbb::tick_count#then#=#tbb::tick_count::now();###

8. ########experiment.start_and_wait();###

9. ########double#t#=#tbb::tick_count::interval_t(tbb::tick_count::now()#O

#then).seconds();###

10. ########data#<<#t#<<#std::endl;###

11. ####}###

12. }###

13. data.close();###

Code Listing 24: Experiment 1c - method was compiled with the Intel compiler, ensuring 

that the multi-threading optimizing feature was disabled, and executed in the experimental 

hardware and operating system environment, as described above. The mean of the 

dependent variable solution time observations was calculated for each ordinal independent 

variable thread count in preparation for analysis.  
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5.10.8 Observations 

The raw elapsed time observations !!…!!" were imported into the R statistical software 

[55] truncated to 3 decimal places for millisecond accuracy, as dictated by the sample size 

calculated in 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296, and are 

presented as below: 

> u[[9]] 
 [1] 6.271 6.280 6.282 6.284 6.291 6.307 6.314 6.340 6.345 6.364 6.366 
[12] 6.377 6.380 6.394 6.400 6.406 6.416 6.427 6.453 6.457 6.465 6.498 
[23] 6.506 6.507 6.524 6.550 6.550 6.647 6.657 6.660 6.685 6.686 6.698 
[34] 6.735 6.758 6.852 
> u[[10]] 
 [1] 6.252 6.321 6.333 6.343 6.358 6.371 6.373 6.375 6.381 6.387 6.389 
[12] 6.403 6.409 6.419 6.425 6.437 6.460 6.462 6.465 6.481 6.492 6.498 
[23] 6.510 6.529 6.533 6.541 6.552 6.557 6.561 6.591 6.597 6.597 6.613 
[34] 6.618 6.640 6.646 
> u[[11]] 
 [1] 6.300 6.315 6.336 6.336 6.337 6.339 6.349 6.359 6.362 6.373 6.396 
[12] 6.403 6.412 6.418 6.424 6.426 6.431 6.437 6.438 6.441 6.443 6.443 
[23] 6.445 6.467 6.468 6.469 6.475 6.478 6.480 6.485 6.489 6.499 6.513 
[34] 6.536 6.569 6.605 
> u[[12]] 
 [1] 6.288 6.288 6.305 6.320 6.325 6.342 6.345 6.346 6.352 6.367 6.371 
[12] 6.374 6.387 6.388 6.390 6.391 6.396 6.401 6.401 6.417 6.419 6.428 
[23] 6.429 6.433 6.437 6.454 6.464 6.472 6.481 6.482 6.489 6.490 6.542 
[34] 6.609 6.617 6.677 
> u[[13]] 
 [1] 6.276 6.292 6.308 6.321 6.322 6.344 6.346 6.354 6.359 6.364 6.390 
[12] 6.390 6.392 6.395 6.400 6.405 6.406 6.406 6.406 6.414 6.421 6.421 
[23] 6.426 6.430 6.446 6.478 6.487 6.489 6.490 6.495 6.512 6.516 6.519 
[34] 6.538 6.568 6.630 
> u[[14]] 
 [1] 6.302 6.311 6.330 6.333 6.335 6.342 6.345 6.351 6.353 6.353 6.353 
[12] 6.367 6.368 6.369 6.374 6.383 6.387 6.388 6.398 6.402 6.404 6.405 
[23] 6.415 6.417 6.424 6.443 6.445 6.466 6.478 6.501 6.504 6.541 6.546 
[34] 6.561 6.575 6.601 
> u[[15]] 
 [1] 6.280 6.285 6.307 6.319 6.320 6.321 6.330 6.340 6.341 6.359 6.363 
[12] 6.364 6.365 6.382 6.400 6.400 6.409 6.412 6.421 6.424 6.424 6.431 
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[23] 6.434 6.435 6.436 6.438 6.438 6.465 6.466 6.485 6.519 6.527 6.544 
[34] 6.583 6.607 6.622 
> u[[16]] 
 [1] 6.310 6.333 6.339 6.345 6.346 6.354 6.366 6.370 6.373 6.375 6.387 
[12] 6.388 6.398 6.414 6.416 6.420 6.424 6.428 6.433 6.438 6.457 6.458 
[23] 6.466 6.488 6.501 6.517 6.526 6.527 6.535 6.548 6.548 6.552 6.583 
[34] 6.589 6.610 6.625 

5.10.9 Analysis 

A box and whisker plot with outliers for the elapsed solution times for each addition of a 

thread to threadpool was plotted in order to visualize Tukey’s 5-figure descriptive summary 

along with a histogram with a smoothed density curve to gain an insight into the 

distribution of the elapsed times for the threadpool increasing in size from 9 to 16. 

 

 

Figure 26: Side-by-side boxplots of solution times by thread count  
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sets of elapsed solution time observations are more normally distributed and there are only 

very small differences in the means with mostly equivalent variances and the means and 

variances appear to be related. 

Testing for homoscedasticity using Bartlett’s test: 

Code Listing 25:R-script Bartlett’s test experiment 1c 

>bartlett.test(list(u[[1]],u[[2]],u[[3]],u[[4]],u[[5]],u[[6]],u[[7]],u[[8
]])) 

 Bartlett test of homogeneity of variances 

 

data:  list(u[[1]], u[[2]], u[[3]], u[[4]], u[[5]], u[[6]], u[[7]],      
u[[8]])  

Bartlett's K-squared = 36.1956, df = 7, p-value = 6.659e-06 

From the output it is clear that the p-value of 6.659×10!! is considerably less than the 

significance level of 0.05. This means that the null hypothesis is rejected and the variance is 

not the same between the 8 sets of elapsed solution times. 

When assumptions fail a nonparametric test is often the experimenter’s refuge. In this case, 

the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA is a suitable alternative. Although not a panacea the 

Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA can be used to draw conclusions in the absence of 

equality of variance it nevertheless performs better when the distributions all have the same 

shape, and when there is homogeneity of variance. The box and whisker plot (Figure 26: 

Side-by-side boxplots of solution times by thread count) shows that the assumption of 

homoscedasticity is not violated “too much” and improves the robustness of the 

Kruskal-Wallis technique: 
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Code Listing 26: R-script Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA experiment 1c 

>kruskal.test(list(u[[1]],u[[2]],u[[3]],u[[4]],u[[5]],u[[6]],u[[7]],u[[8]
])) 

 Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test 

 

data:  list(u[[1]], u[[2]], u[[3]], u[[4]], u[[5]], u[[6]], u[[7]],      
u[[8]])  

Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 11.0913, df = 7, p-value = 0.1347 

From the output it is clear that the p-value of 0.1347 is larger than the significance level of 

0.05. Therefore the null hypothesis is not rejected because the mean elapsed solution times 

are not significantly different between the sets of observations and the null hypothesis is not 

rejected and as desired: 

∴ ! ≈ ! 

5.10.10 Conclusion 

The strong scaling as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law and exhibited by the FBP 

software artifact in experiments 1a and 1b collapses dramatically once the number of 

threads exceeds the logical core count visible to the operating system this result strongly 

supports the assumption of thread to core equivalence and enables valid experiments to be 

conducted on those grounds provided that the size of the threadpool does not exceed the 

logical core count. 

This experiment could be improved by using an increasingly larger threadpool to test if the 

other assumption of the null hypothesis holds true; that as the number of threads grows 

beyond a certain point, the overheads associated with managing the threads by both the 

threadpool and the underlying operating system’s scheduling algorithm will cause the 
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elapsed solution times to increase. 

The three experiments conducted so far have provided significant evidence for the mean 

solution time for FBP software artifact to demonstrate strong scaling efficiency with scaled 

speedup increasing proportional to the number of threads in the threadpool until the size of 

the threadpool exceeds the number of logical processing cores when the relationship 

collapses. 

In stepwise process experiments 1a, 1b and 1c have developed methodologies and 

techniques of analysis that can be combined in single experimental format that can be used 

moving forward to examine the behavior of any testable FBP software artifact. The three 

steps can be combined to provide a formal summary of the performance data that can be 

presented in the form of 2 graphs that represent the 8 distinctive characteristics of a FBP 

software artifact executing on multicore processor: 

1. Maximum scaled speedup !(!!"#$) when the threadpool size is equal to the 

maximum available logical cores. 

2.  Core strong scaling efficiency !!"(!!"#$) when the threadpool size is equal to the 

maximum available logical cores. 

3. The rate of scaled speed scalability, the function ! as the range of variation for the 

threadpool size between the lower and upper limits of available logical cores 

!(!(!!!"#$)), expressed as the slope of a linear model fitted to the scaled speedup 

values where the ideal rate of scaled speedup scaling is 1.0. 
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4. The rate of SSE scalability, the function ! as the range of variation for the 

threadpool size between the lower and upper limits of available logical 

cores!!(!!"!!"#$), expressed as the slope of a linear model fitted to the SSE values 

where the ideal rate of SSE scaling is 0.0. 

5. Maximum scaled speedup !!"#(!) regardless of threadpool size. 

6. Maximum SSE !!"!"# regardless of threadpool size. 

7. The rate of scaled speed scalability ! for threadpool sizes exceeding the logical core 

count !(!(!!!"#$)), expressed as the slope of a linear model fitted to the scaled 

speedup values for the oversize threadpool. 

8. The rate of SSE scalability ! for threadpool sizes exceeding the logical core count 

!(!!"(!!!"#$)), expressed as the slope of a linear model fitted to the SSE values 

for the oversize threadpool. 

The mean values for the !(!!"#$), !!"#(!), !!"(!!"#$)  and !!"!"# can be compared 

to a single threaded control for statistical significance against the null hypothesis with a—

Welch’s as appropriate—t-test p-value. The degree of correlation for the mean !(!) values 

to the linear models of rates of change !(!(!!!"#$)), !(!(!!!"#$)) and the for mean SSE 

values to the linear model for rates of change !(!!"!!"!"), !(!!"!!"#$) can be expressed 

using the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient or r-value.  

Profiling FBP software in this consistent way can be used to examine behaviour when more 
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there is more than one independent variable; profiles can be combined onto a single graph 

in order to visualise this behaviour and aid in analysis.  The profiling of elapsed solution 

times can be expressed as a general purpose R-script: 

Code Listing 27: R-script multicore parallel scalability profiler 

#profile experiment 1 

par(mfrow=c(2,1)) 

path<-readline(prompt="file? ") 

raw<-read.csv(path) 

cores<-readline(prompt="cores? ") 

threads<-readline(prompt="threads? ") 

oversize<-seq(cores.max+1,threads.max) 

cores<-seq(1:cores.max) 

threads<-seq(1:threads.max) 

u<-raw 

colnames(u)<-(threads) 

means<-colMeans(u) 

sp<-(means[1]/means) 

t.cores<-t.test(u[1],u[cores.max],alternative="greater",var.equal=FALSE) 

t.max<-
t.test(u[1],u[which.max(sp)],alternative="greater",var.equal=FALSE) 

if(t.cores$p.value < 0.01) { 

 p.cores<-"<0.01" 

} else { 

 p.cores<-paste("=",round(t.cores$p.value,2)) 

} 

if(t.max$p.value < 0.01) { 

 p.max<-"<0.01" 

} else { 

 p.max<-paste("=",round(t.max$p.value,2)) 

} 

r.sp.cores<-round(cor(sp[cores],cores),2) 
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r.sp.oversize<-round(cor(sp[oversize],oversize),2) 

lm.sp.cores<-lm(sp[cores]~cores) 

lm.sp.over<-lm(sp[oversize]~oversize) 

sse<-(100*(means[1]/(threads*means[threads]))) 

r.sse.cores<-round(cor(sse[cores],cores),2) 

r.sse.oversize<-round(cor(sse[oversize],oversize),2) 

lm.sse.cores<-lm(sse[cores]~cores) 

lm.sse.over<-lm(sse[oversize]~oversize) 

plot(sp~threads,main="Scaled Speedup S(P)",ylab="S(P)",xlab="threads 
P",xaxt='n',type="p",pch=0,col="blue") 

axis(1,at=threads,labels=threads) 

lines(sp~threads,col="green",lty=1) 

abline(lm.sp.cores,col="red",lty=2) 

abline(lm.sp.over,col="orange",lty=2) 

text(8.0,5.0, 
paste("S(Pcores)=",round(max(sp[cores.max]),2),"p",p.cores,"\nSmax(P)=",r
ound(max(sp[threads]),2),"p",p.max),pos=4) 

lnames<-c(paste("rate S(P) threads<cores 
slope=",round(lm.sp.cores$coefficients[2],2),"r=",r.sp.cores),paste("rate 
S(P) threads>cores 
slope=",round(lm.sp.over$coefficients[2],2),"r=",r.sp.oversize)) 

legend('bottomright', lnames, col=c("red","orange"), lty = 2)  

plot(sse~threads,main="Strong Scaling Efficiency 
SSE",ylab="SSE%",xlab="threads P",xaxt='n',type="p",pch=1,col="blue") 

axis(1,at=threads,labels=threads) 

lines(sse~threads,col="green",lty=1) 

abline(lm.sse.cores,col="red",lty=2) 

abline(lm.sse.over,col="orange",lty=2) 

text(3.0, 80, paste("SSEcore=",round(max(sse[max(cores)]),2),"% 
p",p.cores,"\nSSEmax=",round(max(sse[threads]),2),"% p",p.max),pos=4) 

lnames <- c(paste("rate SSE threads<cores 
slope=",round(lm.sse.cores$coefficients[2],2),"r=",r.sse.cores),paste("ra
te SSE threads>cores 
slope=",round(lm.sse.over$coefficients[2],2),"r=",r.sse.oversize)) 

legend('bottomleft', lnames, col=c("red","orange"), lty = 2)  

In this way combining the methodologies from experiments 1a, 1b and 1c and pooling their 
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observations to profile the embarrassingly parallel synthetic telemedicine problem !:  
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Figure 27: Scalability profiles by thread count experiment 1 

Examining (Figure 27: Scalability profiles by thread count experiment 1) then, the first 

graph visualizes the scaling performance particularly well and shows the near linear logical 

cores scaled speedup rate with a slope of 0.97 close to the ideal of 1.0 that peaks with an 

!(!!"#$)=!!!"# ! = 7.8!(! < 0.01) explaining that the maximum scaled speedup is 

achieved when the thread count is equal to the number of logical cores. The second graph 

visualizes the decay in scaling efficiency well as the threadpool size exceeds the logical core 

count and rate of efficiency plummets with a negative slope of −5.16!(! = 0.77). The 

!!"!"!" ≠ !!"!"# with peak efficiency occurring other than when the thread count is 

equal to the number of logical cores. It is proposed that the 8 summary statistics provide a 

consistent tool for describing the parallel scaling behaviour of a FBP software artefact 

executing on a multicore processor and that, further, their utility could be extended to 

include any parallelizable software artefact executing on a multicore processor that uses a 

threadpool.  

The linear scaling when the threadpool size is within the limits of the logical core count is 

near linear and as predicted a near horizontal marginally negative SSE slope. There is a 

dramatic switch in scaled speedup behaviour and efficiency the moment that the threadpool 

size exceeds the logical core count. After which no further scaled-speedup is evident and the 

scaling efficiency starts its gentle exponential decay as the equation predicts if no further 

scaling takes place. 
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Motivated by the real world Telemedicine [6] it was possible to derive the embarrassingly 

parallel synthetic telemedicine problem ! as described by the workflow at Figure 17: 

Telemedicine workflow for “Mean arterial blood pressure and neonatal cerebral lesions”. 

Then for the general class of problems that ! represents and given the FBP graph !! that 

models !, then !! demonstrated linear scaled speedup and 100% strong scaling efficiency.  

It follows then for any such problems that demonstrate parallel composition by interleaving 

!||| that its FBP graph !||| will demonstrate linear scaled speedup and 100% strong scaling 

efficiency when the number of threads ! equals the logical core count—provided that no 

external communication latencies apply. 

With the resulting proposition: 

∀!||| ⇒ !|||!! ! = ! ⋀ !!" = 100% 

However, it remains an unknown as to what impact the communication latencies, which 

would necessarily arise in a real world application, would have on this proposition. 
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Experiment 2: Profile of Strong Scaling in a Telemedicine in 

Malawi Directed Connected FBP Problem Composed by 

Intersection 

5.10.11 Introduction 

Tuberculosis (TB) in humans is a bacterial infection that predominantly, but not 

exclusively, affects the lungs. Spread by droplet infection when a suffer coughs, sneezes or 

spits it is caused by the germ Mycobacterium tuberculosis and a person needs only a few these 

germs to become infected. TB although treatable is a life-threatening condition, being 

second only to HIV/AIDS as the greatest killer worldwide due to a single infectious agent. 

TB was responsible for 1.4 million deaths worldwide in 2011 but the disease burden is a 

grossly unequal one with over 95% of TB deaths occurring in low-income and middle-

income countries. [89] [90] 

Of those people with TB those with HIV/AIDS co-infection not only carry the highest 

burden of infections but also the highest death rates, being responsible for over a quarter of 

deaths TB is a leading killer of people living with HIV. [89] 

Although the estimated number of people falling ill with TB each is declining [89] [90] 

multidrug resistant TB (MDR-TB) is present in virtually all countries under World Health 

Organization (WHO) surveillance and the main method of testing for TB infection by the 

microscopic examination of sputum samples is less effective in those with HIV co-infection. 

[7] 
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Malawi is a country with a high burden of TB and HIV co-infection and, consequently, has 

an increased likelihood of sputum-smear negative testing for TB. [90] [7]Therefore, 

effective diagnosis of TB in such HIV co-infected patients necessitates a combination of 

diagnostic measures that include X-rays. 

However, this need for rapid and accurate radiological diagnosis is hindered by the fact that 

Malawi has no radiologists in public service. [7] Since 1997 the charity Médecins Sans 

Frontières (MSF) has been working in the Thylo district of Southern Malawi and 2012 

introduced a web based telemedicine service to connect radiologist in the USA with doctors 

in the Thylo District Hospital in order to provide the necessary radiological diagnoses. [7] 

Provision of Healthcare in the Thylo district is very resource limited and digital X-ray 

equipment is expensive. So the cheapest and quickest solution to digitization of images for 

the MSF Malawi teleradiology initiative was to use a digital camera to take a photograph of 

the traditional exposed film X-ray mounted onto a light box. This image was then subjected 

to edge-enhancement, sharpening, brightness and contrast adjustments and conversion to 

black-white to optimize the radiographic images fro the viewing of lungs, soft tissues and 

bones to aid in the diagnosis of TB. Along with a patient history the images were then 

transmitted to the USA for radiological opinion and the results returned free of charge by 

MSF. 

The telemedicine workflow derived from the motivating work “Feasibility of using 

teleradiology to improve tuberculosis screening and case management in a district hospital 

in Malawi” [7] consists of several interleaved processing entities for the flow of data that it 
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processes. A telemedicine workflow diagram can be constructed to represent the scenario: 

 

Figure 28: Telemedicine workflow scenario for “Feasibility of using teleradiology to 

improve tuberculosis screening and case management in a district hospital in 

Malawi” 

This study scenario suggests a synthetic telemedicine problem ! whereby ! interleaving 

processing entities are encoded as ! Components of a FBP graph !. Whereby, each 

patient’s digitized X-Ray is subject to a pipeline of image enhancing components ! that can 

execute in parallel, before being combined with the patient’s clinical history to produce a 

final electronic record that is transmitted to the geographically remote radiologist for a 

specialist opinion. Each Component !! contributes its own image enhancement to the 

digitized X-Ray information packet (IP) before forwarding the IP to the next image 

enhancement component in the pipeline. In this way a stream of digitized X-Rays can be 

subject to image enhancement and be packaged up with the patient’s clinical information 

before being dispatched to the remote Radiology specialist.   

In this scenario although each image enhancement Component can execute in parallel with 

every other Component each is highly dependent on, not only, its predecessor for supplying 
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the IP on which to work but also on its successor being available to receive the newly 

processed IP in a timely manner. This interdependence between components results from 

the fact that data is required to flow between Components in order for the pipeline to 

function.  

Each of the Components ! is only able to participate in an event triggered by the arrival of 

an IP when each is able to participate “simultaneously” i.e. each Component is in a position 

to execute even if that execution must take place in round-robin manner on only one 

processor. As the number processing units approaches the size of the problem !, expressed 

as number of Components !, then the more “simultaneous” will be the set of lock-step 

events.  

Given that each of the image processing steps must take place in lock step synchronization, 

as dictated by the presence of an IP event on their input Connection and with an output 

Connection that is not full, then apart from the source Component !! of digitized X-Rays 

and the sink Component !! for the resultant electronic patient record dispatched to the 

remote specialist, each Component !! (where 0 < !!! < !!) has a Connection ! between its 

predecessor !!!! and its successor !!!!.  

Each of the components !!, !!… !! is connected and, as such, able to run in interleaved 

parallel: 

!!!|||!!!!|||… |||!! 

Therefore since the synthetic problem ! can be expressed as a FBP graph !! whose 
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invariant properties are such that for !! !,!  for the set of Components V= {v|v∈V} and 

the set of Connections E={e|e∈E}, it follows that ∵ ! = !!!⋀ ! = !! − 1!⋀! ! =

2⋀! ! = 1 ∴—i.e. the graph degree is no larger than 2 and no smaller than 1—then, as 

established in chapter 3.4.6, problem ! is a directed connected interleaved parallel problem 

and is suitable for investigating how the solution time varies with the number of processing 

cores for the class of problems that ! represents. 

N.B. The synthetic problem ! is a generalization of the class of directed connected problems 

to which the motivating real world problem [7] belongs. 

The FBP program graph !! is derived from chapter 3.4.8 A directed connected parallel 

composition by intersection problem, and as such is an abstraction that only models 

durations—its sole purpose being to investigate the parallel scaling properties of the class of 

problems that !! models. In order to examine the relationship between elapsed solution 

times for !! and the number of processing threads—and the number of processing threads 

only—then !! is programmed in such a way as to be isolated from any external activity such 

as disc access or network communication. 

5.10.12 Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to decide if the synthetic telemedicine problem !—as 

defined above—when expressed as a structure persistent, directed connected interleaved 

parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact !! will demonstrate significant scaling 

when executed in a multicore environment. Further, to examine the profile of that scaling 
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when the number of threads ! when 0 < ! ≤ !, where ! is the number of logical cores 

visible to the operating system, and for the number of threads ! when ! < ! ≤ 16. 

5.10.13 Variables and controls 

The dependent variable under examination is the sequence of solution times !!,!!,…!! 

for the FBP model and the independent variable that will cause the expected result is the 

number of threads of execution ! available to the FBP model, where 0 < ! ≤ 16. 

A controlled experiment compares the results obtained from an experimental sample 

against a control sample, which is identical to the experiment except for the independent 

variable which takes on the value of a single processing thread !!. The dependent variable 

in this experiment is the solution time and the independent variable is the current number 

of threads of execution !. 

5.10.14 Null Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis states that all of the elapsed solution time samples come from the same 

population; in other words, there is no statistically significant difference between the 16 

means !!,!!…!!" of the dependent variable set of elapsed solution times. It follows then 

that the null hypothesis, given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic 

telemedicine problem !, is that the FBP graph !! software artifact will not demonstrate 

significant scaled speedup. Consequently the scaled speedup when the number of threads 

!!is equal to the number of logical cores visible to the operating will be equal to the 

maximum scaled speed-up regardless of the size of threadpool which, in turn, will be equal 
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to the control scaled speedup of !! executing on a single thread in the thread the 

threadpool i.e. ! ∀! = 1 as follows: 

! !! = !(!!"#$)= !!"# ! = 1 

 Therefore the rate of scaled speedup !(!(!)) will be zero regardless of the size of the 

threadpool and, further, a linear model fitted to the elapsed times group means will be a 

horizontal line; hence: 

!(!(!!!"#$)) = !(!(!!!"#$)) = 0 

The implications of the null hypothesis for measurements of strong scaling efficiency are 

slightly more interesting. The maximum efficiency will be for the control case !! executing 

on a single thread and therefore: 

!!"!"# = !!"(!!) = 100% 

Consequently the rate of scalability SSE will be !!×100% and will demonstrate exponential 

decay: 

!!"! = !!!"#!!×!100% 

And, therefore the rate of change of the null case SSE will not be a straight line but will 

have a slope !!!.  

All of which boils down to the essential parameter determining the null hypothesis !!:  

!!:!! = !!! = ⋯ = !! 
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5.10.15 Alternative Hypothesis 

Contra wise the alternative hypothesis for the synthetic telemedicine problem!!, given the 

directed connected interleaved parallel FBP graph synthetic telemedicine software artifact 

!! that is executed on an increasing number of threads !. Then the mean elapsed solution 

time !! for a given value of ! will be significantly less when compared to the previous mean 

elapsed solution time !!!! because the inherent concurrency of the FBP approach will 

result in the automatic parallel execution of !! by the threadpool. That is, the solution time 

for !! will vary in a way that the scaled speedup is directly proportional to the number of 

logical cores for a fixed problem size per logical core, as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ 

Law. 

Consequently the scaled speedup when the number of threads !!is equal to the number of 

logical cores visible to the operating !(!!"#$) will be significantly greater, ! < 0.05 indeed 

it is predicted that ! ≪ 0.05, than the control scaled speedup of !! executing on a single 

thread in the thread the threadpool !(!!) and that this will be equal to the maximum 

scaled speedup for any threadpool size !!!" !  because, in the same way as experiment 

1c, the thread to core equivalence will break down for !(!!!"#$). Then as predicted by 

Gustafson-Barsis Law: 

!(!!"#$)= !!"# ! = ! 

 Therefore the fitted linear model rate of scaled speedup !(!(!)) will be one and, further, a 

linear model fitted to the elapsed times group means will be the diagonal with slope one 

until the size of the threadpool exceeds the logical core count when a fitted linear model 
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!(!(!)) will be horizontal slope zero; hence: 

!(!(P!!"#$))!! = 1 

!(S(!!!"#$))!! = 0 

The implications of the alternative hypothesis for measurements of strong scaling efficiency 

follow logically and given a !(!(!!!"#$))!! = 1, ! = 0 the maximum efficiency will be for 

!! executing on all ! therefore: 

!S!!"# = !!"(!!!"#$) = 100% 

Consequently the rate of scalability of SSE will be !
!⋅!(!)×100% and the rate of change of 

the predicted alternative case SSE will be a straight line slope 0 until P is greater than the 

logical core count when efficiency will decline as a shallow exponential curve with some 

decay constant !.  

Ultimately though the alternative hypothesis !! is: 

!!:!! > !!! > ⋯ > !! 

5.10.16 Statistical assumptions 

That the assumptions of linearity, weak exogeneity, normality, homoscedasticity and 

independence of errors are met and that any observed variance is across a group of separate 

population solution times. 

5.10.17 Materials 

As shown in chapter 3.4.8 since the directed connected problem ! can be expressed as a 
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FBP program graph !! = (!,!) where ∀ ! > 1 and ! ! = 2 and ! ! = 1. Then ! 

can be implemented as a pipeline graph of ! filters connected between a source and a sink: 

!"#$%& ≫ !"#$%&! ≫ ⋯ ≫ !"#$%&! ≫ !"#! 

The FBP program graph !! so constructed using the source, filter and sink Components as 

described in chapter 4.3.5 that are chained together in a pipeline that has the property of 

parallel composition by intersection, as desired: 

! ∷ !! || !! || … || !!  

When modeling the synthetic telemedicine model ! as defined above, it is necessary to 

control for all external variables that might introduce unwanted variations in the timing 

observations. Therefore, modeling the image enhancing filter Components as a busy wait 

loop that does not interact with its environment but simply busy waits a duration of time 

that mimics such a Component interacting with its environment removes the influence of 

such external variables. This is particularly important to ensure that no bottlenecks arise 

due to accessing memory and that experiment is measuring the property of compute bound 

strong scaling and not memory bound weak scaling. 

To this end a Link filter class was defined to receive an integer, engage in a busy wait loop 

for 1ms and then send an integer of the same value to the next Component: 

 

Code Listing 28: Link busy-wait filter class definition 

1. class#Link:#public#fbp::filter#{###
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2. ###

3. ####typedef#std::auto_ptr<int>#unique_ip;###

4. ###

5. public:###

6. ###

7. ####explicit#Link(std::string#id);###

8. ###

9. ####virtual#~Link();###

10. ###

11. private:###

12. ###

13. ####virtual#bool#do_action();###

14. ###

15. ####unique_ip#ip;###

16. ####fbp::finite_connector#linker;###

17. };###

 

Code Listing 29: Link busy wait class implementation 

1. Link::Link(std::string#id):###

2. ####linker(fbp::finite_connector(2)),###

3. ####filter(id,#linker)#{}###

4. ###

5. bool#Link::do_action()#{###

6. ####if(!ip.get())#{###

7. ########fbp::connectable*#in_port#=#input::seek_first_connectable();###

8. ########try#{###

9. ############ip#=#input::receive<int>(in_port);###

10. ########}###

11. ########catch(fbp::empty_exception&#e)#{###

12. ############return(is_sending(in_port));###

13. ########}###

14. ####}###

15. ####fbp::posix_sleeper::busy_wait(1);###

16. ####fbp::connectable*#out_port#=#output::seek_first_connectable();###

17. ####try#{###
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18. ########output::send<int>(out_port,#ip);###

19. ####}###

20. ####catch(fbp::full_exception&#e)#{###

21. ########return(is_receiving(out_port));###

22. ####}###

23. ####return(true);###

24. }###

25. ###

26. Link::~Link()#{}###

To simplify the construction of directed connected pipelines the container class Pipeline (a 

utility class that generates a pipeline of any given size from the Component and Connection 

types passed as its arguments) is utilized in building the test software artifact and the final 

list of materials then becomes: 

• 1 x Work stealing threadpool. 

• 1 x Random number functor. 

• 1 x Generator source Component. 

• 1 x Black-hole sink Component 

• 1 x Pipeline. 

• 100 x Link RUN Components. 

• 101 x Connections of size 1. 

• 1 x Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) time stamp counter. 

5.10.18 Method 
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The class diagram (Figure 29: Class diagram experiment 2) and FBP program graph (Figure 

30: FBP program graph !! experiment 2) that are constructed by the program (Code 

Listing 30: Experiment 2 – method) show how the software models the workflow depicted 

at Figure 28: Telemedicine workflow scenario for “Feasibility of using teleradiology to 

improve tuberculosis screening and case management in a district hospital in Malawi” 

executing on the threadpool (dotted box) explanatory variable. 
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Figure 29: Class diagram experiment 2 
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This class diagram generates the following FBP program graph: 

 

Figure 30: FBP program graph !! experiment 2 

Figure 30: FBP program graph !! experiment 2 shows how the program graph !! that 

models the class of directed connected problems, as defined in chapter 3.4.8, correlates with 

the Telemedicine workflow derived from the real world motivating example Figure 28: 

Telemedicine workflow scenario for “Feasibility of using teleradiology to improve 

tuberculosis screening and case management in a district hospital in Malawi” 

A C++ program was written with an outer loop that generated the sequence [1. . .16] for 

the independent variable, as the threadpool thread count. Within the loop was an inner 

sampling loop for taking 36 elapsed solution time samples (as per 7.7 Appendix: 

Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296) of the program code that expressed 

the synthetic problem ! as a FBP program graph !! constructed as follows.  

FBP graph !!: An integer typed Connection was given the type definition edge to simplify 

subsequent program code, a random integer functor was constructed and used as the 

generator function for a generator source Component that would generate 10 consecutive 

random integers before a successful halt. Then an all-consuming ‘black-hole’ integer typed 

sink Component was constructed. 
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A threadpool was constructed taking the thread count as its argument. This threadpool was 

then used as the argument for a pipeline of 100 Link 1ms delay Components (as described 

in materials above) connected by the edge type defined earlier. Then to the front of the 

pipeline was type edge connected the random integer generator Component and to its back 

was type edge connected the ‘black-hole’ sink Component.  

The value of the time stamp counter was taken and the threadpool started in such a 

manner as to halt further execution until all the threads in the pool had reached 

completion. On completion a second time stamp counter reading was taken and from 

which the first was subtracted. This value was converted to seconds and saved to a results 

file. 

Code Listing 30: Experiment 2 – method 

1. std::fstream#data("results.csv",#std::fstream::in#|##std::fstream::out#|##std::fst

ream::app);###

2. for(int#cores#=#1;#cores#<=#16;#++cores)#{###

3. ####for(int#j#=#0;#j#<#36;#++j)#{###

4. ########typedef#connection<int>#edge;###

5. ########random_functor<int>#func;###

6. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd("rand",#func,10#);###

7. ########black_hole<int>#snk("sink");###

8. ########threadpool#pool(cores);###

9. ########pipeline<Link,#edge>#p("",100,pool);###

10. ########edge#a(&rnd,#p.sub_graph.V.front());###

11. ########edge#b(p.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk);###

12. ########pool.try_add(&rnd);###

13. ########pool.try_add(&snk);###

14. ########tbb::tick_count#then#=#tbb::tick_count::now();###

15. ########pool.start();###

16. ########double#tm#=#tbb::tick_count::interval_t(tbb::tick_count::now()#O
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#then).seconds();###

17. ########data#<<#tm#<<#std::endl;###

18. ####}###

19. }###

20. data.close();###

Code Listing 30: Experiment 2 – method was compiled with the Intel compiler, ensuring 

that the multi-threading optimizing feature was disabled, and executed in the experimental 

hardware and operating system environment, as described above. The mean of the timing 

samples stored in the results file was calculated and reserved for later use. 

5.10.19 Observations 

The raw elapsed time observations !!…!!" were imported into the R statistical software 

[55] truncated to 3 decimal places for millisecond accuracy, as dictated by the sample size 

calculated in 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296, and are 

presented as below: 

> raw$X1.cores 
 [1] 16.0293 16.0295 16.0295 16.0296 16.0296 16.0297 16.0297 16.0298 
 [9] 16.0299 16.0299 16.0300 16.0300 16.0301 16.0302 16.0303 16.0306 
[17] 16.0307 16.0319 16.0323 16.0328 16.0340 16.0375 16.0376 16.0377 
[25] 16.0377 16.0378 16.0379 16.0381 16.0381 16.0381 16.0382 16.0382 
[33] 16.0383 16.0383 16.0388 16.0393 
> raw$X2.cores 
 [1] 7.25668 7.25688 7.25690 7.25693 7.25696 7.25696 7.25701 7.25702 
 [9] 7.25703 7.25704 7.25707 7.25707 7.25710 7.25710 7.25712 7.25715 
[17] 7.25716 7.25718 7.25718 7.25719 7.25722 7.25723 7.25724 7.25726 
[25] 7.25732 7.25737 7.25737 7.25740 7.25743 7.25746 7.25750 7.25751 
[33] 7.25751 7.25752 7.25753 7.25769 
> raw$X3.cores 
 [1] 3.42937 3.42939 3.42943 3.42944 3.42944 3.42945 3.42948 3.42948 
 [9] 3.42952 3.42955 3.42957 3.42960 3.42960 3.42965 3.42966 3.42967 
[17] 3.42968 3.42971 3.42971 3.42971 3.42974 3.42975 3.42977 3.42979 
[25] 3.42980 3.42980 3.42983 3.42990 3.42991 3.42993 3.42995 3.42997 
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[33] 3.92551 3.92557 3.92565 3.92571 
> raw$X4.cores 
 [1] 3.31746 3.31759 3.31760 3.31761 3.31765 3.31771 3.31772 3.31773 
 [9] 3.31773 3.31775 3.31778 3.31780 3.31782 3.31789 3.31790 3.31791 
[17] 3.31792 3.31801 3.31810 3.31811 3.31811 3.31819 3.31828 3.31841 
[25] 3.31849 3.31854 3.31860 3.31862 3.31865 3.31868 3.31886 3.31886 
[33] 3.31896 3.31917 3.31921 3.31970 
> raw$X5.cores 
 [1] 2.13441 2.13443 2.13444 2.13449 2.13458 2.13458 2.13460 2.13464 
 [9] 2.13466 2.13467 2.13469 2.13469 2.13470 2.13470 2.13471 2.13471 
[17] 2.13471 2.13474 2.13475 2.13481 2.13481 2.13481 2.13482 2.13483 
[25] 2.13484 2.13490 2.13500 2.13500 2.13505 2.13506 2.13509 2.13510 
[33] 2.13515 2.13515 2.13521 2.13527 
> raw$X6.cores 
 [1] 2.29591 2.29597 2.29608 2.29609 2.29612 2.29614 2.29618 2.29619 
 [9] 2.29621 2.29624 2.29625 2.29625 2.29626 2.29631 2.29634 2.29634 
[17] 2.29635 2.29636 2.29637 2.29637 2.29640 2.29644 2.29646 2.29647 
[25] 2.29649 2.29653 2.29654 2.29655 2.29656 2.29658 2.29662 2.29664 
[33] 2.29675 2.29685 2.29704 2.30016 
> raw$X7.cores 
 [1] 1.89615 1.91292 1.97606 1.97609 1.97616 1.99196 2.00773 2.00789 
 [9] 2.00791 2.00791 2.00798 2.00800 2.00802 2.00804 2.00807 2.00809 
[17] 2.00817 2.00820 2.00822 2.00826 2.00829 2.00833 2.00833 2.00835 
[25] 2.00835 2.00840 2.00845 2.00849 2.00852 2.00854 2.00854 2.00859 
[33] 2.00868 2.00869 2.00875 2.00896 
> raw$X8.cores 
 [1] 1.78433 1.78461 1.78464 1.78469 1.78475 1.78479 1.78483 1.78491 
 [9] 1.78493 1.78493 1.78494 1.78494 1.78497 1.78500 1.78501 1.78502 
[17] 1.78505 1.78506 1.78506 1.78507 1.78508 1.78521 1.78524 1.78524 
[25] 1.78525 1.78532 1.78541 1.78556 1.78593 1.78596 1.78616 1.78646 
[33] 1.78682 1.78704 1.78752 1.96099 
> raw$X9.cores 
 [1] 1.75792 1.76951 1.77652 1.79177 1.81013 1.81092 1.83969 1.84965 
 [9] 1.85940 1.87086 1.88026 1.88728 1.89144 1.89518 1.89534 1.89793 
[17] 1.89932 1.89941 1.91141 1.91627 1.91901 1.93350 1.94361 1.94771 
[25] 1.95152 1.95746 1.97326 1.98116 1.98152 1.99545 1.99730 2.00565 
[33] 2.02950 2.08727 2.13683 2.15427 
> raw$X10.cores 
 [1] 1.79738 1.79980 1.81304 1.83008 1.83968 1.84524 1.85141 1.85572 
 [9] 1.87611 1.87781 1.88813 1.89730 1.89733 1.90548 1.90735 1.91370 
[17] 1.91374 1.91543 1.91798 1.92129 1.94092 1.94348 1.94770 1.94853 
[25] 1.95331 1.95777 1.95868 1.96138 1.99200 1.99474 2.00141 2.02612 
[33] 2.03552 2.03854 2.07151 2.07918 
> raw$X11.cores 
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 [1] 1.49360 1.53043 1.64252 1.72438 1.74216 1.77555 1.79761 1.80277 
 [9] 1.82765 1.85160 1.86118 1.87563 1.89589 1.91195 1.92407 1.92736 
[17] 1.94528 1.96283 1.96355 1.97286 1.99109 1.99711 2.00370 2.00686 
[25] 2.00735 2.01709 2.02892 2.02949 2.04386 2.05146 2.07549 2.09899 
[33] 2.10626 2.12318 2.14744 2.19663 
> raw$X12.cores 
 [1] 1.57269 1.60323 1.61532 1.67772 1.69915 1.76422 1.80380 1.80910 
 [9] 1.81995 1.82030 1.82895 1.84364 1.85064 1.85187 1.85255 1.85310 
[17] 1.85748 1.86468 1.89373 1.92548 1.92951 1.93953 1.94572 1.97164 
[25] 1.97265 1.98561 1.99922 2.00313 2.01241 2.03248 2.03562 2.06940 
[33] 2.09103 2.09333 2.13268 2.14574 
> raw$X13.cores 
 [1] 2.00899 1.87557 2.10120 1.79952 1.79999 1.83511 1.90693 2.03848 
 [9] 1.65743 1.72103 1.93675 1.81014 1.91258 1.88538 2.02736 2.04135 
[17] 1.81616 2.02267 2.10929 1.96482 2.15685 1.70890 2.08391 1.89356 
[25] 1.83523 1.63430 1.99049 1.71969 2.16523 1.96542 1.78972 1.63102 
[33] 2.01542 1.91548 1.80174 2.05408 
> raw$X14.cores 
 [1] 1.38599 1.51947 1.60296 1.60459 1.74612 1.81463 1.81685 1.81719 
 [9] 1.81748 1.83365 1.85394 1.85963 1.86477 1.86988 1.88359 1.89849 
[17] 1.90742 1.90754 1.92140 1.92918 1.93133 1.97950 1.98627 1.98869 
[25] 2.02658 2.06707 2.08639 2.09631 2.10986 2.11312 2.12478 2.13254 
[33] 2.14561 2.20380 2.20739 2.23648 
> raw$X15.cores 
 [1] 1.36968 1.41230 1.43234 1.52257 1.55795 1.58012 1.61302 1.62689 
 [9] 1.62730 1.65278 1.69367 1.74099 1.74537 1.77552 1.77651 1.77970 
[17] 1.78602 1.79013 1.83410 1.84963 1.86308 1.86949 1.87580 1.88931 
[25] 1.89269 1.89593 1.91545 1.92211 1.94979 1.95092 1.97757 2.01929 
[33] 2.03912 2.05983 2.05998 2.11317 
> raw$X16.cores 
 [1] 1.43848 1.49413 1.49656 1.58298 1.58935 1.60330 1.60527 1.67271 
 [9] 1.68936 1.73268 1.73621 1.74185 1.74576 1.74846 1.75956 1.78378 
[17] 1.78733 1.82960 1.82990 1.83643 1.86919 1.88185 1.90754 1.91086 
[25] 1.93870 1.95383 1.97068 1.97437 2.00080 2.03377 2.04765 2.07748 
[33] 2.08217 2.14602 2.15951 2.19149 

5.10.20 Analysis 

The raw data from experiment 2 was processed using the profiler R-script described at 7.9 

Appendix: Graph Building R-Scripts page 299 to produce two annotated scalability profile 

graphs for the software artifact !!.  
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Figure 31: Scalability profiles by thread count experiment 2 
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Examining (Figure 31: Scalability profiles by thread count experiment 2) and taking each of 

the summary parallel performance statistics in turn: 

!!"# ! = 8.96!(! < 0.01) This is a statistically significant supra-linear scaled speedup for 

the set of threadpool threads ! beyond the theoretical maximum predicted for the set ! of 8 

logical cores. If it is true that a thread ! is a proxy for a logical core ! i.e. ∴ ! ≤ |!| ∵ ! ≈

! then from Gustafson-Barsis’ law !(!) = ! therefore !!"# ! ≤ 8.0. Does this imply that 

the relationship ! ≈ ! has broken down or is it the statistical assumption of weak exogeneity 

that no longer holds because the experimental environment is not reliably quiescent? 

! !!"#$ =! !!"# ! = 8.96!(! < 0.01) This metric suggests that when ! = |!| results 

in the supra-linear parallel scaling performance i.e. ! ≈ ! appears to hold. Is this result then 

due to external variations or could there be a legitimate explanation for this behavior? 

!(!(!!!"#$)) = 1.12!(! = 0.97) This metric suggests that the scalability rate would 

appear to be supra-linear across all ! ≤ |!| with values strongly correlated to the linear 

model. 

!(!(!!!"#$)) = 0.07!(! = 0.73) This metric is keeping with the ! ≈ ! relationship 

breaking down as predicted when ! > |!| as the (less well correlated) linear model takes 

on a near horizontal slope. Consequently the investigator is compelled to wonder if the 

supra-linear speedup is a consequence of cache latency issues present in the single threaded, 

hence single core, control case being absent as the number of threads increases and each 

core is able to take advantage of temporal and special cache locality when using memory 
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for communicating between Components? 

!!"!"# = 153% This suspiciously large peak scaling efficiency requires clarification.  

!!"(!!"#$) = 112% The strong scaling efficiency when ! = |!| does not equal the 

maximum overall SSE leading the investigator to wonder which value of the independent 

variable ! is responsible? Querying R in this matter then: 

> which.max(sse) 

3 

Reveals that it is when there are 3 threads in the thread pool that this large SSE occurs. 

This may be a true value being the number of physical cores available before the operating 

system overheads are brought into the picture and the overheads associated with 

hyperthreading began to reduce the returns cache locality proposed as the explanation for 

the supra-linear parallel performance. 

! !!"!!"#$ = 0.27!(! = 0.03) Although this metric has a near horizontal slope the 

PPMCC is so low that as a metric this SSE rate can be disregarded, demonstrating the 

utility of attaching a measure of statistical significance to each performance metric.  

!(!!"(!!!"#!)) = −5.22!(! = 0.97) This measure of rate of change of scaling efficiency 

linear model once the size of the threadpool exceeds the logical core count is strongly 

correlated with its values of ! supporting the assumption that ! ≉ ! when ! > |!| and 

provided that the assumption of weak exogeneity also holds then the supra-linear parallel 

performance is likely to be genuine and due to benefits from cache latency effects being 

absent for increased threadpool size that the single threaded control will incur. 
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5.10.21 Conclusion 

The supra-linear scaling performance of the FBP software artifact supports the proposition 

that a FBP approach can increase capacity in Telemedicine and that significant 

performance gains can be achieved by this means for relatively small increases in processing 

cores. Therefore using a FBP approach to implementing a software artifact to solve the 

telemedicine problem described by the motivating work “Feasibility of using teleradiology 

to improve tuberculosis screening and case management in a district hospital in Malawi” 

[7] could result in significant performance gains over a serial execution only software 

artifact and demonstrates strong scaling efficiencies over 100% when executed on multicore 

hardware by taking advantage of cache locality increases in speed of memory access.  

A modern mobile phone such as the Samsung Galaxy international S III version, which has 

Samsung's Exynos 4 Quad system on a chip (SoC) containing a 1.4 GHz quad-core ARM 

Cortex-A9 central processing unit, could be an ideal platform for teleradiology software 

developed using a FBP programming approach to capture, display and image enhance 

X-Rays in a district hospital in Malawi before forwarding for remote radiologist opinion.   

The experiment could be improved by ensuring a more quiescent testing environment, or 

by switching to a RTOS in order to strengthen the assumption of a lack of external 

disturbance giving an error-free explanatory variable to confirm if the supra-linear scaling 

performance is genuine. 

Most importantly, however, this is again an idealized experiment with small, unvarying and 

uniform busy-wait durations with a connection capacity of only 1 event with the threadpool 
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size as the only explanatory variable. Therefore this experiment could improved by 

increasing the number of explanatory variables to include the busy-wait duration, 

connection capacity, pipeline length, and problem size in order to better understand the 

realistically realizable parallel performance gains of a FBP approach.  

Nevertheless the conclusions of increased performance and efficiency are manifest when 

using a FBP programming approach to this class of problem. Therefore the results are not 

isolated to the motivating telemedicine problem but are applicable to any problem with the 

characteristics of a directed connected pipeline problem. Further, the conclusions of 

increased efficiency, as expressed by SSE values over 100%, lead to the proposition that a 

FBP approach can unlock the performance of the on chip cache memory as well as the 

extra cores themselves in order to gain supra-linear scalability. 

Motivated by the real world Telemedicine [7] it was possible to derive the directed 

connected synthetic telemedicine problem ! as described by the workflow at Figure 28: 

Telemedicine workflow scenario for “Feasibility of using teleradiology to improve 

tuberculosis screening and case management in a district hospital in Malawi”Figure 17: 

Telemedicine workflow for “Mean arterial blood pressure and neonatal cerebral lesions”. 

Then for the general class of problems that ! represents and given the FBP graph !! that 

models !, then !! demonstrated supra-linear scaled speedup and 112% strong scaling 

efficiency.  

It follows then for any such problems that demonstrate parallel composition by interleaving 

!|| that its FBP graph !|| will demonstrate supra-linear scaled speedup and 112% strong 
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scaling efficiency when the number of threads ! equals the logical core count—provided 

that no external communication latencies apply. 

With the resulting proposition: 

∀!|| ⇒ !||!! ! = 1.13! ⋀ !!" = 112% 

However, it remains an unknown as to what impact the communication latencies, which 

would necessarily arise in a real world application, would have on this proposition. 
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5.11 Experiment 3: Profile of Strong Scaling in a Telemedicine 

Multiple Directed Connected FBP Problem Composed by 

Interleaving and Intersection  

5.11.1 Introduction 

In 2010 the World Health Organization ranked deaths from cancer as the leading cause of 

global mortality. [91] This global cancer burden is set to increase with the demographic 

shift of ageing populations combined with an increase in cancer causing behaviors, most 

harmfully cigarette smoking, therefore the imperative for research into new approaches to 

treating cancer grows stronger as the mortality, associated morbidity and economic impact 

of cancer grows.  

Hyperthermia is a new type of cancer treatment [92] in which body tissue is exposed to 

high temperatures, as high as 45 °C, in order to damage and kill cancer cells. As a 

technique hyperthermia is almost always used with other forms of cancer therapy, such as 

radiation therapy and chemotherapy, and several methods of hyperthermia are currently 

under study, including local, regional, and whole-body hyperthermia. 

Many clinical trials are underway to evaluate the effectiveness of hyperthermia as an 

adjunct to radiotherapy and chemotherapy but this promising approach to cancer 

treatment is critically dependent on achieving and maintaining an optimal hyperthermia 

that is both sufficient and local without destroying unaffected cells. [8] Clusters of 

implanted temperature sensors are proposed as a means of fine-grained thermal control and 

their effective integration into a cancer treatment control telemedicine workflow is the 
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central theme of the motivating work for this experiment “A Telemedicine Application to 

Schedule Temperature in an In Vivo Sensor Network for Cancer Treatment” [8]. The 

telemedicine workflow derived from the motivating work is an adaptation of the detailed 

description of the implanted thermal sensing clusters and the cancer treatment control 

workflow between the mobile phone home gateway collating the sensor information, local 

hospital physician cancer care provision and the remote cancer specialist prescription and 

their formulation. The resultant Telemedicine workflow diagram has all the characteristics 

of a multiple independent pipeline problem: 

 

Figure 32: Telemedicine workflow scenario for “A Telemedicine Application to 

Schedule Temperature in an In Vivo Sensor Network for Cancer Treatment” [8] 

This research scenario suggests a synthetic telemedicine problem ! of ! directed connected 

pipeline FBP software subgraphs !!… !! each with the invariant properties !! = (!,!) 

such that ! !! = 2 and ! !! = 1 of a directed connected problem of ! Connected 

Components that demonstrates parallel composition by intersection: 

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!  

 Each of these subgraphs is able to execute independently from the others and, therefore, at 
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the subgraph level demonstrate parallel composition by interleaving: 

!! ∷

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!
|||

S! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!
|||
⋮
|||

!! ∷ !!!||!!!!||… ||!!

 

 

In this way the whole FBP software graph !! that models the synthetic problem ! can be 

constructed and, as established in chapter 3.4.7, problem ! is a multiple directed connected 

components parallel composition by interleaving intersection problem and is suitable for 

investigating how the solution time varies with the number of processing cores for the class 

of problems that ! represents. 

N.B. The synthetic problem ! is a generalization of the class of multiple interleaved 

pipelines problems to which the motivating real world problem [8] belongs. 

The FBP program graph !! is derived from chapter 3.4.9 A multiple directed connected 

components parallel composition by interleaving intersection problem, and as such is an 

abstraction that only models durations—its sole purpose being to investigate the parallel 

scaling properties of the class of problems that !! models. In order to examine the 

relationship between elapsed solution times for !! and the number of processing threads—

and the number of processing threads only—then !! is programmed in such a way as to be 

isolated from any external activity such as disc access or network communication. 
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5.11.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this experiment is to decide if the synthetic telemedicine problem !—as 

defined above—when expressed as a structure persistent, directed connected interleaved 

parallel FBP synthetic telemedicine software artifact !! will demonstrate significant scaling 

when executed in a multicore environment. Further, to examine the profile of that scaling 

when the number of threads ! when 0 < ! ≤ !, where ! is the number of logical cores 

visible to the operating system, and for the number of threads ! when ! < ! ≤ 16. 

5.11.3 Variables and controls 

The dependent variable under examination is the sequence of solution times !!,!!,…!! 

for the FBP model and the independent variable that will cause the expected result is the 

number of threads of execution ! available to the FBP model, where 0 < ! ≤ 16. 

A controlled experiment compares the results obtained from an experimental sample 

against a control sample, which is identical to the experiment except for the independent 

variable which takes on the value of a single processing thread !!. The dependent variable 

in this experiment is the solution time and the independent variable is the current number 

of threads of execution !. 

5.11.4 Null Hypothesis 

The null hypothesis states that all of the elapsed solution time samples come from the same 

population; in other words, there is no statistically significant difference between the 16 

means !!,!!…!!" of the dependent variable set of elapsed solution times. It follows then 

that the null hypothesis, given the structure persistent embarrassingly parallel FBP synthetic 
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telemedicine problem !, is that the FBP graph !! software artifact will not demonstrate 

significant scaled speedup. Consequently the scaled speedup when the number of threads 

!!is equal to the number of logical cores visible to the operating will be equal to the 

maximum scaled speed-up regardless of the size of threadpool which, in turn, will be equal 

to the control scaled speedup of !! executing on a single thread in the thread the 

threadpool i.e. ! ∀! = 1 and the null hypothesis !! is: 

!!:!! = !!! = ⋯ = !! 

5.11.5 Alternative Hypothesis 

Contra wise the alternative hypothesis for the synthetic telemedicine problem!!, given the 

directed connected interleaved parallel FBP graph synthetic telemedicine software artifact 

!! that is executed on an increasing number of threads !. Then the mean elapsed solution 

time !! for a given value of ! will be significantly less when compared to the previous mean 

elapsed solution time !!!! because the inherent concurrency of the FBP approach will 

result in the automatic parallel execution of !! by the threadpool. That is, the solution time 

for !! will vary in a way that the scaled speedup is directly proportional to the number of 

logical cores for a fixed problem size per logical core, as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ 

Law. 

Therefore the alternative hypothesis !! is: 

!!:!! > !!! > ⋯ > !! 

5.11.6 Statistical assumptions 
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That the assumptions of linearity, weak exogeneity, normality, homoscedasticity and 

independence of errors are met and that any observed variance is across a group of separate 

population solution times. 

5.11.7 Materials 

The same set of materials from experiment 2 persist in this experiment but in larger 

quantity, being sufficient to build 8 independent pipelines: 

• 1 x Work stealing threadpool. 

• 8 x Random number functors. 

• 8 x Generator source Components. 

• 8 x Black-hole sink Components. 

• 8 x Pipelines. 

• 96 x Link RUN Components. 

• 111 x Connections of size 1. 

• 1 x Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB) time stamp counter. 

 

5.11.8 Method 

The class diagram (Figure 33: Class diagram experiment 3) and FBP program graph (Figure 

34: FBP program graph !! experiment 3) that are constructed by the program (Code 

Listing 31: Experiment 3 - method) show how the software models the workflow depicted at 
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Figure 32: Telemedicine workflow scenario for “A Telemedicine Application to Schedule 

Temperature in an In Vivo Sensor Network for Cancer Treatment” executing on the 

threadpool (dotted box) explanatory variable. 
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Figure 33: Class diagram experiment 3 
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This class diagram generates the following FBP program graph: 

 

Figure 34: FBP program graph !! experiment 3 
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Figure 34: FBP program graph !! experiment 3 shows how the program graph !! that 

models the class of multiple interleaved directed connected problems, as defined in chapter 

3.4.9, correlates with the Telemedicine workflow derived from the real world motivating 

example Figure 32: Telemedicine workflow scenario for “A Telemedicine Application to 

Schedule Temperature in an In Vivo Sensor Network for Cancer Treatment”. 

A C++ program was written with an outer loop that generated the sequence [1. .16] for the 

independent variable, as the threadpool thread count. Within the loop was an inner 

sampling loop for taking 36 elapsed solution time samples (as per 7.7 Appendix: 

Determining the elapsed time sampling size page 296) of the program code that expressed 

the synthetic problem ! as a FBP program graph !!, itself constructed from 8 subgraphs 

!!.  

FBP graph !!: An integer typed Connection was given the type definition edge to simplify 

subsequent program code, then a threadpool was constructed taking the thread count as its 

argument that would be used to contain 8 subgraphs !![!..!] each defined : 

FBP subgraph !!: A random integer functor was constructed and used as the generator 

function for a generator source Component that would generate 10 consecutive random 

integers before a successful halt. Then an all-consuming ‘black-hole’ integer typed sink 

Component was constructed. The threadpool was used as the argument for a pipeline of 

100 Link 1ms delay Components connected by the edge type defined earlier. Then to the 

front of the pipeline was type edge connected the random integer generator Component 

and to its back was type edge connected the ‘black-hole’ sink Component.  
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Having constructed 8 subgraph pipelines and added them to the threadpool, the value of 

the time stamp counter was taken and the threadpool started in such a manner as to halt 

further execution until all the threads in the pool had reached completion. On completion a 

second time stamp counter reading was taken and from which the first was subtracted. This 

value was converted to seconds and saved to a results file. 

Code Listing 31: Experiment 3 - method 

1. std::fstream#data("results.csv",#std::fstream::in#|##std::fstream::out#|##std::fstrea

m::app);###

2. for(int#cores#=#1;#cores#<=#16;#++cores)#{###

3. ####for(int#j#=#1;#j#<#36;#++j)#{###

4. ########typedef#connection<int>#edge;###

5. ########threadpool#pool(cores);###

6. ###

7. ########random_functor<int>#func1;###

8. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd1("rand",#func1,10#);###

9. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p1("test",12,pool);###

10. ########black_hole<int>#snk1("sink");###

11. ########edge#a1(&rnd1,#p1.sub_graph.V.front());###

12. ########edge#b1(p1.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk1);;###

13. ########pool.try_add(&rnd1);###

14. ########pool.try_add(&snk1);###

15. ###

16. ########random_functor<int>#func2;###

17. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd2("rand",#func2,10#);###

18. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p2("test",12,pool);###

19. ########black_hole<int>#snk2("sink");###

20. ########edge#a2(&rnd2,#p2.sub_graph.V.front());###

21. ########edge#b2(p2.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk2);;###

22. ########pool.try_add(&rnd2);###

23. ########pool.try_add(&snk2);###

24. ###

25. ########random_functor<int>#func3;###
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26. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd3("rand",#func3,10#);###

27. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p3("test",12,pool);###

28. ########black_hole<int>#snk3("sink");###

29. ########edge#a3(&rnd3,#p3.sub_graph.V.front());###

30. ########edge#b3(p3.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk3);;###

31. ########pool.try_add(&rnd3);###

32. ########pool.try_add(&snk3);###

33. ###

34. ########random_functor<int>#func4;###

35. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd4("rand",#func4,10#);###

36. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p4("test",12,pool);###

37. ########black_hole<int>#snk4("sink");###

38. ########edge#a4(&rnd4,#p4.sub_graph.V.front());###

39. ########edge#b4(p4.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk4);;###

40. ########pool.try_add(&rnd4);###

41. ########pool.try_add(&snk4);###

42. ###

43. ########random_functor<int>#func5;###

44. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd5("rand",#func5,10#);###

45. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p5("test",12,pool);###

46. ########black_hole<int>#snk5("sink");###

47. ########edge#a5(&rnd5,#p5.sub_graph.V.front());###

48. ########edge#b5(p5.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk5);;###

49. ########pool.try_add(&rnd5);###

50. ########pool.try_add(&snk5);###

51. ###

52. ########random_functor<int>#func6;###

53. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd6("rand",#func6,10#);###

54. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p6("test",12,pool);###

55. ########black_hole<int>#snk6("sink");###

56. ########edge#a6(&rnd6,#p6.sub_graph.V.front());###

57. ########edge#b6(p6.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk6);;###

58. ########pool.try_add(&rnd6);###

59. ########pool.try_add(&snk6);###

60. ###

61. ########random_functor<int>#func7;###

62. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd7("rand",#func7,10#);###
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63. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p7("test",12,pool);###

64. ########black_hole<int>#snk7("sink");###

65. ########edge#a7(&rnd7,#p7.sub_graph.V.front());###

66. ########edge#b7(p7.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk7);;###

67. ########pool.try_add(&rnd7);###

68. ########pool.try_add(&snk7);###

69. ###

70. ########random_functor<int>#func8;###

71. ########generator<int,#random_functor<int>#>#rnd8("rand",#func8,10#);###

72. ########pipeline<Link,#edge#>#p8("test",12,pool);###

73. ########black_hole<int>#snk8("sink");###

74. ########edge#a8(&rnd8,#p8.sub_graph.V.front());###

75. ########edge#b8(p8.sub_graph.V.back(),#&snk8);;###

76. ########pool.try_add(&rnd8);###

77. ########pool.try_add(&snk8);###

78. ###

79. ########tbb::tick_count#then#=#tbb::tick_count::now();###

80. ########pool.start();###

81. ########double#tm#=#tbb::tick_count::interval_t(tbb::tick_count::now()#O

#then).seconds();###

82. ########data#<<#tm#<<#std::endl;###

83. ####}###

84. }###

Code Listing 31: Experiment 3 - method was compiled with the Intel compiler, ensuring 

that the multi-threading optimizing feature was disabled, and executed in the experimental 

hardware and operating system environment, as described above. The mean of the 

dependent variable solution time observations was calculated for each ordinal independent 

variable thread count in preparation for analysis. 

5.11.9 Observations 

The raw elapsed time observations !!…!!" were imported into the R statistical software 
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[55] truncated to 3 decimal places for millisecond accuracy, as dictated by the sample size 

calculated in 7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size page, and are 

presented as below: 

> raw$X1.cores 
 [1] 15.3663 15.3659 15.3658 15.3658 15.3658 15.3660 15.3658 15.3659 
 [9] 15.3658 15.3660 15.3658 15.3659 15.3658 15.3659 15.3661 15.3660 
[17] 15.3660 15.3659 15.3658 15.3659 15.3658 15.3659 15.3661 15.3659 
[25] 15.3659 15.3659 15.3658 15.3659 15.3659 15.3660 15.3660 15.3661 
[33] 15.3659 15.3658 15.3658 15.3662 
> raw$X2.cores 
 [1] 7.69828 7.69846 7.69840 7.69833 7.69878 7.69839 7.69837 7.69845 
 [9] 7.69860 7.69856 7.69865 7.69825 7.69825 7.69827 7.69844 7.69888 
[17] 7.69854 7.69855 7.69859 7.69849 7.69853 7.69843 7.69824 7.69837 
[25] 7.69848 7.69830 7.69816 7.69814 7.69849 7.69823 7.69817 7.69831 
[33] 7.69845 7.69819 7.69850 7.69853 
> raw$X3.cores 
 [1] 5.13803 5.16970 5.13862 5.02631 5.13843 5.16945 5.13799 5.13787 
 [9] 5.13849 5.16963 5.13790 5.13832 5.13798 5.13793 5.13855 5.13823 
[17] 5.13862 5.13838 5.13839 5.13835 5.13850 5.13847 5.13811 5.13850 
[25] 5.13855 5.13853 5.13851 5.13852 5.13827 5.13842 5.13858 5.13850 
[33] 5.13846 5.13840 5.13843 5.13848 
> raw$X4.cores 
 [1] 3.85795 3.85783 3.85773 3.85792 3.85783 3.85782 3.85766 3.85759 
 [9] 3.85774 3.85770 3.85757 3.85794 3.85757 3.85764 3.85760 3.85764 
[17] 3.85757 3.85772 3.85737 3.85764 3.85770 3.85734 3.85824 3.85772 
[25] 3.85782 3.85764 3.85773 3.85783 3.61132 3.85787 3.85788 3.85783 
[33] 3.85806 3.85766 3.85747 3.85771 
> raw$X5.cores 
 [1] 2.91320 2.92957 2.91351 2.91351 3.02547 2.94622 2.91378 2.91340 
 [9] 2.91370 2.91369 2.88193 2.91343 3.00952 2.92933 3.12130 2.91400 
[17] 3.08940 2.91382 2.91345 2.77060 2.91350 3.00972 2.91399 3.18609 
[25] 3.12121 2.73729 2.89729 3.13928 2.83368 2.88166 2.85763 2.83388 
[33] 3.04180 3.07357 3.02555 2.92932 
> raw$X6.cores 
 [1] 2.38553 2.49801 2.57768 2.42497 2.57758 2.60087 2.44936 2.38540 
 [9] 2.44924 2.45570 2.48162 2.38538 2.60405 2.44945 2.44966 2.38548 
[17] 2.48680 2.38721 2.64531 2.42324 2.41708 2.46530 2.51379 2.38524 
[25] 2.21009 2.50205 2.41708 2.59311 2.44931 2.38550 2.43375 2.47343 
[33] 2.52957 2.44921 2.44960 2.38722 
> raw$X7.cores 
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 [1] 2.64199 2.62592 2.68499 2.64466 2.62591 2.75506 2.62579 2.62556 
 [9] 2.64602 2.63038 2.62611 2.63947 2.63567 2.62754 2.62551 2.62666 
[17] 2.62631 2.63121 2.69256 2.66334 2.63540 2.63358 2.63294 2.62613 
[25] 2.62577 2.62584 2.64389 2.62568 2.63460 2.64719 2.69112 2.65028 
[33] 2.62552 2.62559 2.63415 2.62557 
> raw$X8.cores 
 [1] 1.98231 1.84055 1.83315 1.92787 1.74540 1.81324 1.77742 1.93130 
 [9] 1.87370 1.88121 1.91215 1.86402 1.77791 1.83296 1.88392 1.93055 
[17] 1.87747 1.82000 1.92867 1.77733 1.74402 1.86518 1.81890 1.89132 
[25] 1.85525 1.74189 1.78869 1.87327 1.75763 1.84182 1.96496 1.90891 
[33] 1.84627 1.82603 1.89185 1.91216 
> raw$X9.cores 
 [1] 1.54116 1.76741 1.71939 1.69502 1.60538 1.76347 1.70932 1.65966 
 [9] 1.73282 1.66927 1.64735 1.78983 1.63970 1.69674 1.71339 1.70321 
[17] 1.68275 1.64980 1.56324 1.64170 1.73107 1.79909 1.66348 1.68315 
[25] 1.55868 1.74583 1.65546 1.70763 1.67557 1.59703 1.64697 1.57913 
[33] 1.68530 1.69734 1.60743 1.76346 
> raw$X10.cores 
 [1] 1.55116 1.63244 1.77325 1.70725 1.59259 1.60521 1.60756 1.76713 
 [9] 1.55528 1.69536 1.66334 1.54290 1.59935 1.54534 1.59150 1.69732 
[17] 1.62353 1.61296 1.55921 1.55517 1.57970 1.67915 1.49550 1.67486 
[25] 1.62571 1.60747 1.48914 1.72532 1.56551 1.50932 1.58704 1.54143 
[33] 1.62905 1.65996 1.68082 1.76712 
> raw$X11.cores 
 [1] 1.57326 1.57511 1.52361 1.42114 1.38705 1.70752 1.50536 1.54119 
 [9] 1.47931 1.52137 1.53552 1.50849 1.42026 1.54290 1.51176 1.49315 
[17] 1.56522 1.45137 1.49167 1.41997 1.44261 1.46709 1.61157 1.44320 
[25] 1.50949 1.46298 1.70907 1.54355 1.40937 1.44918 1.37151 1.53748 
[33] 1.42133 1.50737 1.43938 1.52362 
> raw$X12.cores 
 [1] 1.51152 1.48770 1.31725 1.53122 1.47361 1.49915 1.45685 1.53332 
 [9] 1.50672 1.51210 1.24895 1.46412 1.51654 1.35976 1.44289 1.47063 
[17] 1.42640 1.49142 1.49581 1.45521 1.57500 1.54736 1.46518 1.37553 
[25] 1.47519 1.39341 1.42144 1.43329 1.33319 1.42333 1.39421 1.48257 
[33] 1.35141 1.47537 1.37374 1.35977 
> raw$X13.cores 
 [1] 1.39303 1.23564 1.37494 1.33346 1.39719 1.29993 1.35668 1.23876 
 [9] 1.30004 1.28348 1.35543 1.50400 1.33792 1.25027 1.35695 1.32261 
[17] 1.30966 1.30139 1.35130 1.33925 1.24912 1.20341 1.33353 1.24922 
[25] 1.28903 1.42464 1.24342 1.31044 1.38640 1.22168 1.27941 1.28495 
[33] 1.24454 1.28400 1.31393 1.28349 
> raw$X14.cores 
 [1] 1.87813 1.77133 1.73329 2.01065 2.56394 1.72645 2.33633 1.76135 
 [9] 1.95337 1.77702 1.94746 2.11570 1.95887 1.86742 1.83143 1.96195 
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[17] 1.84235 1.90534 1.69774 1.74505 1.75569 1.80507 1.98984 1.73652 
[25] 1.75927 1.91534 1.77721 1.84167 1.77972 1.76859 1.74544 1.91466 
[33] 2.41810 1.69502 1.70749 1.77701 
> raw$X15.cores 
 [1] 1.13937 1.25873 1.16558 1.20755 1.32345 1.10439 1.23778 1.26158 
 [9] 1.22296 1.22721 1.16765 1.16802 1.10456 1.24923 1.25929 1.36527 
[17] 1.19327 1.30749 1.29926 1.41116 1.22625 1.22359 1.32249 1.16262 
[25] 1.25962 1.37896 1.15966 1.27114 1.16144 1.23291 1.34734 1.22346 
[33] 1.14833 1.14625 1.35360 1.10457 
> raw$X16.cores 
 [1] 1.08514 1.25629 1.24501 1.20811 1.20739 1.30327 1.25049 1.32290 
 [9] 1.25256 1.26695 1.30128 1.20554 1.24316 1.21342 1.18083 1.17017 
[17] 1.15679 1.21131 1.24927 1.24344 1.11510 1.16340 1.25312 1.30741 
[25] 1.19970 1.18680 1.23335 1.29821 1.20982 1.21168 1.19538 1.11568 
[33] 1.18580 1.16246 1.21295 1.21341 

5.11.10 Analysis 

The raw data from experiment 3 was processed using the profiler R-script described in 

appendix 7.9 Appendix: Graph Building R-Scripts page 299 to produce two annotated 

scalability profile graphs for the software artifact !! . 
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Figure 35: Scalability profiles by thread count experiment 3 
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Examining (Figure 35: Scalability profiles by thread count experiment 3) and taking each of 

the summary parallel performance statistics in turn: 

!!"# ! = 12.62!(! < 0.01)  This is a maximum scaled speedup beyond that anticipated 

from the ! ≈ ! assumption of thread to core equivalence 

! !!"#$ = 8.29!(! < 0.01) The supra-linear speedup behavior of the threadpool first 

demonstrated in experiment one and attributed to cache utilization benefits is still present 

but to lesser degree. Most interesting is that ! !!"#$  is notably less than !!"# !  

suggesting that for mixed problems of this type the ! ≈ ! assumption does not breakdown 

completely but rather there is continued benefit to scaled speedup from adding extra 

threads to the threadpool beyond the logical core count. The relationship is no longer a one 

to one linear scaling but the benefit is significant. 

!(!(!!!"#$)) = 0.97!(! = 0.98) The rate of scaling is a near perfect linear relationship 

with a very significant correlation but has lost the marginal supra-linearity of experiment 2. 

!(!(!!!"#$)) = 0.4!(! = 0.61)This rate of scaling demonstrates that as the threadpool 

size grows beyond the logical core count it continues to contribute to the scaled speedup. 

The correlation is only just significant but this is reduced by the odd and dramatic drop at 

the 14 thread point.  

!!"!"# = 104%!(! < 0.01) Strong scaling efficiency again shows the proposed cache 

utilization benefits at larger thread counts but that the peak of efficiency was with 9 threads 

in this experiment calling into question the simple ! ≈ ! assumption as the SSE showed a 
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much more gentle decline as the threadpool size increased beyond the logical core count. 

!!"(!!"#$) = 103%!(! < 0.01)  A threadpool less than or equal to the logical core count 

strongly contributed to SSEs just over 100% but was not responsible to the peak SSE. 

! !!"!!"#$ = −0.48!(! = 0.17) The slope for the SSE rate was slightly negative but a 

linear model can not be confidently attached to this data as the PPMCC was very small at 

0.17—the correlation coefficient being thrown off by the single drop in SSE when the 

thread count was 7.  

Using the side side-by-side box plot (Figure 36: Side-by-side boxplot of solution times by 

thread count) to examine the spread of raw values at this point, and its adjacent values, 

shows that although the elapsed time values had a long tail distribution the median and 

interquartile range is tight and reliable. 

 

Figure 36: Side-by-side boxplot of solution times by thread counts 6-8 
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!(!!"(!!!"#$)) = −3.84!(! = 0.71) The slope for the SSE rate for the threadpool size 

beyond the logical core count showed the shallowest negative slope of all 3 experiments and 

has a more linear shape than the expected shallow exponential decay suggesting that 

threads continued to contribute to SSE despite being beyond the ! ≈ ! limit. With a 

threadpool of size 14 the SSE took a nosedive in keeping with the scaled speedup drop at 

this thread count before returning to a normal pattern. It is interesting to note that this is 

double the thread count that where a similar but less deep drop occurred when the 

threadpool size was less than the logical core count. Examining the spread of values at these 

points of sudden drop in SSE and those immediately adjacent with the side-by-side boxplots 

(Figure 37: Side-by-side boxplot of solution times by thread counts 13-15) it is clear that 

whilst the typical long tailed skewed distribution is present the median and interquartile are 

tight around the predominating elapsed time that was plotted. 
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Figure 37: Side-by-side boxplot of solution times by thread counts 13-15 

5.11.11 Conclusion 

When the number of threads is within the bounds of the logical core count the FBP 

program graph demonstrates near linear scaling with slope, although the cache utilization 

benefits may still be achieved as the maximum strong scaling efficiency nudged past 100%. 

However, when the threadpool size exceeded the logical core count there was not the 

sudden drop off in scaled speedup witnessed in experiments one and two but rather a steady 

slowing down of scaled speedup contribution as the thread count increasing, with a still 

useful positive slope to the rate of scaling. The confidence for this relationship was lower 

with a PPMCC of 0.61 that almost entirely due to the dramatically lower performance 

when the thread count was 14. Apart from this oddity the scaled speedup values when the 

thread count exceeded the logical core count, have the appearance of starting to reduce in 

the manner predicted by Amdahl’s Law. 

This experiment could be improved by exploring the area of contribution by increasingly 

large numbers of threads beyond the logical cores count in order to better understand the 

behavior the scaling behavior in this region of threadpool sizes. 

It may be possible to improve the analysis by using the mode value of elapsed times. The 

mode is more resistant to outliers and, consequently, may give a more accurate depiction of 

the performance times by virtue its tolerance for a long tailed skewed distribution; such a 

distribution appears to be typical of nearly all of the elapsed times observations. 

The major limitation of this experiment was also that there was only one explanatory 
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variable. The impact of increasing the size of the Connections or the degree of connectivity 

is unknown and makes the conclusions less reliable. 

Regardless of the benefit, or otherwise, of threadpools larger than the logical core count, it 

is clear that for threadpool sizes within the limits of the logical core count that a FBP graph 

demonstrates near perfect scaling and can access cache utilization benefits to achieve 100% 

strong scaling efficiencies.  

In this way if the research into thermal monitoring proposed by Kamal et al. [8] were to 

take a FBP approach to developing the software for the project they could potentially have 

access to near linear scaling and near perfect strong scaling efficiency. 

Motivated by the real world Telemedicine [8] it was possible to derive the multiple 

interleaved pipelines problem ! as described by the workflow at Figure 32: Telemedicine 

workflow scenario for “A Telemedicine Application to Schedule Temperature in an In Vivo 

Sensor Network for Cancer Treatment”. Then for the general class of problems that ! 

represents and given the FBP graph !! that models !, then !! demonstrated linear scaled 

speedup and 104% strong scaling efficiency.  

It follows then for any such problems that demonstrate parallel composition by interleaving 

!|||⋀|| that its FBP graph !|||⋀|| will demonstrate linear scaled speedup and 104% strong 

scaling efficiency when the number of threads ! equals the logical core count—provided 

that no external communication latencies apply. 

With the resulting proposition: 
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∀!|||⋀|| ⇒ !|||⋀||!! ! = P ⋀ !!" = 104% 

However, it remains an unknown as to what impact the communication latencies, which 

would necessarily arise in a real world application, would have on this proposition. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Further Work 

By breaking free from the tyranny of Amdahl’s Law, Flow-Based Programing (FBP) offers 

the prospect of dramatically increased parallel scaling capacity in Telemedicine—with the 

potential for limitless scaling as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. If that FBP software is 

complaint with the theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) then the resulting 

software is amenable to the proofs of correctness offered by CSP process calculus. 

Given three Telemedicine problems with defining workflows !!, !! and !! where !! is the 

special case of an disconnected embarrassingly parallel problem, !! is the special case of a 

directed connected pipeline problem and !! is the generalized Telemedicine problem 

composed from separate pipelines. Then !!, !! and !! can be modeled by 3 CSP compliant 

FBP software graphs !!, !! and !! consisting of the set ! of black-box components ! 

where ! = !|! ∈ !  that are connected by the set of connections ! where!! = !|! ∈ !  

then, assuming a thread to core equivalence for an executing threadpool where the number 

of threads is less than or equal to the logical core count,  this thesis has demonstrated that:  

For !! = !!,!!  where ! → ∞ and ! = ∅ then !! demonstrates parallel composition by 

interleaving: 

!! ∷ [!! ||| !! ||| … ||| !!] 

If the duration of execution !" of each component ! is small and ubiquitous such that 
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∀!!!" ≤ 1!" then, as demonstrated experimentally, !! solution times vary with the 

number of processer cores in the manner of linear scaled speedup with slope=0.97 (r=1.0) 

sic, as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law, and in so doing !! demonstrated 96.95% 

(p<0.01) strong scaling efficiency. 

For !! = !!,!!  where ! !! = 2 and ! !! = 1 and the size of each connection 

! = 1, i.e. CSP compliant, then !! demonstrates parallel composition by intersection: 

!! ∷ [!! || !! || … || !!] 

If the duration of execution !" of each component ! is small and ubiquitous such that 

∀!!!" ≤ 1!" then, as demonstrated experimentally, !! solution times vary with the 

number of processor cores in the manner of linear scaled speedup, with slope=1.13 

(r=0.97), as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law, and in so doing !! demonstrated 111.96% 

(p<0.01) strong scaling efficiency. 

For !! = !!,!!  where ! !! = 2 and ! !! = 1 and the size of each connection 

! = 1, i.e. CSP compliant, then !! demonstrates parallel composition by interleaving of 

its intersecting subgraph parts !: 

!! ∷ [!!![!! || !!… || !!] ||| !![!! || … || !!] … ] 

!! ∷ [!! ||| !! ||| … ||| !!] 

If the duration of execution !" of each component ! is small and ubiquitous such that 

∀!!!" ≤ 1!" then, as demonstrated experimentally, !! solution times vary with the 

number of processor cores in the manner of linear scaled speedup, with slope=0.97 
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(r=0.98), as predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law, and in so doing !! demonstrated 103.23% 

(p<0.01) strong scaling efficiency. 

This completes the proof of everything that was proposed. 

6.1 Relevance 

Addressing any potential opprobrium on grounds of relevance then it is worth summarizing 

the technical challenges facing the programmers of Telemedicine software. 

Despite increases in processor transistor density continuing to follow Moore’s Law, with the 

amount of transistors that can be squeezed onto a microprocessor die doubling every 2 

years and with this trend likely to continue for the foreseeable future. As of 2005 with Intel’s 

game changing new processor road map, characterized by converting the increased 

transistor density into an increasing number of processing cores rather increasing processor 

clock frequency, then the ‘free-lunch’ of doubling processing speed every 2 years is over. 

Therefore, if Telemedicine software programmers are to take advantage of a world 

characterized by multicore processors in order to increase capacity in Telemedicine then 

they must make a fundamental shift towards parallel programming. 

However, if this shift towards parallel programming is made using the kind of traditional 

approaches to concurrency exemplified by parallelizing small sections of imperatively 

programmed software, then the parallel scalability of such software will be limited by its 

serial fraction and, therefore, bound by the minimal and diminishing returns predicted by 

the pessimism of Amdahl’s Law. 
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Conversely, recognizing that the workflows characteristic of the kind of problems that 

Telemedicine embody are very amenable to a Flow-Based Programming approach and 

that, with such an approach, the parallel scalability of the resulting software is potentially 

unlimited; as optimistically predicted by Gustafson-Barsis’ Law. 

This difference is significant and the assertions of this research are immediately realizable—

FBP Telemedicine software can do more, faster as the number of processing cores 

increases. 

6.2 Wider themes 

6.2.1 Mathematical semantics for FBP 

In necessarily having to develop mathematical semantics for FBP, in order to reason about 

FBP programs and design experiments to test hypotheses, it was proposed that Graph 

Theory and Theory of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) together could describe 

the properties and behaviors of a FBP program. The value of defining CSP compliance 

design criteria for the FBP first class objects is that such a definition could serve as a 

standard. Such a precise specification for any FBP implementation informs the programmer 

using it that they can rely on certain axiomatic behaviors and, being a modular 

programming paradigm, be assured of the reliable conjunction of FBP modules from widely 

differing sources.  

Beyond its immediate utility then, developing mathematical semantics for FBP at an early 

stage will hopefully forestall problems with the quality of FBP programs for Telemedicine—
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as Brookes states [24]  

“Clearly, no program can be more reliable than the implementation of the language in which it is expressed 

for input to a computer.” 

The benefits to Telemedicine go beyond quality issues and extend to the potential for the 

formal proof of correctness for a FBP program. Given that each FBP component is in, and 

as of, itself an isolated Von-Neumann machine, then Hoare-style logics for sequential 

languages based on state-transformation semantics are particularly suited to the way a 

component functions. In this way the modular approach to building a FBP program 

provides islands of correctness communicating via connections. Subsequently, and given 

proof of conformity with the mathematical model, Telemedicine software developers have 

powerful mathematical tools at their disposal to formally prove correctness.  

Therefore enabling the production of safer FBP software and, without doubt, Telemedicine 

is a domain where software safety is of paramount importance to both patient morbidity 

and mortality. 

It follows then, that in the broadest pragmatic context, using FBP to increase capacity in 

Telemedicine could reduce patient morbidity and mortality. 

6.2.2 Measures of parallel performance and scalability 

The first experiment examining the behavior of the FBP program graph ! = (!,!) in its 

most reduced form of isolated components i.e. ! = ∅ painstakingly examined each of the 3 

questions: 
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1. Does the FBP program demonstrate significant parallel speedup executing on a 

threadpool size equal to the number of CPU logical cores when compared to a 

single thread control? 

2. Does the FBP program demonstrate significant scaling as the size of the threadpool 

increases to equal the number of logical cores? 

3. Does increasing the size of the threadpool beyond the number of logical cores 

demonstrate significant parallel speedup? 

In concluding experiment 1 it became clear that the steps taken could be rolled into one 

over arching analysis that could be used not only for individual parallel performance 

analysis but also for comparison of parallelization between experiments. This resulted in the 

proposal of 8 summary statistics of parallel performance:  

To elucidate the maximum performance and efficiency when the threadpool size and 

logical core count are equal use ! !!"#$  and !!"(!!"#$), the overall maximum parallel 

performance and efficiency, regardless of threadpool size, as !!"# !  and  !!"!"# and by 

their comparison evaluate the contribution of extending the threadpool size beyond the 

logical core count.  

To measure the scalability of speedup and efficiency with a threadpool size up to the logical 

core count and then beyond use the slopes of the functions !(!(!!!"#$)) and ! !!"!!"#$  

then !(!(!!!"#!)) and !(!!"(!!!"#$)).  

As proposed in the conclusion of experiment 3 it may be more appropriate to use the mode 
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of the elapsed solution times when calculating these summary statistics as it is more resistant 

to the outliers of the long tailed distribution typical of the elapsed time observations. 

Given the increasing interest in the need for a fundamental turn towards parallel 

programming for a multicore environment it is proposed that these summary statistics, and 

the graphs that show them, will have future utility. 

6.3 Limitations 

In an effort to make careful and methodical inroads into the otherwise under investigated 

area of FBP parallel scalability the experiments necessarily had a very narrow focus. There 

were only three experiments and they were all characterized by having only one dependent 

variable, as elapsed solution times, and one independent variable as the number of 

processing cores. All the other variables were very tightly controlled, such that the execution 

time for each component was fixed, uniform and small at only 1ms and the components 

never incurred communication latencies by engaging, for example, in any disc or network 

activity. 

The size of all connections was unvarying and at its practical minimum of one IP (this was 

partly in order to comply with the CSP axiom of logically instantaneous assignment but also 

in order to remove any variability that could arise from having larger buffer sizes) and the 

size of each problem was arbitrarily fixed. Further, within this fixed problem size the 

maximum degree of the FBP program never exceeded 2. By virtue of increased 

communication overheads, particularly in those programs graphs that display parallel 

composition by intersection alone, it is likely that FBP program graphs with higher degrees 
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of connectivity will be slower—the impact on overall scalability remains to be investigated.  

With regard to the dependent variable attention was deliberately focused only upon 

problem solutions times as the measure of parallel performance, and whilst the 

predominant metric of software performance, it is not the only one applicable to parallel 

performance. The amount of a problem that can be solved for a fixed time, expressed as 

throughput, is another useful metric of parallel performance. 

Whilst important for ensuring the accuracy and precision of measurements of that single 

dependent variable, choosing to have only one explanatory variable and only one idealized 

experiment, free from communication latencies, for each of the three defined problem 

classes, introduced limitations that consequently weaken the main argument for preferring a 

FBP approach to parallelization over a traditional imperative approach. 

6.4 Complications 

The argument for linear scalability may also be weakened by the somewhat counterintuitive 

conclusions of experiments 2 and 3 where scaled speedup was greater than predicted by 

Gustafson-Barsis’ Law and strong scaling efficiency was observed to be greater than 100%. 

Whilst the explanation proffered proposed that, when compared to a single core execution, 

the multi-core FBP software was able to take advantage of cache memory locality speedups, 

whereas the single core control likely inflicted time penalties as a result of poor cache 

utilization. This explanation whilst reasonable, remains unproven.  

Further, it is unclear if the occasional large swings in performance, evident in experiment 2 
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as two jumps in strong scaling efficiency and in experiment 3 as two drops in strong scaling 

efficiency, are due to a failure to control for operating system variability, represent a 

memory cache phenomenon or are due to undefined behavior on the part of the software 

artifact. 

All of which contributes to the fallibility of the overall conclusion of the predictably linear 

scalability of FBP Telemedicine software.   

6.5 Future Work 

Clearly then, as described above, the wider themes, limitations and complications of the 

experiments upon which the conclusions were based present new ideas and pose questions 

for future work. 

6.5.1 Facilitating state-transformation proofs of correctness for components 

Morrison [4] observes that a FBP Component can be readily implemented as a push-down 

automaton (PDA), which can itself be implemented as a finite state machine (FSM) and a 

stack. In this way a basic component could be composed from a FSM and stack structure 

and then not only programmed on that basis but also proved to be correct, using Hoare-

style logics for sequential languages based on state-transformation semantics. Further, with 

provably correct components the whole FBP program graph is now open for proofs of 

correctness using CSP process algebra. 

However, in implementing the FSM and stack it would be important that their memory 

structures be cache ‘friendly’ and able to fit onto the level 1 cache in order for the 
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Component so constructed, to benefit from the distributed memory speedups of cache 

locality. 

6.5.2 Square Peg in a Round Hole: Flow-Based Programming & Modern 

Processors 

The current experimental FBP implementation is (almost) cache oblivious seeing memory 

as a uniform resource with uniform read and write latencies whereas in a modern multilevel 

cache processor this it most definitely is not the case. In order to circumvent cache latency 

issues the special case experiments in this work were constructed for the duration and size of 

problem to fit within level 1 cache and, therefore, with no challenging memory access 

requests to breach the cache, combined with no disk or network accesses, latency issues 

were controlled for. 

In order to elucidate if there an insoluble dichotomy between the FBP programming 

paradigm and the multilevel cache architecture of modern multicore processors it follows 

that future work should look to investigate the effects on parallel performance of varying: 

 Component granularity It seems likely that the optimal memory footprint for a 

component will be one that, when cache memory aligned, will fit into the level 1 or 2 cache 

memory of a single core. By virtue of the fact that each core has its own level one cache the 

component will be part of a distributed memory model. Distributed memory refers to 

multiple-core systems in which each processor core has access to its own dedicated memory 

with very low memory access latency. However, memory accesses that breach the level 2 

cache results in the FBP program falling back to level 3 shared cache memory or main 
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memory. This results in a shared memory model where a large but slow block of memory is 

accessed by many individual cores with orders of magnitude greater latencies. 

Connection granularity The impact of connection size on parallel performance merits 

further investigation but not only in its size but also its construction. It is suspected that 

connections that are not cache considerate will degrade parallel performance and that, in 

order to avoid the cache latency hit of false sharing, it may be more appropriate for a 

producer component to fill the connection before handing it over to the consumer. Further, 

using a double buffered connection could offer increased performance by building a 

connection that opaquely swaps two buffers between components, such that the producer 

fills a buffer in one core’s level 1 cache whilst the consumer digests the other buffer on a 

another core within the confines its own level 1 cache memory. 

Connectivity The impact on parallel scaling of varying the number of connections 

between components would be an interesting area of research and it is suspected that the 

best performance may come from finding the optimal ‘walk’ through the program graph. 

Temporal granularity If different components have different—or even varying—

completion times then it seems likely that the slowest component will form a bottleneck to 

parallel performance; presenting as a significant serial fraction barrier to linear scalability. 

Therefore those mechanisms that adapt to this situation, such as component latency 

awareness with component priority auto adjustment for example, may prove interesting 

areas for future work.  

Ultimately then as a real-world FBP program reaches out into shared memory, disk storage 
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and the network beyond it will be Meijer’s logarithmic scale of latencies [81] that will 

trump all. The mechanisms employed to mitigate their impact on FBP parallel scalability 

suggest a rich domain for future research. 

Necessarily blunted by compromise then, will latency turn out to be FBP’s Achilles’ heel—a 

deadly weakness that, in spite of the promises of linear parallel scaling, could potentially 

lead to its downfall? 
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Chapter 7 

Appendices 

7.1 Appendix: Theory of Communication Sequential Processes 

7.1.1 Sequential processes 

Clearly then the basic constituent of the theory of CSP is the sequential process and whilst 

the communication between processes is, axiomatically, a synchronous and instantaneous 

occurrence using anonymous input and output commands in Hoare’s original paper [25]; 

wherein were subsequently constructed a means of performing communication between 

processes by using other processes. The variant described by Brookes with Hoare and 

Roscoe [24], in which communication commands reference named unidirectional channels 

instead of other processes, is preferred in this work for its more appropriate semantics and 

its summary explanation follows: ex libris [25] [24] [28] [26] 

 A CSP program ! consists of ! sequential processes !!,!!…!! running in parallel (the 

operator || denotes processes running in parallel‡) in this way: 

! ∷ !! || !! || … || !!  

A CSP process is an object defined by its behavior and the ultimate unit of behavior is an 

event. The set of all events in which a process can engage is its alphabet and the alphabet ! of 

a process ! is denoted !", therefore: 

                                                        
‡ NB the operator || is used to denote parallel composition in general but also specifically parallel composition 
by intersection in the theory of CSP.  
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!" = ! 

A CSP alphabet is a permanent predefined property of a process and the limited set of 

events chosen for a process to define its behavior pattern. In this way a CSP process is an 

object that engages in none, one or multiple events. 

An event is regarded as an instantaneous occurrence with no regard to its actual duration 

nor the interval between events. Therefore, the only way to represent an activity with 

duration is to use a sequence of events. 

The sequence of all events in which a process ! has participated up to some moment in 

time is termed a trace. Therefore, the trace defines the behavior of process ! up to that 

moment in time. 

It is axiomatic that a process can only engage in a finite number of events in a finite time, 

therefore all traces are finite. The special set of all possible traces is denoted !∗. 

A CSP transition, denoted →, is a ternary relation between: 

1. The initial state of a process. 

2. A sequence describing its interactions with its environment during its execution. 

3. A (possible) state of the process after those interactions. 

Axiomatically the internal state of a process and any progress that it makes internally is 

invisible to its environment. Therefore because a process ! is defined by its behavior and 

the behavior of ! so far is defined by its trace of engagements with events so far, then the 
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empty trace <> is the sequence with no events and describes the process that has not 

engaged in any observable event so far and is described by the transition: 

! !! ! 

Of course, it is legal for ! to make internal progress invisible to the environment. 

 The sequence containing a singleton event <a> can be the trace of process P so far, after 

which the subsequent behavior of ! is that of process !′ and is described by the transition: 

! !!! !′ 

The generalization of which is that for two processes !!and !′ and some trace ! of ! so far the 

transition is: 

! ! !′ 

(N.B. It is idiomatic for the mathematical domain that processes are denoted by capital 

letters but lower-case letters denotes both events and traces.) 

With these sequential processes in hand it is now possible to explore their parallel 

composition.  

7.1.2 Parallel composition by interleaving 

If process ! and process ! are 2 separate processes that can operate in parallel 

independently of one another then their parallel composition is interleaved and is denoted by 

the operator ||| thus:  
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! ||| !  

Therefore each trace ! of the composition ! ||| !  is an interleaving of the trace ! of ! 

and the trace ! of ! such that ! = ! ∪ t as follows: 

! ! !! & ! ! !′ !⟹ ! ||| ! ! !′ ||| !′  

 

7.1.3 Parallel composition by intersection 

If process!! and process ! are 2 separate processes that can operate in parallel but are 

dependent on one another, being able to engage in an event only when both are able to 

engage simultaneously then their parallel composition is intersecting and is denoted by the 

operator || thus: 

! || !  

Therefore the trace ! of the composition ! || !  is the intersecting of the lock step 

trace ! of ! and ! as follows: 

! ! !! & ! ! !′ !⟹ ! || ! ! !′ || !′  

7.1.4 Communication 

The defining assumption for the CSP variant under consideration is that all events are 

communications between processes and the named channels over which that 

communication takes place connect processes. An event for such connected processes 

consists of the content ! of the message type !!on channel ! and is defined by the pair !. ! 
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and the process !.! engages in the event !. ! with the resultant transition: 

!.! !.! !.!′ 

The alphabet of channel ! is the set of all messages that process ! can communicate on ! 

and is defined as: 

!" ! = {!|!. ! ∈ !"} 

All communication is invisible to the environment and logically instantaneous. 

Two processes ! and ! are connected if they are able to communicate via two paired 

channels !"#.! and !".!, such that !"# ! !⊆ !"#$ ! , then when ! outputs some value 

!!of type ! on channel !"# as event !"#. ! then, by some mechanism, causes it to be delayed 

until ! performs a matching input on channel !". The subsequent behavior of ! will depend 

on the transition caused by the event !". ! and ! must be prepared to do !". ! for any ! in 

! = !"# ! . 

Consider two separate processes ! and ! with a shared alphabet such that !" ⊆ !" then 

given events !". ! and !"#. ! where for ∀!!⟹ !"# = !"#$ then using the chain operator 

≫ thus: 

! ≫ ! 

Denotes the simultaneous and invisible sending of everything output by !"#.! on channel 

!"# as input to !".! on channel !". 

As far as the processes ! and ! are concerned the input and output commands occur 
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simultaneously as a single matched atomic assignment. Thus, if expression !!"# is the event 

!"#. !!and the variable !"# is the event !". ! then the matching pair of communications 

commands can be viewed as the decentralized but logically atomic assignment statement: 

!"# = !"#$ 

7.1.5 Fundamental processes 

Four types of process and their behaviors are axiomatic in defining the theory of CSP, their 

unique names and behaviors being:  

Process Behaviour 

!"#$ The simplest of processes it never does anything and refuses to do anything. 

It refuses to do whatever its environment may offer and satisfies the law: 

!"#$ !! !"#$ 

This behaviour probably results from some form of failure be that a failure in 

hardware, software design or inter-process deadlock and it is, therefore, the 

behaviour of a broken object. 

!"#P A process that has successfully completed everything that it was intended to 

do can terminate and behave as STOP process by deliberate intention. This 

process only accepts the !"##$!! event, denoted ✓, and ignores all other 

events: 

!"#$ = ✓ → !TOP  
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!"# A process that will always engage in any event offered by the environment, it 

will do anything at all as such ∀! ∈ !∗ it obeys the law: 

!"# ! !"#! 

!"#$% A process that will also do anything at all but can also refuse to anything at 

all, at any time, and can choose to behave like any other process ! at all, 

whenever it decides. It can make concealed internal progress via a set of 

internal events and their transitions. Therefore ∀! and ∀! ∈ !∗ it satisfies the 

law: 

!"#$S ! ! ⋁ !"#$% 

Table 8: CSP axiomatic processes [24] [26] 
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7.2 Appendix: Scientific Control 

As part of the body of techniques that constitutes scientific method the reliability of any 

observation is increased by comparison with a control. It follows then that measurements of 

performance must be taken of an equivalent program that executes serially in its entirety. 

Such an experiment would perform as the scientific control against which performance 

observations of parallelization can be compared. 

This raises the problem of what constitutes a suitable scientific control for experiments 

designed to explore performance speedup? 

At first glance the most appropriate, but time consuming, solution might seem to be to write 

a separate program that performs exactly the same test activity but executes serially in its 

entirety. Ideally the programming of this control should be done blindly i.e. in total 

isolation from development of the experimental software. Such that executing said program 

in a multicore environment would result in no difference performance from executing the 

same program in an equivalent single core environment.  

The fact is that this blinded approach to control software development in parallelization 

rarely happens and is often a point of criticism raised against such research. Such a naïve 

view misses the point of the scientific control. 

A control is designed to minimize the effects of variables other than the single independent 

variable under examination. As a consequence the control experiment must replicate all the 

dependent variables present in the experimental environment. A separate clean room 

written piece of control software would not control for dependent variables in the 
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experiment and would, therefore, be of no use in disproving the null hypothesis.  

The experimental measurement of software performance is entirely relative. Therefore, as far as 

research into the problem of parallelization is concerned, the argument that one could 

produce an entirely separate control version of the serially executing program or algorithm 

that could execute faster on wall-clock time than the parallel implementation is rendered 

moot. One cannot compare apples with oranges. 

Further, Shi [59] highlights the importance of reproducibility of performance comparisons: 

“…the serial and parallel programs take the same number of total calculation steps for the same input.” 

This notion is termed structure persistent and Shi provides a definition: 

A sequential algorithm is structure persistent (SP) if all parallel implementations of the same 

algorithm must require greater or equal number of calculation steps (including those in 

parallel) for all inputs. 
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7.3 Appendix: Measuring elapsed time 

Measuring parallel performance in terms of scaling requires accurate measurement of how 

solution time varies with the number of processors. When measuring the performance of a 

software artifact in terms of how long a particular execution takes to complete the most 

common and pragmatic metric is termed wall-clock time (also know as wall time or real-world 

time). Wall-clock time is the observer’s perception of time from the start of the task until its 

satisfactory completion. Notionally this would be the passage of time as measured by a clock 

on the wall and has particular significance in computer science as being distinct from the 

amount of time software spends performing calculations as opposed to waiting for resources 

to become available such as main memory and disk storage.  

Practically though measuring duration can be reliably performed on modern processors by 

reading the time stamp counter (TSC). The TSC has been present on all of the ‘x86’ family 

of processors since Intel introduced the Pentium P5 on March 22, 1993  [93] and this can 

be an excellent, low overhead means of accessing relative (before and after) timing values 

that can be converted into wall-clock time. However, it is necessary to control for external 

effects that can prevent the accurate conversion of the difference between the before and 

after counts as measured by the TSC into a wall-clock time. In particular a multicore, 

hyperthreaded processor requires that the correct TSC is read and that out-of-order 

instruction execution is accounted for and that consideration is given to processors that can 

automatically adjust their clock frequency, or even enter a “hibernation” mode. To this end 

the TSC can be most accurately accessed using operating system calls, such as the POSIX 
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compliant clock_gettime() function under Linux, or via library functions that come 

with performance guarantees such as Intel’s thread building blocks (TBB) accurate TSC 

reading function tick_count::now. 
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7.4 Appendix: Measuring performance in a stochastic environment 

Having established a reliable mechanism for recording elapsed time that can be converted 

to wall-clock time, it transpires that measuring performance in a modern multicore 

processing environment—where multithreaded software is running within a modern 

multitasking operating system—is not, necessarily, a reliable exercise. 

To illustrate this point consider a single task ! whose only job is to reliably wait a fixed 

duration accurately achieving 1 millisecond by calling a function that engages in nothing 

more than a loop of repeatedly reading the system clock until 1ms has elapsed: 

Code Listing 32: Busy-wait timing function (pseudo code) 

1. void#busy_wait(size_t#duration)#{###

2. ####size_t#elapsed#=#os_dependent_get_time();###

3. ####duration#=#elapsed#+#duration;###

4. ####while(elapsed#<#duration)###

5. ########elapsed#=#os_dependent_get_time();###

6. }###

Such an odd function might seem an unnecessary construction but satisfactory 

experimentation requires a mechanism to mimic a task where the processor is wholly 

engaged in arriving at the problem solution. This cannot be achieved with a standard 

system call such as the Linux sleep() function because such system calls trigger the 

operating system to schedule out the current task and start executing another task only to 

wake the sleeping task at approximately the time it was due.§ Such an approach, when 

measured, will give false timing results as the operating system will be able to juggle 

                                                        
§ LINUX man pages : sleep () 
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hundreds of such sleeping tasks scheduling them on and off the underlying logical cores 

only when the function call is made and when it needs to be woken. 

Therefore, an approach must be taken that forces the current thread of execution to stay 

bound inside the task repeatedly examining the system clock until the requested duration 

has expired. However, the worker thread can itself still be suspended from the underlying 

hardware processing core by the operating system but only when the operating system must 

do so in order to meet scheduling demands and not when simply invited to do so by calling 

a suspendable system call such as sleep(). 

Returning to the busy-wait task ! implemented as a functor that can be passed to a 

threadpool: 

Code Listing 33: Task ! that busily waits for 1 millisecond.  

1. struct#WaitFunctor#{###

2. ####void#operator()#()#{###

3. ########busy_wait(1);###//busily#wait#for#1#millisecond###

4. ####}###

5. };###

It became evident that a threadpool of several threads implemented as a work stealing 

queue, as described for its final incarnation in chapter 4.5 below, displayed unpredictable 

behavior and significant time of execution overheads when all of the worker threads were 

fighting over a single instantiation of the busy wait task ! as above. It became clear that 

when the number of tasks was small and less than the size of the threadpool then the 

threadpool threads should back off from competing for the task or tasks that were already 
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taken. Such behavior was made possible by implementing worker threads that were able to 

discover when they are unemployable and back off by cancelling themselves. This behavior is 

important to implement in order to prevent undefined behavior and skewed performance 

characteristics for small numbers of tasks. 

An experiment was designed to confirm the predicted behavior of the work stealing back-off 

threadpool ! that would go on to become the threadpool described in chapter 4.5 below. 

The single 1ms busy wait task ! was scheduled for 1000 execution cycles on the threadpool 

and timings of the duration to completion were taken in order to show whether or not the 

work stealing nature of the threadpool incurred unnecessary time overheads when the 

number of tasks was smaller than the number of threads. The predicted behavior that was 

that no extra overheads would be incurred as the number of threads in the threadpool was 

increased. 

The hypothesis that arises from this backing off behavior is that doubling the number of 

threads in the threadpool ! at each run, up to some arbitrary limit, should have no impact 

on the overall run time of the single busy-wait task !. In a deterministic system then it 

seems reasonable to assume that the overall time for completion !! for the single busy wait 

task ! will be 1!"!!!1000 i.e. one second plus some small scheduling overhead !" and, 

further, that ! will be fixed over both repeated executions and increasing threadpool size. 

Then ∀|!| > 0 the execution of !! !  duration will be: 

!! = 1! + !!! 
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As described at  this experiment was run on the reference hardware and software test 

system that provides a quad core processor with hyperthreading enabled resulting in 8 

effective logical processing cores visible to the Linux operating system for scheduling the 

worker threads of the threadpool. The automated experimental software was left to execute 

50 times on the threadpool ! for each doubling of the size of the pool of worker threads 

across the sequence 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. Each execution time ! was measured using the 

techniques described in appendix 7.3 Appendix: Measuring elapsed time 282.  

The results were plotted using the R statistical software package as 6 box and whisker plots 

in order to visualize Tukey’s five-number summary (minimum, lower-hinge, median, 

upper-hinge and maximum) for the resulting large amounts of timing data gathered: 

 

Figure 38: Box and whisker descriptive statistics of edge case threadpool 

performance 

The most striking feature of figure 3 is that there is clearly a degree of variance in the 
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timings within each test cycle but that there is also variance of the timing data between test 

cycles. This is particularly notable during the test run at X8 where the duration outliers 

drop into the range of the subsequent timings at X16 and X32. But why should this be? 

This variance is counter to the predicted observations and is explained by the fact that the 

threadpool threads are not exclusively bound to the underlying hardware processing cores. 

Rather, it is the operating system of the test environment that intervenes and arranges to 

share out processing time not only between the threads of the threadpool but also amongst 

any other services or tasks that require processing time. Clearly, some event occurred part 

way through the X8 automated test run, perhaps a service or some other background 

operating system task completed, that freed up processing resources that the X16 and X32 

test runs were then able too take advantage of. 

Therefore, when measuring performance in a multicore environment consideration must be 

given to the variance inherent in a modern multitasking operating system such as Linux and 

a key motivating question presents itself:  

Are measurements of FBP software performance executing on multiple processing resources 

both individually valid and comparable? 
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7.5 Appendix: Inferential statistics for FBP research 

Whilst it is possible to use operating systems that offer a more reliable binding of threads to 

the underlying CPU architecture, such Real Time Operating Systems (RTOS) are not 

mainstream and, apart from a few specialized cases where accurate timing might be 

essential, not the most likely deployment environment for telemedicine software. Therefore, 

when designing a testing environment that environment should most accurately reflect the 

vicissitudes of the real world.   

It follows that in order to compare performance between controls and test case(s) it would 

be necessary to repeat timing measurements and use some form of average value be that the 

mean, median or mode. If the timing data has a normal distribution then the mean = 

median = mode and statistical analysis of performance comparisons between control and 

test cases using the mean would be valid. 

In order to establish this fact, consider again the 1ms busy wait looping task ! that is 

scheduled to run 1000 times. The single worker thread threadpool (X1) timings were 

repeated in a nominal operating system environment, being both quiescent and with no 

other executing applications, and a histogram plotted using the R software package to 

which a density curve was fitted: 
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Figure 39: Histogram for single core, single task performance measurement  

The density curve of figure 4 conforms closely to the symmetrical curve of a normal 

distribution confirming that from a statistical point of view it is reasonable to assume that 

timing measurement data sets are normally distributed. 

However, in order to compare means some understanding of the variance of the underlying 

data is required before valid conclusions can be drawn. In the case of the X1 timing data set 

fitting a normal distribution then the standard deviation SD about the mean of the X1 data 

set is only 0.01837221.  

As has been demonstrated, for the X1 scenario, not only do the timings sampled form a 

normal distribution, the standard deviation is itself small. However, in order to be able 

collect timing data across a range of test case scenarios and be able to compare this to a 

control it is necessary not only to show that the normal distribution is maintained but that 
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there is homogeneity of variance (homoscedasticity).  

Having established that the back off working stealing thread pool ! will auto adjust to 

balance available processing resources to the task workload, further experiments were run 

with the threadpool in its default state whereby the threadpool size (number of worker 

threads) is equal to the logical processor core count, but backing off as necessary as 

described above. 

Thus, in order to examine variance as task count increases consider the same 1ms busy wait 

task ! executing 1000 times but duplicated an increasing number of times to produce a task 

workload ! of order |!| != !! where ! doubles after each test run of 50 repeat executions of 

!(!). Timing data was collected for values of ! in the sequence 1,2,4,8,16 and 32 and 

histograms plotted using the R software package to which a density curve was fitted: 
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Figure 40: Histograms for multiple core, multiple task performance measurement  

The resulting data is demonstrably normally distributed and on first glance, it appears that 

the data sets are homoscedastic; this assumption is tested more rigorously than the non-

parametric visualization of the data. Ergo, descriptive and inferential statistical methods 

[94] can be used to analyze and draw conclusions about performance in a multicore core 

non-deterministic environment. 
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7.6 Appendix: A threadpool as a proxy for logical cores 

Having established both the Gaussian distribution of execution time samples for a 

threadpool and the homogeneity of variance of those distributions between different sizes of 

threadpool in a multicore environment, it is now possible to establish whether or not it is a 

valid assumption that a thread of execution can act as a proxy for a hardware core?  

A key assumption in this research is that given a work stealing back-off threadpool of 

worker threads—where the number of worker threads is less than or equal to the number of 

logical cores visible to the operating system—that each worker thread in the threadpool 

behaves as a virtual processing proxy for whichever underlying logical core has been 

scheduled to execute that thread by the operating system.  

If this assumption is true it follows that there should be no significant variation between the 

solution time of a single busy task, such as ! the 1ms busy wait loop executing 1000 times 

described in appendix 7.6 Appendix: A threadpool as a proxy for logical cores – code listing 

33, and multiple duplicates of that task !!, !!… !! where ! the number of duplicate tasks is 

less than or equal to the number of worker threads. In other words, if one “clock watcher” 

task is set to complete after a set period then 2, 4 and 8 duplicate instantiations of that task 

should all complete simultaneously. This predicted behavior is based on the assumption 

that the tasks are shared equally amongst the worker threads by the threadpool and that the 

worker threads are shared equally amongst the logical cores by the operating system.  

The corollary to this thread-to-core proxy assumption is that when the number of busy-wait 

loop tasks exceeds the number worker threads, and hence logical cores, then one or more 
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clock watching loops will have to share a processing core. In so doing the tasks will, 

necessarily, have to spend a portion of time not executing and when returning to examine 

the clock will have waited longer than the target duration. Therefore, the duration of the 

overhead component !" is no longer be reliably fixed and will increase.  

Consequently if there exists a number of 1ms busy wait tasks that exceeds the number of 

threads in the threadpool it will no longer be the case that a 1000 repeat executions of the 

1ms wait task will complete in a time of 1ms. In this way 16 busy-wait tasks ! of 1ms 

duration executing 1000 times each and shared out across a threadpool with 8 worker 

threads will take twice as long to complete and 32 such tasks shared across the same 

threadpool should take twice as long again to complete. 

Thus, in order to examine these predictions and confirm the validity of the thread-to-core 

proxy assumption the following experiment was conducted: 

Reconsider, from section appendix 7.6 Appendix: A threadpool as a proxy for logical cores 

– code listing 33, the 1ms busy wait task ! scheduled to repeat 1000 times. Let ! be the set 

of such repeating tasks ! = {!|! ∈ !}. The workload set was executed on the default 

threadpool ! executing the workload ! using 8 threads scheduled across the 8 logical cores 

of a quiescent test environment, as at 5.5 Ensuring a reliably quiescent experimental 

environment page 149. 

The time to completion ! was measured using the technique described in 7.3 Appendix: 

Measuring elapsed time page 282. This method was repeated until 50 samples of ! had 
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been collected for each workload set ! before each doubling of the size of the workload of 

busy-wait tasks |!| across the sequence 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. 

The mean completion time ! was calculated for each size of workload set: 

Table 9: Mean time to completion for increasing numbers of busy-wait tasks. 

|!| 1 2 4 8 16 32 

! secs 1.136 1.140 1.141 1.149 2.285 4.545 

 

Analysis of the observations confirms the predicted outcomes; such that the completion 

times are all 1 second plus some small and consistent overhead time when the number of 

busy-wait tasks is less than or equal to the number threads in the default threadpool. 

However, when there are twice as many tasks than threads in the threadpool, and hence 

logical cores, then the completion time doubles to 2 seconds plus an overhead time. The 

completion time quadruples to four seconds plus a sizeable overhead time when there are 

four times as many tasks to complete as there are threads, and hence cores, available to 

service them.   

Ergo, a worker thread in work stealing back-off threadpool is a valid proxy for a logical 

processing core in the defined experimental environment—provided that the number of 

worker threads is less than or equal to the number of logical processing cores visible to the 

operating system. 
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7.7 Appendix: Determining the elapsed time sampling size 

Having demonstrated that measuring elapsed wall-clock times in the non-deterministic 

environment of a multicore processor running a multitasking operating system fits a 

Gaussian, or normal, distribution, it follows that an important part of experimental design is 

establishing what the sample size of timings should be in order to guarantee a specified 

margin of error? 

For a normal distribution [67], as demonstrated for elapsed time measurements, of 

population size ! provided the population standard deviation ! is known then the interval 

about the population mean ! from ! − 1.96 !/ !  up to ! + 1.96 !/ !  has a 95% 

chance of containing that mean. The margin of error (ME) can be defined as half of the 

width of this confidence interval and, therefore, for a 5% margin of error is given by the 

formula: 

!" = 1.96 !
! 

 

Knowing the desired margin of error a simple rearrangement to calculate ! will give the 

minimum sample size: 

! = 196 !
!"

!
 

 However, since the true ! is unknown an approximation from the 1000 run sample X1 

data set of 0.01837221 can be substituted and, with a desired margin of error expressed as 
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an absolute quantity of no more than 0.001 of a second, the minimum sample size can be 

arrived at:  

! = 1.96!×!0.0184
0.001

!
 

Which for millisecond accuracy results in a sample size ! = 36 (to nearest whole number). 

Therefore, although the experimental environment is strictly speaking stochastic the degree 

of indeterminacy is small but should—nevertheless—be accounted for in the experimental 

design. 
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7.8 Appendix: Embarrassingly Parallel Problems 

In parallel computing research and its application the kind of problems most suited to a 

MPP machine such as the 1,572,864 core supercomputer Sequoia [61] are characterized 

by a workload that is either inherently separated into an arbitrarily large workload of 

parallel tasks or requires little in the way of work to breakdown into such a workload.  

Such embarrassingly parallel problems share another key characteristic in that each 

separate task does not communicate with any other i.e. there exists no dependency between 

parallel tasks. Such problems are regarded as ideal computations because they can be 

divided into a number of completely independent parts, each of which can be executed by a 

separate processor [95] 

Whilst there is a rich and important supply of this class of problems in science [65] [95] the 

domain of Telemedicine may not seem the most obvious place to look for such 

embarrassingly parallel problems which suggests that a MPP approach may not have much 

to offer. 
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7.9 Appendix: Graph Building R-Scripts 

Code Listing 34: CPUDB Graph R-Script for (CPU-DB (cpudb.stanford.edu) 

Processor scaling trends 1971-2012) [21] 

#read in CSV tables 

processor  <- read.csv("./cpudb/processor.csv") 

specint2k6 <- read.csv("./cpudb/spec_int2006.csv") 

specint2k0 <- read.csv("./cpudb/spec_int2000.csv") 

specint95 <- read.csv("./cpudb/spec_int1995.csv") 

specint92 <- read.csv("./cpudb/spec_int1992.csv") 

 

#merge spec scores 

all <- merge(processor, specint2k6, by="processor_id", 

             suffixes=c(".proc", ".spec_int2k6"), all=TRUE) 

all <- merge(all, specint2k0, by="processor_id", 

             suffixes=c(".spec_int2k6", ".spec_int2k0"), all=TRUE) 

all <- merge(all, specint95, by="processor_id", 

             suffixes=c(".spec_int2k0", ".spec_int95"), all=TRUE) 

all <- merge(all, specint92, by="processor_id", 

             suffixes=c(".spec_int95", ".spec_int92"), all=TRUE) 

 

# fix missing date entries  

all[all[["date"]]=="","date"] <- NA 

dates <- as.POSIXct(all[["date"]]) 

# account for potential turbo-boost clock 

noturbo <- is.na(all[["max_clock"]]) 

all[noturbo,"max_clock"] <- all[noturbo, "clock"] 

# determine scaling factors for spec92->spec95, 

# spec95->spec2k0, and spec2k0->spec2k6 

spec92to95 <- 
mean(all[["basemean.spec_int95"]]/all[["basemean.spec_int92"]], 
na.rm=TRUE) 

spec95to2k0 <- 
mean(all[["basemean.spec_int2k0"]]/all[["basemean.spec_int95"]], 
na.rm=TRUE) 
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spec2k0to2k6 <- 
mean(all[["basemean.spec_int2k6"]]/all[["basemean.spec_int2k0"]], 
na.rm=TRUE) 

no95 <- is.na(all[["basemean.spec_int95"]]) 

no2k0 <- is.na(all[["basemean.spec_int2k0"]]) 

no2k6 <- is.na(all[["basemean.spec_int2k6"]]) 

all[no95, "basemean.spec_int95"] <- spec92to95 * all[no95, 
"basemean.spec_int92"] 

all[no2k0,"basemean.spec_int2k0"] <- spec95to2k0 * all[no2k0, 
"basemean.spec_int95"] 

all[no2k6, "basemean.spec_int2k6"] <- spec2k0to2k6 * all[no2k6, 
"basemean.spec_int2k0"] 

 

# performance 

all[["perfnorm"]] <- all[["basemean.spec_int2k6"]]/all[["tdp"]] 

# find the scaling factors 

scaleclk   <- min(all[["max_clock"]], na.rm=TRUE) 

scaletrans <- min(all[["transistors"]], na.rm=TRUE) 

scaletdp   <- min(all[["tdp"]], na.rm=TRUE) 

scaleperf  <- min(all[["basemean.spec_int2k6"]], na.rm=TRUE) 

scaleperfnorm  <- min(all[["perfnorm"]], na.rm=TRUE) 

 

# make the plot 

plot(dates,log(all[["transistors"]]/scaletrans), col="light gray", 
bg="light gray", pch=22, cex=0.7, ylab="log normalized transistor 
density", main=expression(paste("\t\t\t\tMoore's Law\nLinear Regression 
Model Best Fit ",r^2,"=0.9377 1693df")))  

lmfit<-lm(log(all[["transistors"]]/scaletrans)~dates) 

abline(lmfit, lwd=2) 
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Code Listing 35: R-script for Figure 21: Boxplots and histograms with density curve 

for control and experiment solution times 

#script to display raw control and experiment data 

raw<-read.csv("raw results.csv") 

control<-round(raw$X1.cores,3) 

experiment<-round(raw$X8.cores,3) 

par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 

boxplot(main="Raw Control Data", xlab="solution 
time(seconds)",control,horizontal=1) 

boxplot(main="Raw Experiment Data", xlab="solution 
time(seconds)",experiment,horizontal=1) 

hist(main="Histogram & Smoothed Density Curve", xlab="solution 
time(seconds)",control,prob=1) 

lines(density(control, adjust=2), lty="dotted") 

hist(main="Histogram & Smoothed Density Curve", xlab="solution 
time(seconds)",experiment,prob=1) 

lines(density(experiment, adjust=2), lty="dotted") 

hist(main="Histogram & Smoothed Density Curve", xlab="solution 
time(seconds)",control,prob=1) 

lines(density(control, adjust=2), lty="dotted") 

hist(main="Histogram & Smoothed Density Curve", xlab="solution 
time(seconds)",experiment,prob=1) 

lines(density(experiment, adjust=2), lty="dotted") 

 

Code Listing 36: R-script for Figure 23: Boxplots and histograms with density curve 

for solution times by thread count 

#script to display raw data cores 1 to 8 

raw<-read.csv("raw results.csv") 

u<-list() 

u[[1]]<-c(round(raw$X1.cores,3)) 

u[[2]]<-c(round(raw$X2.cores,3)) 

u[[3]]<-c(round(raw$X3.cores,3)) 
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u[[4]]<-c(round(raw$X4.cores,3)) 

u[[5]]<-c(round(raw$X5.cores,3)) 

u[[6]]<-c(round(raw$X6.cores,3)) 

u[[7]]<-c(round(raw$X7.cores,3)) 

u[[8]]<-c(round(raw$X8.cores,3)) 

par(mfrow=c(4,4)) 

for(j in 0:1) { 

 for(i in (1+(j*4)):(4+(j*4))) { 

  boxplot(main=names(raw)[i], 
xlab="t(seconds)",u[[i]],horizontal=1) 

 } 

 for(i in (1+(j*4)):(4+(j*4))) { 

  hist(main="Histogram & Curve", 
xlab="t(seconds)",u[[i]],prob=1) 

  lines(density(u[[i]], adjust=2), lty="dotted") 

 } 

} 

Code Listing 37: R-script for Figure 24: Log plot elapsed solution times per 

threadpool size experiment 1b 

#script to display log plot speedup vs core count 

raw<-read.csv("raw results.csv") 

u<-list() 

u[[1]]<-c(round(raw$X1.cores,3)) 

u[[2]]<-c(round(raw$X2.cores,3)) 

u[[3]]<-c(round(raw$X3.cores,3)) 

u[[4]]<-c(round(raw$X4.cores,3)) 

u[[5]]<-c(round(raw$X5.cores,3)) 

u[[6]]<-c(round(raw$X6.cores,3)) 

u[[7]]<-c(round(raw$X7.cores,3)) 

u[[8]]<-c(round(raw$X8.cores,3)) 

 

times<-c(mean(u[[1]]),mean(u[[2]]),mean(u[[3]]), mean(u[[4]]), 
mean(u[[5]]),mean(u[[6]]),mean(u[[7]]),mean(u[[8]])) 

cores<-c(1:8) 
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plot(main="Log plot elapsed solution times for threadpool size." 

,ylab="log(solution times)" ,xlab="log(threads)" ,log(times)~log(cores), 
type="p",pch=22,col="blue") 

lines(log(times)~log(cores),col="green",lty=23) 

 

y<-log(times[8]) - log(times[1]) 

x<-log(8)-log(1) 

m<-y/x 

print(m) 

Code Listing 38:R-script for Figure 26: Side-by-side boxplots of solution times by 

thread count 

#script to display raw data cores 9 to 16 

raw<-read.csv("obs1.csv") 

u<-list() 

u[[1]]<-c(round(raw$X9.cores,3)) 

u[[2]]<-c(round(raw$X10.cores,3)) 

u[[3]]<-c(round(raw$X11.cores,3)) 

u[[4]]<-c(round(raw$X12.cores,3)) 

u[[5]]<-c(round(raw$X13.cores,3)) 

u[[6]]<-c(round(raw$X14.cores,3)) 

u[[7]]<-c(round(raw$X15.cores,3)) 

u[[8]]<-c(round(raw$X16.cores,3)) 

boxplot(u,main="n=36",xaxt='n',xlab="threads",ylab="solution times(s)") 

pts<-seq(1:8) 

axis(1,at=pts,labels=(pts+8)) 

Code Listing 39: R-script for Table 6: Welch two sample t-test for unequal variances 

experiment 1a 

for(i in 1:7) { 

  
print(t.test(u[[i]],u[[i+1]],alternative="greater",var.equal=FALSE)) 

} 
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